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Celebrating 67 Years In The Tampa Bay Area
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Prosecutor To
Retrv Woman After
JurJ Deadlocked

Gunfire Erupts
At'StopThe
Violence' Event

Single Mother
Draws On Strength
To Raise 6Children

SEE PAGE 3-A

SEE PAGE 9-A

SEE PAGE 9-A

First Annual Bridge Generational Gap Held At Riverfront Park
Last Sunday, members of the community from all walks of life gat}_tered at the Riverfront Park for the First Annual Bridge The Generational Gap Campaign. The event was sponsored by ProjectS. A. W. Show Another Way, Inc., and Children With A Vision, Inc. Colonel
Alvin B. Drew, Jr., an Astronaut from NASA, was the special guest. The theme for the event was, "It Takes A Village To Raise A Child."
Among those in attendance were NASA Astronaut Col. Alvin B. Drew, Jr., State Representative Betty Reed, Tampa Police Chief Jane
Castor, School Board member, Doretha Edgecomb, Col. E. J. Otero, Elder Michelle B. Patty, Pastor Michael Price, Pastor Antonio R.
Hawkins, Pastor Charles Perkins, Bishop Robert Register, Ricky Gallon, of Boys & Girls Club of Tampa, Inc., James E. Williams, Project
S .A.W. founder Oliver Sutton, founders Jerome Young, Lesley Young, and Tonya Lewis, founder of Children With A Vision, Inc.
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Redrell Sentinel Pressman Dies Sullllanlv

Mr. Simon Johnson was employed at the Florida Sentinel Bulletin from 1957 until 1995· He was
assigned to the Production Department and later became a Pressman.

Mr. Simon Johnson moved to
Tampa shortly after graduating from
high school. He relocated to accept
employment.

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
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On Wednesday after&&. noon, the Florida Sentinel
~ Bulletin loss a member of
II( its family. Mr. Simon

MR. SIMON JOHNSON
10/10/1935 to 7/18/2012

graduating from Madison
County Training Center. He
learned about a position at a
local funeral home and accepted it, his son, Bryon
Johnson said.
Mr. Johnson applied

Johnson died at Tampa
General Hospital after becoming ill. Mr. Johnson
was 77 years of age.
A native of Madison
County, Florida, Mr. Johnson moved to Tampa after
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VOTE THOMAS SCOTT

~

ELECTION AUGUST 14TH 2012

~

EARLY VOTING JULY 30TH
Call (813) 650-5390 for ride to polls or to serve as a volunteer or make a contribution!
Visit www.ThomasScottforSOE.com for more information
E-Meil: ~.com
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Mr. and Mrs. Simon (Lorita)
Johnson were married for 54 years.

for a position with the

Florida Sentinel Bulletin
newspaper. He was hired in
1957·
After establishing himself, he married a young lady
from his hometown. Mr. and ·
Mrs. Simon {Lorita)
Johnson were married for
54 years.
Although Mr. Johnson
made Tampa his home, he
never severed the ties with
Madison, Florida. He visited
home two or three times per
year. He last visited Madison
last week, his son said.
Mr. Johnson began as a
Typesetter with th·e Sentinel. When the company
changed over to offset printing in 1975, Mr. Johnson
received training to operate
the new equipment and was
re-assigned to the Production Department.
Always interested in
learning new things, Mr.
Johnson became an Apprentice Pressman and
through on-the-job training,
mastered the task of operating the press and served as
the Pressman for several
years.
In 1995, Mr. Johnson
became ill and underwent
triple by-pass surgery. He retired that year. However,
Mr. Johnson was always

30 Yl- ARS 01- Sf RVICF
INFANT MORTAUTT, PROVIDED
$I MIUJON FOR RESEARCH
AND INTERYENllON
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NAACP Pounc.u. AcnOH
CHAIRNRSOH

willing to help when called
upon.
Mr. Johnson didn't
mind sharing knowledge
with others. He often told
others to "work smarter, not
harder."
An entrepreneur, Mr.
Johnson became interested
in real estate and accumulated several rental properties over the years.
Shortly after arriving in
Tampa, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson became members
of Mount Zion AME Church
in Hyde Park. They continued their relationship with
the church after it relocated
to Riverview. Mr. Johnson
served on the Trustee Board
and the Steward Board.
Bryon Johnson said his
father loved working in the
yard. He became ill while
working in the yard. He was
admitted to Tampa General
Hospital, Tuesday.
Mr. ,Johnson began exhibiting problems and additional tests were ordered. He
died at 2:30 p.m., on
Wednesday.
Mr. Johnson was the
father of four children. His
daughter, Lanita preceded
him in dead. His survivors
include his wife; and 3 sons,
Tyrone, Morris, and
Byron; and 2 grandchildren, Tyrone, Jr., and Simone,
other
family
members and friends.
Funeral services for Mr.
Johnson were incomplete
at press time. Ray Williams
Funeral Home is in charge of
handling arrangements .
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connee Branuev Case:

-.Man Indicted·On
11 Counts 01 Tax Fraud
wonh 8104,616

Prosecitor To Retrv Woman
After Mistrial Declared

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
James C. Preston, Jr.,
Prosecutor for the U. S.
District Court, Middle
District
of
Florida,
announced on Thursday
morning that he plans to
retry
Ms.
Cortnee
Brantley. Her first trial
ended with a deadlocked jury
on Wednesday.
Prosecutor Preston said
in a press release, "Pursuant
to this Court's inquiry, following the declaration of a
mistrial in this case, the
United States informs the
court of its intent to pursue
its prosecution and to retry
the defendant at such time as
the court deems appropriate."
The trial of Ms. Brantley,
24, who is linked to the
deaths of two Tampa Police
officers began on Monday.
She was charged because she
did not tell police that her
passenger was a convicted
felon in possession of a
firearm during a traffic stop.
The case was given to the
jury for deliberation Tuesday
evening. Attorney Grady
Irvin, her court appointed .
counsel, did not call any witnesses. A motion to dismiss
the case was submitted last
month. However, U ~ S.
District Judge James
Moody, Jr., denied the
request.
On Wednesday afternoon,
jurors notified Judge
Moody that they were deadlocked and unable to reach a
verdict.
Ms. Brantley was arrested two years ago on a federal
charged of concealing information from law enforcement after her companion,
Dontae Morris, 26,
allegedly shot and killed
Tampa Police Officer
David Curtis, 31, and
Officer Jeff Kocab, also
31, two years ago.
During the early morning
hours of June 29 , 2010,
Officer Curtis stopped Ms.
Brantley's vehicle because
the license plate was not visible. Officer Kocab was his
backup unit.
Ms. Brantley pulled over
to the side of the road on N.
soth Street and E. 23rd
Avenue.
Morris was a passenger in
the vehicle. Morris is
alleged to have shot both
officers in the head as they
attempted to arrest him on
an active warrant for worthless checks.
Attorney Irvin had successfully had the charge dis-

CORTNEE BRANTLEY
•• .Jury could not agree if

Earlier this week, the federal government indicted a
46-year-old Tampa man on
seventeen counts of filing
false tax returns. The false
returns totaled $704,676.
Koffi M. Gbikpi was
arrested on Tuesday.
According to the indictment,
he prepared and filecl. the tax
returns in the names of several individuals between
February and Novemher of
2009. Gbikpi allegedly used
several Internet email
addresses to electronically
submit the false income tax
returns to the IRS (Internal
Revenue Service).
If convicted on all of the
charges, Gbikpi faces five

A'ITORNEY GRADY
IRVIN, JR.

she was guilty of charge

missed last year. However,
federal prosecutors won an
appeal.
Last month, Attorney
Irvin stated in a brief submitted to the court,
"Discovery materials in the
murder prosecution(s) of
Dontae Morris were
released to members of the
media . Included with
released material was a 38page transcript of Quinisha
McMillian, who is apparently an occasional Morris
paramour.
" ... McMillan witnessed
Morris in possession of a
firearm and ammunition on
no less than two separate
occasions. The first occasion
occurred shortly after
McMillan saw Morris near
a dead body in her apartment complex. While the
second occasion occurred
shortly after Morris admitted to McMillan that he had
killed the person."
Attorney Irvin further
said Ms. Brantley is the
target of "emotional and
selective prosecution" while
there is a lack of prosecution
of Ms. McMillan "who possibly could have saved the
lives of those officers and
two others after she witnessed the. first victim,
Derek Anderson, laying
on the ground dead in the
apartment complex where
she lived."
He further stated that in
addition to knowing that
Morris had recently been
released from prison, Ms.
McMillan watched him
remove spent cartridge shells
from his handgun and reload
it with fresh bullets.
Attorney Irvin also
requested an Evidentiary
Hearing based on the newly
released information. Judge
Moody had not issued a
response to either request at
press time.
Derek Anderson, 21, was
killed on May 18th while at
the
Kenneth
Court
Apartment Complex on East

Hillsborough Avenue. On
May 31st, 41-year-old
Rodney Jones was shot
and killed as he left a West
Tampa nightclub. Harold
Wright, 25, was shot and
killed on June sth, in Palm
River.
Ms. Brantley was arrested July 3, 2010, on an active
warrant the day after
Morris surrendered to
police, ending a massive
nationwide manhunt.
Judge Moody gave
Prosecutor James Preston,
Jr., until Monday, to determine if he will seek a re-trial.
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KOFFI M. GBIKPI
•.. Facing maximum of85
years in federal prison

years in federal prison on
each count. He could receive
a maximum of 85 years in
prison.
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Middleton High School
Class 111963
The Middleton High School Clas~ of 1963 will meet
Saturday, July 28, 2012, at 12:30 p.m., at the Golden Corral
Restaurant, 11801 N. 56th Street, in Temple Terrace.
All classmates are encouraged ap.d invited to attend. For
more information, call (813) 447-1194 'Or (813) 391-2493.
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FREE Professional Service
News Alert The Ronda Law states That vou
May Be Entitled To $10,000
For Loss Wages And Medical care...
(PIP Insurance Needed)

Service
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Support and Help from the
beginning to the end.

c

~

• Spinal Injuries
Neck Pain • Back Pain
Hip Pain • Leg Pain

• Transportation Available
• Auto Repair
Body Shop

• Medical care Provided

• Specializing In:
Car Accidents
Pedes1rian Incidents
Motorcycle Accidents
Truck Accidents
Slip and Falls
Bicycle

Bus
And More•••

•Don't be victimized twice for an accident that wasn't your fault"

. Call Michelle B. Patty ·
Local: 813-495-3702 • Toll Free 1-866-352-4200
Go To YouTube and pooch The Patty Shuffle
Available 24' Hcus A Day /7 Days A Week
.........
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Countv Commissioners Ask Complaint Made·
For Ordinance Against Sale About Securitv At
ICC Apartments
11 svnthetic Mariiuana
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Ms. Antoinette Glover
wishes all communities were
drug free, especially the area
of Wimauma where she lives.
Ms. Glover understands
how difficult it is for law enforcement to combat illegal
drugs, but when she went into
a convenience store in her
neighborhood, she discovered
a new and more dangerous
problem.
"I went into the store with
my grandson, and right up
front in a huge display was an
assortment of synthetic drug
products and pipes to smoke
them with.
"I immediately became
upset that these stores were
allowed to openly display
these products, and intentionally draw the attention of
young people to use them."
Almost immediately, Ms.
Glover began a campaign to
get the products out of stores
in the county. She started a
petition in her neighborhood
that everyone signed, and
presented it to the Board of
County Commissioners.
"I pleaded .with them to
take some kind of action to
get these products out of
stores," said Ms. Glover.
"It was obvious to me that
they were targeting teenagers
because of the way they displaying the products, and
where they had them in their
stores."
County Commissioner
Les Miller took the lead in
looking into the synthetic
products, and discovered
other counties were having
similar problems. He also discovered that some of those
areas had drawn up an ordinance to prohibit the sale of
the products.
"After my office researched the dangers of these
products, I thought banning
the sale of these products in
Hillsborough County would
be the best way of protecting

ing a safe environment and
there's always room for improvement."
During the public comAccording to Dr. Atwament section at the June 2012
ter, a Request for Proposals
Board of Trustees meeting for
was issued in the spring of
Community
2010, with Allegiance Security
Hillsborough
College, Ms.
Michelle
selected to provide district
wide security, and Sable One
Williams expressed conto provide security for Hawks
cerns about security at Hawks
Landing, the school's 420-bed
Landing beginning July 1,
2010.·
residence complex located to
the west of the school's Dale
"Although Sable One's
Mabry
campus.
contract
was not terminated,
ANfOINETrE GWVER
Ms. Williams alleged
after one year, staff deterthat there have been several
mined the complex would be
ucts in Hillsborough County.
calls for service at the combetter served by using Iron
His motion was seconded,
plex, and the company curEagle, a sub-contractor to Aland his colleagues voted
rently in charge of security at
legiance Security, beginning
unanimously to get the
the complex has done nothing
July 1, 2011. We are very
process started on the draftto change that.
pleased with their performing of the ordinance;
HCC President, Dr. Ken
ance during their first year at
Governor Rick Scott
Atwater, said he recalls Ms.
the complex."
approved House Bill1175 that
Williams speaking to the
Dr. Atwater also said
expanded the list of banned
board a year earlier about
they had a contract option
hallucinogetic substances,
Sable One Security and their
with Sable One, and at the end
adding · 91 new synthetic
decision to reassign them
of every year, they assessed
from Hawks Landing to protheir service and decided to
chemicals.
vide coverage for the book
make a change. Sable One
One problem raised was
stores during the rush period
continues to provide security
the fact that law enforcement
prior to the start of a semesat the school's book stores.
has no rapid testing kits, and
ter.
In a letter from the Board
the chemicals used in the
Ms.
Williams
alleges
of
Trustees dated July 12,
products are constantly
2012,
it states that college
that
EMS
had
been
called
to
changing.
the
complex
26
times
between
staff
followed
up with the
When Ms. Glover got the
June
23,
2011
and
May
22,
Tampa
Police
Department
news of the proposed ordi2012.
She
also
said
during
and
obtained
their
list of calls
nance, she shouted for joy.
placed
from
Hawks
Landing,
that
period,
someOne
had
to
"First, I want to say, God
including all apartments. The
be
treated
for
a
drug
overdose.
is good.
list included dates from July 1,
"I think Sable One's con"I think everyone who put
2010 through June 30, 2012.
tract was violated. Since that
forth the effort to get this
company was removed from
The TPD report the college
done understood this is for
received during Sable One's
providing security at Hawks
the children. I promised I . Landing, there have been sevtenure was 4·5 pages with 190
wouldn't stop until something
eral incidents."
calls/incidents and 3.5 pages
was done to get those prodlong with 155 calls/incidents
Dr. Atwater said there
ucts out of the stores."
for the current contractor over
have been incidents at the
Ms. Glover said now
complex, but they are going
the past year.
she'd like to see the parapherThe letter also says the
down.
nalia removed from the
total number of calls to police
"No one will operate a
stores, because in her opin420-bed complex without
declined 18% in the most reion, the pipes they sell are
problems," said Dr. Atwa- - cent year, compared to the
only used for ingesting drugs.
prior year when Sable One
ter.
"The store owners who
"We believe we are providprovided service.
allow the sale of these products don't care about us," said
Ms. Glover.
"Their bottom line is makLanell Williamsing money, and that's all they
care about."
Councilman Reddick
said he's already requested
For County Court Judge,Group 4
the City Attorney draft a simcandy Lowe- ~gn Manager
ilar qrdinance, and after talk(813) 394-6363
ing with his colleagues, he
Jarvis El-Amin - Campaign Consultart
expects it to go through with--:(813)787..S2
out any problems.
20 v..... Experience
"Comm. Miller, the City
Mother Of Four Chldren • Wn Of LEO + Military Vetlran
Served Aa A Public Servant On Both Sides Of The Law
Attorney, and myself met
Assistant Public Defender • Anistant Sta1e Attorney
with all of the people who addressed the Board of ComPleaM Vote e.ty July 30th Thru August 14th, 2012
missioners
about
the
0 C. B11tM Anchws & Welt T1mpa Ubnrl•
problem, so we feel we are
For L1n111 Wllllms-Yulte For
moving forward with getting
County Court Judge, Group 4
the problem taken care of."
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

COMMISSIONER
LESMILLER
•.••. requests ordinance to ban
sale of synthetic drugs.

our children."
Commissioner Miller
also met with City Councilman Frank Reddick, who
.was also looking into the sale
of the products in the city.
According to sources,
since the sale 6f the synthetic
products in the Tampa Bay
area, there have been two reported deaths, and a rise in
emergency room visits of
young people between 14 and
20 years old.
It was also reported that
the products are actually
plants and/ or herbs that have
been sprayed with chemicals
that will mimic the effects of
smoking marijuana.
A law enforcement official
said the difficulty in getting
the products removed is the
manufacturers are constantly
changing
the
chemical
makeup whenever some of
the chemicals they use are put
on the banned list by state officials.
On March 26, 2012, the
Hillsborough County Sheriffs
Office sent out letters to business requesting they stop selling the products due to the
health hazard they represented.
On Wednesday, Comm.
Miller made a motion that
an ordinance be drafted by
the County Attorney to prohibit the sale of these prod-

Yulee

Reporter Leon B.
Crews can be reached at
(813) 248-0724, or emailed at lcrews@flsentinel.com.

Your AbMntle a.llot 0 www.votehillsborough.org
Or Cd (813) 774-stOO
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Politics, Percentages,
And vampires

W

ith serious tongue-in-cheek, former president
and founding father, Thomas Jefferson was once
overheard to say, "I only believe what I read in the newspaper." Ha!
Fast forward through a bevy of wars, near wars, civil
disorders, disasters of every conceivable dimension and
political fiascos that would feed a farm, and finally arrive in the 21st century, on a Saturday July 14, 2012. You
have just awakened, put on your slippers, slogged outside through wet grass, plucked up the paper only to be
informed {when your eyes finally focus) that 46 percent
of Florida voters prefer President Barack Obama, however, 45 percent prefer Mitt Romney.
What?? You scratch your head. The last time you remember, TV comedian David Letterman was making
yet, another remark regarding Mitt Romney's most recent goofs and gaffs; American women had decided almost to a woman, that a vote for Romney was by no
means a vote for women's liberation, and in Texas, a
group called the NAACP now knew why most of its members would not be wearing "I LOVE MITT" tattoos on
their ankles. Yet, we woke up, opened a window, and inflew-Romney. Once again, busy little bees, who believed
the people to be sheep, were making up our minds.
For, if we believe that a man who was booed by the
NAACP, who has bad credibility with American Latin
Hispanics, who trucks no favor with the majority of
women voters, who seems not to have an agenda for
physically challenged voters at all except death, and
whose only relationship with senior citizens is what one
might call "Old-Money," then we might as well also believe in vampires since one wild fiction is as good as another wild fiction. But if indeed, there are vampires,
they don't drink blood; they distort words.

James Ammons: Not AGood
Month For Education
H

ere recently, the Florida School system received
its FCAT report card. The result was a bevy ofF's
and D's. The University of South Florida succumbed to
a series of hoots and jeers about its students seeming to
fall through a black hole never to graduate. And then, as
if a progressive possible murder case were not bad
enough, the president of venerable Florida A& M University announces that he, too, will follow a long list of
FAMU presidents to step down.
Indeed, one might be tempted to ask, "So, what next
can happen?" But perhaps, asking such a question might
bring down even more bad luck, especially on FAMU.
There was no way to put a smile on "I QUIT." No explanation could conceal the feeling of being beaten up
beyond endurance. So, James Ammons- the kind of
man you would feel most comfortable calling "Jimmy"
- simply decided he'd better get while the getting was

Now that it has come out
that several high ranking officials at Penn State University,
including the President, the
Athletic Director and deceased coaching icon, Joe
Paterno, were aware of several victims who were sexually abused by convicted child
molester, Jerry Sandusky,
more than a decade before his
actions became public record,
people are expressing shock
and outrage that none of
these men made an effort to
stop him. While their disgust
is warranted, the thing that
surprises me the most is that
everyone else is so surprised.
What I am about to say
will no doubt be taken as politically incorrect, controversial and incendiary, but, the
truth of the matter is the
worse kept secret in American society. And that is that
whenever possible, white
people in positions of power
will do whatever they can to
prevent other white people,
who they feel are social
equals, from going to prison.
Sure, there are a number
of whites who are behind
bars. But most of them either
come from a caste commonly
referred to as "white trash,"
exhausted a multitude of pre-

vious breaks or committed
crimes so high profile, that a
slap on the wrist was never a
viable option (i.e. the Bernie
Madoffs of the world).
Sandusky fit neatly into
that latter category. He was
one of the fellas -- a golfing
buddy or maybe even a lodge
brother. It didn't matter that
he got his rocks off messing
with children or was involved
in any other perversion. The
men around him considered
him one of their own. If that
meant covering his messy
tracks, so be it.
And if I could be so bold
as to speak what is probably
in the back of the minds of
most people who've followed
this story, Sandusky's superiors may not have come forward because they may have
been also trying to keep the
door locked to their own
skeleton closets. Who really
knows?
I mean, how else would
you explain a so-year-old
man getting caught sodomizing a 12-year-old boy in a
shower and not going directly
to jail? In the words of street
disciples all over, "where they
do that at?"
Not to make Sandusky's
case entirely about culture

and race, but I don't think it's
a stretch to say that had Sandusky been Black, Asian or
Hispanic, there may have
been far less victims. Simply
because, at the first sign of
any sexual indiscretion with a
child, he would have been
thoroughly investigated, convicted and had his perp walk
broadcast over national television.
Maybe if this were the first
example of something like
this happening, I would be
somewhat amazed that it took
so long for Sandusky's dirt
to come to the light. But considering that his is just the
latest instance where a white
guy got away with committing moral atrocities while authoritative individuals looked
the other way (hello Catholic
church), it appears that cases
like Sandusky's will continue to stand as more of a
rule than an exception.
Anyone wanting to eontact Clarence Barr can·
reach him at: Clarence
Barr, II, 43110-018; P. 0.
Box 7007; Marianna, FL
32447-7007. Reality On
Ice is© by the Ftorida Sentinel Bulletin Publishing
Company.

Health Education: Is There AProblem
With Routine Prostate Screeninail
Ronald W. Holmes, Ph.D.
Prostate cancer is the second leading cause of cancer
death among U.S. men. We are
wondering: Is there a problem
with routine prostate screening? Why is the U.S. Preventative Services Task Force's draft
recommendations against routine prostate screening?
Recently, the U.S. Preventative Services Task Force
(USPSTF) reported that routine prostate screening provides little or no benefit in
reducing deaths resulting from
prostate cancer. It gave PSA
screening a grade "D" and recommended that men without
symptoms should not routinely have the PSA blood test.
Many medical experts and

groups oppose the USPSTF
recommendations. Dr. Peter
Schlegel, chairman of urology
New
Yorkat
Presbyterian/Weill Cornell
Medical Center in New York
City, disagreed with the USPSTF's
recommendations.
Schlegel noted the task force
should have used better studies that showed substantial
benefits from PSA screening
and given a higher grade in
order for doctors to discuss the
risks and benefits with their
patients. Schlegel also noted
that the recommendations are
inappropriately disadvantaged
to African-American men
since they face twice the risk
for prostate cancer.
With the task force mainly
concerned about the side ef-
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fects due to the over-treatment
of prostate cancer, doctors
James K. Bennett, Jenelle .,
Foote and Paul Alphonse of ~
Midtown Urology in Atlanta ~
position that "it is not the diagnosis of the disease that has
led to these side effects, but
the over-treatment of the·disease which should be the basis
of our discussion."
The debate regarding the
value of prostate cancer
screenings will undoubtedly
continue. In the meantime, it
is critical that men educate
themselves about prostate
health and work collaboratively with their doctors to take
steps to maintain a healthy life
style and get the necessary
physical exams to detect
health issues.

good. But the problem remained, at FAMU; the getting was not so good. Its golden
goose (the Marching One Hundred) was dead, or was at least in temporary suspended
animation. Though its finances were a bit better, they leaked red ink around the
ledgers; students were still struggling, and seemingly FAMU was losing in an on-going
battle for survival between it and its white counterparts. With black smoke billowing
from this titanic, Captain Ammons signaled"Abandon Ship" at least for himself.
~
There's an oil slick on the water. Has the great ship outlived its usefulness? Without C>
a captain, what is to become of FAMU? Without clarity, what is to become of Florida m
State Education?
~

Page Six

Pres. Obama's
Campaign Sues Over
Ohio Earlv Voting law.

PRES. BARACK OBAMA

COLUMBUS, Ohio
President
Barack
Obama's re-election campaign is suing Ohio's top elections official in a dispute over
a state law that restricts early,
in-person voting during the
three days before Election
Day.
The lawsuit filed Tuesday
in federal court in Columbus

~

~

~

~

Pres. Obama Proposes
$1 Billion For Science,
Math Teachers

WASHINGTON - The
Obama administration
::) unveiled plans Wednesday to
t- create an elite corps of master
~ teachers, a $1 billion effort to
w boost U.S. students' achieveiij ment in science, technology,
engineering and math.
The program to reward
high-performing teachers
::::::i with salary stipends is part of
m a long-term effort by
President Barack Obama
z to encourage education in
i= high-demand areas that hold
w the key to future economic
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follows a series of election law
changes cleared by the state's
Repu b 1i can -con tro 11 ed
Legislature and signed by its
Republican governor, John
Kasich.
Pres. Obama's campaign
and Democrats argue that the
law unfairly ends early, inperson voting for most
Ohioans on the Friday
evening before the election,
but gives military personnel
and overseas voters until
Monday to cast ballots.
Before the changes, local
election boards could decide
whether to allow in-person
voting during those final three
days.
In 2008, about 30 percent
of Ohio's total vote came in
before Election Day.

growth - and to close the
achievement gap between
American students and their
international peers.
Teachers selected for the
Master Teacher Corps will be
paid an additional $2o,ooo a
year and must commit to participate multiple years. The
goal is to create a multiplier
effect in which expert educators share their knowledge
and skills with other teachers,
improving the quality of education for all students.

Jerrv Springer's
'Final Thouuhr on
Election 2012:
Pres. Obama Is
'Exceptional'

JERRY SPRINGER

HOLLYWOOD- Talk show
host Jerry Springer
described
President
Barack Obama as "truly
exceptional" after meeting
with him Monday night in
Cincinnati.
Springer, a Democrat
who has been traveling the
country raising money for
the party, can't fathom why
America wouldn't want four
more years of the president.
"I was honored to meet
with President Obama
today and felt the meeting
was substantive," Springer
said Monday. "He's so competent and so smart, I just
don't see why we wouldn't
want him for four more years
as president."

Pres. Obama Plants Big One
On First Ladv For verizon ·
Center's 'Kiss Cam'
WASHINGTON- There's
nothing like a little booing to
help the first couple overcome
their shyness.
President
Barack
Obama and his wife,
Michelle, were taking in
Monday
night's
USA
Basketball exhibition game
when the Verizon Center's
"Kiss Cam" turned its eye
their way. Their image on the
huge arena screen prompted
the crowd to cheer- a not-sosubtle hint that Pres.
Obama plant one on the first
lady.
Both smiled, but Pres.
Obama just put his arm
around his wife as the game
resumed. That cautious reaction brought some boos.
Pres. Obama got a do-

PRES. BARACKAND
MICHELLE OBAMA

over later in the game when
the Kiss Cam swung back his
way. This time he delivered,
giving Mrs. Obama a big
kiss on the lips. And a peck on
the forehead for good measure.
And the crowd roared.

Pres. Obama Winning
Bv Campaigning like
ARepublican

President Barack Obama
speaks about the economy
during a campaign event July
16, 2012 in Cincinnati, Ohio.

When the Obama campaign released its new ad
"Firms" over the weekend, the
hard-hitting ad was so good it
might have even made
Republican political operative
~rl Rove nod in respect.
The ad, which features
Mitt Romney singing
"America the Beautiful," is
slickly produced and cut with
images of empty factories and
notes about Romney's ties to
Bain Capital, a pioneer of outsourcing, and island beaches

to highlight Romney's offshore bank accounts in
Bermuda and the Cayman
Islands. Romney's singing is
painfully bad, and the closing
message in the 30-second ad
is "Mitt Romney is not the
solution. He's the problem."
The Obama campaign has
gone for the jugular - directly
attacking Mitt Romney's
central argument for why he
s.hould be president - and is
showing no signs of letting up.
For the past week, Romney's
campaign has been taking hits
from all sides.
Romney's SEC filings contradict his public statements
and testimony under oath
about his tenure as CEO of
Bain Capital, Romney leaked
a transparently untrue story
to The Drudge Report about
Condoleezza Rice being on
the top of his list for vice president and was forced to oo a
Friday evening media blitz in
the hopes of putting a stop to
the bleeding.

Lanitra Sanchez~Moo
Attorney at

1228 E. 7th Avenue
Tampa, FL 6
LSanchezMoore@gmail.com
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211 PRINTS
OVER 50 STftES

ID'S SCHOOl
UNIFORMS
ALL COLORS & SIZES
$

MAROON - BURGUNDY - GOLD
ITE - BLACK - NAVY - RED - GREEN
BLUE - PURPLE - ROYAL
.

MEN'S SUITS
ALL COLORS
-

NOW

00
. NOW

WOMEN'S SHOES
WOMEN'S JEANS
WOMEN'S TOPS
50 STYLES
WilEN'S SUITS

$2.00
$5~00

$5.00
$20.00

3 PC. TIE SET
MEN'S SHIRTS
MEN'S DRESS PANTS
MEN'S JEANS
BOY'S + GIRl'S SOS

$5.00
$5.00
$10.00
$10.00
$5.00
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Plans First Fundraiser
Derek smith is known

throughout the world as a
powerhouse singer and hard
working recording artist.
However, he has another
passion - and that is to help
those who have battled or
who are battling cancer.
Derek knows very well
the effects of cancer. He has
had several family members
and friends to be affected by
it. And although cancer is a
mind blowing disease, it
does not mean that life is
over.
Derek has witnessed
God's healing power within
members of his family and
close friends. His mother,
wife, and his good friends,
Jan ice Person and
~ Pastor Tiffany Lott, are
survivors, and great exampies ofwhat God can do.
One thing that all of those
0
Z survivors have in common is
~ a determination to beat it
iC and a great support system
around them.
W
Since the cancer affects
~ the whole family, Derek
> has founded "Love U2 Life"
an organization that will .
~ be a support system for
those with cancer that do
0
w not have people in theirlives
to help them with the
:::::i process of recovery. It is the
desire of the organization to
A. assist the patient with:
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DEREK SMITH
•.•Founder, Love U2 Life
THERON JAMES, JR.

•Gas or Transportation to
the doctor and/ or other
treatment visits
•Groceries
•Clothing
• Light household chores or
repairs
•Sit with the children and,
•Intercessory needs.
On August 4th, the first
fundraiser will be an 'All
White Affair.' Derek Smith
and Soul Therapy Live
Band and Show, will entertain guests with the best
R&B show they've ever seen.
"I guarantee to take you on
a musical journey that will
have you dancing and enjoying a night of good food,
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Nauonal oratorical
CODt8St

(813) 525-8855
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"You are invited to

with

Every Saturday, Sabbath
Sabbath School 11:00 a.m.

Wednesday
livinl Word of God OAid·Week Service) 7:15 p.m.
*Tune Into the Uoment of Faith Broadcast
On Radio Station wns 1110 AM
• Every Sunday at 2:00-2:30 pm.•

good music, and good people," Smith said.
.
The event will be held at
the Marti Maceo Building,
1226 E. 7th Ave., Tampa.
The event will kickoff at 9 p.
m. and will end at 1 a. m.
Tickets are $20 in advance
or $30 at the door.
For more information on
tickets or sponsorship,
please contact Derek
Smith at (813) 900-5522 or
skdentertainment@"mai}.co
m or tickets may be purchased
online
at
http: //loyeu2life.eyentbrite.

oom.

11181111
In a recent article
printed in the Sentinel,
it was stated that
Franklin Academy for
Boys received an "F" rating. The school was
given a "D" grade.
We apologize for any
inconvenience the error
may have caused.

Theron James, Jr. was
declared the winner among
five finalists in an oratorical
contest at the annual meeting of the National Baptist
Deacons Convention in
Norfolk,
. Virginia,
Wednesday afternoon.
Theron is a 14-year-old
eighth grade honor student
at Young Middle Magnet
School, Tampa.
All contestants spoke on a
theme dealing with preparing
leaders
through
Christian Service.
Theron spoke about rendering service to others and
he shared a story about a
serious hospital stay he had
a few years ago. His oration
received loud applause from
the audience. The judges
based their decisions on

content, delivery, originality,
and poise. Theron scored
116 points out of a possible
120.
Theron is the son of Mr.
Theron James, Sr., and
Mrs. Annette Daniels
James. He is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
(Eartha) Daniels.
Theron enjoys baseball
and loves school, where his
favorite class is science. He
wants to go to college and
plans to be an attorney.
The National Baptist
Deacons Convention is an
all-volunteer group of
Christian lay leaders who
convene for fellowship, education, and missionary work.
Youth scholarships and the
oratorical contests are part
of the mission.
Theron and his family
are grateful to the volunteers
and members of The New
Mt. Zion Missionary Baptist
Church of Tampa who prepared him for his oratory
and sponsored his travel to
Norfolk.
Theron is a member of
New Mt. Zion's Saving Our
Children Ministry, which is a
community wide program
designed to encourage
young people to stay in
school, stay out of trouble,
and enrich their life skills.
The program parallels the
school year and will resume
in September 2012.
Further information is
available at the church.
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SUNDAY, JULY 22,2012
7:30am, lOam, & 12pm Worship Services
Guest Speaker: Pastor Wilbur Outten
Freeport Bible Cburcb

SATURDAY, AUGUST 11,201218:00 P.M.
nckets: $151$25 for VIP**
"$12 fOI' Groups ol10 01' Mont • **lndudee Meet & Ontet end Meal

Center For Manifestation

3102 East Lake Avenue I Tampa. FL 33610
-Pre-Event Free Back-T~School Giveaw&Ys!P\I"chaae tickets now at www.taceentertainment.com
For more information, call813-884-1418, 813--104-1906 or
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email us at tacetampaOyahoo.com
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·stop The Violence'
MoveiDent

CRAIG A. THOMPSON
3/5/1989 to 7/29/2011

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Tuesday would have been
the 19th birthday of Iesha
Washington. Although the
young woman was killed last
summer, her mother decided to
hold a "Stop The Violence"
Movement in her honor.
Ms. Vanetta Scott said
her pastor, Rev. Michael B.
Price, of St. James AME
Church allowed them to hold
part of the program inside the
church .. After that portion of
the program was over, the
group moved outside to the
park.
Ms. Scott said that is when
the trouble began.
"We were about to feed the
people w.hen all of a sudden
gunfire erupted. Someone fired
about 20 gunshots. But, they
can't stop me, if they take my
life, they can't stop me."
Ms. Scott said no one was
injured and no arrests made.
"I'm not giving up. This lets
me know I'm doing it for the
right reason. God is good and
this violence has to stop. Families are hurting. I pray that God
will be with the family of the
boy who killed my child because they have lost him, too.
The only difference is, they can
go see him, but I can't go see
my child," Ms. Scott said.
She further said the event

was an experience and she has
learned a lot. She didn't know
she needed permits, but was
able to get them.
Ms. Scott also said that
her pastor said she can still accomplish her goal, she just has
to do things differently. The
church will partner with her
next year.
Last July, a group of young
people gathered at the International Chemical Workers Union
Council, Local 439 Clubhouse
for a party.'Ms. Scott's daughter and a young man died after
shots were fired indiscriminately into the huge crowd.
lesha Washington and
Craig A. Thompson died
after being hit by gunfire. Ms.
Scott said the movement was
planned as a memorial to the
slain young adults.
Ms. Scott said that despite
the gunfire, it was a very nice
event with attendance ranging
between 200 and 300 people.
"We had so much food
there because of the article in
the Sentinel. I had hired a DJ
and he brought me the money
· back. He said an anonymous
donor had paid him.
Ms. Scott said she will not
be stopped by the incident.
"Every day I think of something
to add to my agenda to get the
message of non-violence out to
these children. They can't stop
me."

YDI2
(Youth Day)

•
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Facunda Arenas (wearing the #28 jersey) and her six children.
(Javier is to her left).

say he was a special kid.
"All of my children got
along great with each other. All
of the boys were athletes and
challenged each other to stay
in top shape. They loved to fish .
together and just generally
hangout."
Javier said that his journey wouldn't have been successful without the values
instilled in him by his mother.
"Being where I am now,
I'm just living for the moment.
I enjoyed high school football,
and to this date, I've managed
to keep the fun in the game.
"I worked out more than
others, liecause I just enjoy it.
I've . m~naged to be with successful programs along the
way, and I've had great ·
coaches."
Javier said he occasionally

works out with his older
brother, Armondo, and when
it comes to life after football,
he'll lean on his degree in Public Relations.
"As fa! as my brothers are
concerned, we all feel the same
for each other. We always
played together, and they are
also my biggest critics.
"As far as my mom is concerned, she is very special.
She's always been a hard
worker, and instilled in me
great values, and the need to
achieve to get to where I need
to be. Because of her, if I
weren't playing football, I
know I'd still be successful."

11 :00 a.m. - Speaker • • •
•
Rev. Vann Fletcher • • •

.

St. Matthew M. B. ·Church •

Praise Festival @ 3:30 ·p.,m. • •
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Reporter Leon B. Z
Crews can be reached at "a
(813) !l48-07fl4, or emailed at lcrewa@flsen-
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HART Getting $9 Million In Grants ~

C/)

HART has been approved for two federal grants totaling $8.7 million to replaced buses, vans
and renovate the company's maintenance building.
According to sources, approximately $4 million from the Department of Transportation's Bus
Livability Program will be spent to replace buses that r un on diesel and vans that run on gas
with compressed natural gas vehicles.
A second grant, $4.7 million from the Department of Transportation's State of Good Repair
Program, will help renovate HART's 40-year-old 21st Avenue maintenance building.
The new vehicles will be the first HART vehicles powered by compressed natural gas.

• • •

•

-

FacundaArenasrememhers all too well her childhood.
She, along with her sister,
Margaret, were typical
teenagers, and both of their
lives could have turned out the
way some of their peers did.
But, Ms. Arenas knew her
life had to be different, especially after she found herself
alone raising six children.
"Of my six children, five of
them are boys, so my focus as
a parent was strong. I saw how
the other young men they grew
up with were turning out, and
I just couldn't see my children
going through that.
"I prayed a lot and sacrificed even more to make sure
my children at least had a
chance to be successful."
Ms. Arenas is proud of all
of her children, especially her
son, Javier.
After a successful football
career at Robinson High
School, Javier went on to be a
star at Alabama, where they
captured a National Championship. After completing his
senior year, he was drafted by
the Kansas City Chiefs in the
second round of the 2010
draft. .
Ms. Arenas said Javier
was a very funny kid growing
up and helped her out a lot at
her day care business.
"I remember being in the
hospital with him when he was
5 or 6 and hearing the doctors

• •
•

Sunday, .July 22, 2P12 .

• Youth Pastor @

Strength In Raising Children ~~

•
•
•
•
•

Free Food
Free Back-to-School Backpacks
Free Clothing
Free Groceries
Free Concert-Featuring Gospel Recording
Artist & Actress, Lecresla Campbell
• Free Health Screenings
• CASH Prizes & Giveaways

/lff~/u~
Location: 4901 N. 40th Street • T

FL33610
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4-Year-Oid Sets
Records, Wins Medals
At Track Finals
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
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Last year, a Tampa couple
was searching for activities
that both of their children
could participate in. They
found the Phase 1 Track and
Field organization.
On the weekend of July 7-8
the track team went to the
finals for the 8 years and
under group. The AAU
Primary
National
Championships was held at
the ESPN Wide World Of
Sports in Orlando.
One of the youngsters participating in the field events
was 4-year-old Zhane (pronounced Jah-Nay) Evans
participates in the Sub Pee
Wee Category. On Saturday,
the children participated in
the triathlon, which consisted of the 55m, the long
jump, and the shot put.
Zhane won first place
with 618 overall points.
During that event, Zhane
was timed at 18:68 in the
100m race, setting the
record.
On Sunday, she broke her
own record with 17:78, capturing first place in the
100m . She also won first
place in the 200m and first
place in the long jump, setting another record with a 7
foot, 91/2 inch jump.
Her father , James
Evans, III, said, "All she
was concerned about was
did she run fast. Her hero is
Lora "LoLo" Jones. She
is really excited about track
and she enjoys it," he said.
Evans further stated that
he and his wife, Tarajee,
are going to take a few weeks
off and then continue with
her training.
"My son, James Evans,
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ZHANE' EVANS

... Won four medals at the
track meet

IV, is 8 now and he plays
football. But, last year, we
were trying to find something that both of them
could do. We tried the track
and field events and both of
them liked it. Her brother
qualified for the nationals in
shot put this year.
"Once we knew they liked
it, we were committed to do
track and field again. It's a
positive influence, the kids
get exercise, and we as parents can participate as well
with coaching and in other
aspects. She broke a record
last year, but another child
broke her record last year as
a 3-year-old," he said.
Zhane is looking forward
to starting VPK this year.
She likes school and she
likes to draw, her dad said.
Zhane's coaching staff
includes Mrs. Sonja
McCoy, Vince McCoy,
and her father.
On Friday (today) evening,
Zhane and her teammates
will attend their end of the
season banquet at the
Cathedral
Conference
Center, 1301 S. 78th Street.

o time like the Present!
ere is no time like NOWI
Contact us today!

(813) 237-2530 x13
Judy Rowland-Smith - Operations Director
The Family Enrichment Center, Inc.
Family is at the Heart of Everything we Do!"
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Couple Finds love In Assisted
living Facilitv: Exchange Vows
BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Editor
A couple that has made their
home in an Ybor City facility,
became husband and wife last
month in a ceremony at the
facility.
Maddie and Edward
(Eddie)
Huffman
exchanged their vows before
the staff at Ybor City
Healthcare and Rehabilitation
Center on June 15, 2012. "We
finally found one another,"
stated the new Mrs.
Huffman.
A native of Sarasota, Mr.
Huffman may be remembered as a member of the
nationally known group, Soul
Stirrers. He auditioned and
joined the group, but had to
pass up the opportunity
because of fatherhood obligations. Ten years later, he had
the opportunity again. This
time he joined the group. He
has traveled the world over

MR. AND MRS. EDDIE
(MADDIE) HUFFMAN

and met all kinds of people.
He says his faith and trust in
God led him to meet
Maddie. When he first saw
her, he thought to himself,
"wow, look at this angel." He
says he fell in love when he
first saw her, and then told
her he needed to talk with
her. That was the beginning of
their friendship.
Maddie, the youngest of 5,
is a native of Troy, Alabama.
She was 40 years old when
she came to Florida with her

children looking for better job
opportunities. She wanted to
be a good role model for her
children.
She went back to school at
Tampa Bay Technical
Institute and earned a degree
in Culinary Art. Afterwards,
she worked several years as a
chef at the University of South
Florida.
"When I first looked into
Eddie's eyes, I knew that he
was going to be the one I'd
spend the rest of my life
with," she said.
Eddie and Maddie believe
in the Lord and share a passion for music . They are
inseparable at the facility.
Eddie's advice: "Trust, and
know that everyone in life is
not bad. An open mind will
help you to understand people and talk to them. "
(Nadine

Kowalke,

Community Liaison for the
center, contributed to the
development of this article)

Mom Seeks Probe In
Crash That len Son Dead

According to the Florida
Highwath Patrol, on Saturday,
July 14 , Nicholas Shakes
was traveling south on State
Road 39 trying to turn left
onto Trapnell Road. A second
vehicle, driven by Jonathan
Forbes, 21, was traveling
north on the same road.
Troopers said during
Shakes' left tum, he traveled
into the path of Forbe's vehicle , resulting in Shakes'
vehicle being hit on the passenger side.
Both vehicles came to rest
on the comer of the intersection. Shakes received fatal
injuries, and was pronounced
dead at the scene. Forbes
was reported to be in serious
condition.
Nicholas's mother,
Yvonne Shakes, said she
disputes some accounts of the
accident, and wants to launch
her own investigation.
"The way the accident was
reported doesn't make sense
to me. Also, when we spoke to
the officer, we were told
Forbes refused to give a
breath sample. I didn't know
you could refuse.
Nicholas Shakes was born
in Jamaica, and came along
with his family to the United
States when he was 7. He
graduated from Durant High
School.
Mrs. Shakes said although
he was a pre-med graduate
from the University of South
Florida, he decided to work in
the family's construction
busine ss with his dad,
Leaford Shakes.
"He had gotten his general
contracting license last year,"
said Mrs. Shakes.
Mrs. Shakes said she
knows there were witnesses to
the accident, and she needs
answers abo ut what hap-

pened.
Nicholas Shakes had 3
siblings, Vincent, LaVonne,
and Lauryn Shakes.
FHP spokesperson, Sgt.
Steve Gaskins, said in incidents where a driver refuses
to take a breath test, the circumstances can vary.
"It's really case specific, and
the officer has to also have
probable cause to request a

breath test.
"It would be premature at
this point to make any determination, and I'd advise
everyone to just be patient
until the investigation has
been completed. The case has
been turned over to the State
Attorney's Office, and the
investigation could take as
much as 4 months to complete.

A bene lit for the kickoff of our organization "Love U2 Life."
This organization will adopt cancer patients and be companions, prayer
warriors; and a listeo:ing ear to those r:hat are battling cancer. In order to
accompli.'!<h our goal we need funds. So tbis is an event to ra.i se funds.

MARTI MACEO BLDG
1226 E. 7TH AVE • TAMPA, Fl. 33605 • 813-900-5522
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Surulay Worsliip@ 9:30a.m.
Weanesaay (}Ji6Ce Stutfy @ 7 p. f!t.
Prayer Une Mondays @ 8

p.m.

(610} 21.4-0000, Enter Pin 557719#

Psalm 122: "/was glad when they said unto me,
Let us go into the house of the Lore/."

Pastot Carlos M. Neal

____ Ghrist Is King Ministries

~~~~----------------------~------~1
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Prostate Cancer i!vC.!!!~11811 lroua 11!!~!.~!!_ ~
Tr at. II Plain d
SentinelStaffWriter
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Earlier this year, the Moffitt Cancer Center launched
2012 Prostate Cancer Treatment Series in three segments
to discuss Prostate Cancer.
The final segment of the series
will take place on at the Moffitt
Cancer Center at International
Plaza, 4101 Jim Walter Blvd.,
on Thursday, July 26.
The segment will begin at
5:30p.m. with hors d'oeuvres,
wine and beer. The presentation and breakout sessions will
begin at 6:15 p.m. and conclude at 8:30p.m. The event is
free and open to the public.
The topic of the final in the
series is "New Treahnents
For
Metastases:
Alpharadin, Hormones, and
Chemotherapy."
Dr.

Michael Tomblyn and Dr.
Estrella Carballido will
make the presentation.
The Moffitt Cancer Center
is the only Florida-based comprehensive cancer center des- .
ignated by the National Cancer
Institute (NCI).
Moffitt Cancer Center uses
an integrated approach to
treatment where surgeons,
medical oncologists, radiation
oncologists, and basic researchers all work together at
the same location.
Seating is limited to 75
guests per session and registration is required. Call1-888MOFFITT (1-888-663-3488)
to RSVP; or visit www.insidemoffitt1com.

Workshop To Be
Held On Bidding For
Countv Contracts
During
Wednesday's
Board of County Commissioners meeting, several people
protested the process used for
the bidding of contracts.
Hillsborough County has a
minority quota that must be
met when bidding on a contract, and the company with
the lowest bid may not necessarily meet the minority
quota.
Commissioner
Les
Miller said that is a problem,
and they will be conducting a
workshop on the 25th to discuss the flaws in the contractingsystem.
"The Good Faith guidelines have to be looked at.

We're either going with the
2096 minority goal, or just the
low bidder.
"We have to learn to do
both. We need to draft a new
policy."
"We're going to be looking
at the entire procurement policy and try to rectify any flaws
we find. The bottom line is it's
going to have to change, because the way it's being implemented now isn't fair to the
low bidder or the person
meeting the minority quota."
Reporter Leon B.
Crews can be reached at
(813) 248-0724, or emailed at lcrews@Osentinel.com.

On Thursday, the Tampa
City Council unanimously
agreed that the Occupy Tampa
Group needs to vacate West
Tampa.
For several months, the
Occupy Tampa group has been
camped out at the Voice of
Freedom Park in West Tampa.
The park is privately owned by
businessman, Joe Redner.
Old West Tampa Neighborhood Association President,
Mike V annetta, along with a
businessman from the West
Tampa area, presented a petition to the Council containing
the names of residents, and
other business owners who
want the Occupy Tampa group
removed.
Representatives of Occupy
Tampa addressed the Council,
and denied allegations that
they are basically a homeless
camp. They also stated they
had met with residents and
business owners in the area
who have no problem with
them occupying the park.
The park sits in the district
represented by Councilman
Frank Reddick, who said he
wants to see the group leave

COUNCILMAN
FRANK REDDICK

the area.
"I can't believe they are
staying there, and not breaking
a code or ordinance. I've also
noticed they have a huge yellow bus parked in an alleyway
adjacent to the park. That
alone should represent a violation, because you can't park
any vehicles in alleyways."
Councilman Reddick
said he's also disturbed about
the area close to the park, and
impact the Occupy group has
had on other properties.
"I've heard they prepare
food and feed people in the
community," said Councilman Reddick.
"I've also heard them say

munity.Idon'tagreewithany
of that, and I fear for what the
area will look like when the
RNC comes to town and more
people occupy the park."
Councilman Reddick
said he understands because
the park is private property,
they must take a different approach in getting the group removed.
"I'd like to see if there is a
city code or zoning problem
with them being in the park,"
said Councilman Reddick.
"I think a lot of city officials
have ignored their presence in
West Tampa, because they are
glad they aren't in their community. I'm tired of driving
down Main Street and seeing
what's happening at the park."
The City Attorney's Office
said they will do research to
see what the zoning is for the
park and what is and isn't allowed at the site.
Councilman Reddick
made a motion that their legal
department report back to
them by August 16th to let
them know what action can be
taken.
It was also recommended
that Joe Redner be present
at the August 16th meeting.

"Stand Your Ground"
Law &Demanding Justice
Tuesday, July 31, 2012, 11 A. M.
Hillsborough County Courthouse
Come Help Support Chyvas (Rapper Ex-Con)
currently serving 30 years for defending himself
Call: (904) 263-4555; or visit:
www.facebook.com/JusticeforChyvas
www.change.org/petitionsljustice-for-chyvas
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The Head
Hil~
ty

Start Program
is ·now enrolling
new applicants

into their child care programl

You may be eligible for this program if you:
• Are employed at least 25 hours per week or enrolled
in school/job training full time
• Are homeless
• Are a military family
• Receive public assistance
(SSI, TANF or Subsidized Olild care}
• Meet the Federal Poverty Guidelines for income

Raising Awareness About the
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• Have a child who has been diagnosed with autism,
hearing impainnent, mental retardation, orthopedic
impairment, developmentally delayed, speech/
language, or any other impairment affecting the
child's ability to learn

Additionally for Head Start:
• Have a child who was 3 years old before
September 1, 2012
Additionally for Earty Head Start:
• Have a child between 6 weeks and 23 months
Additionally for Expectant Parent Program:
• Are in your 1st/2nd pregnancy trimester and due
in May, June or July

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
BOGIUI. o1 eOUMt, ~
In acalldance with the Americans with
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does not disalnlnale based on
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Her Role At New
You
~

In The Spotlight

Chaner School

BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Editor
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Mrs. Maria Stroud is
proud of the role she will
assume when school opens
next month on August 21,
2012. She will be the new, the
first Director of King's Kids
Academy of Health Sciences.
The school will be housed on
the campus of Re -Birth
Missionary Baptist Church ,
1924 E. Comanche, in East
Tampa.
According to Mrs. Stroud,
the goal of the school will be
to expose the students and
parents to nutritional means
of health and wellness, in
addition to a host of academic
studies, with emphasis in the
medical profession.
The school will serve kindergarten through third grade
this first year, although they
are certified to serve up to 5th
grade.
Expecting to enroll at 125
students this fall , Mrs .
Str~ud said the students will
be m smaller class settings.
The ratio for kindergarten and
1st grades will be 1-15 and 2nd
and 3rd graders, 1-18. One of
the unique aspects of the
school will be the uniform.
Staff and students will wear
medical scrubs.
·
The school day will be 7:25

MARIA STROUD

a. m. until 6 p. m., with after
school care 3-6 p. m. for a
nominal fee. The students will
receive a free nu tritional
breakfast before classes start
at 8:05 a. m. Physical education and 90 minutes of reading are every day activities,
along with biology, physical
and behavioral sciences.
King 's Kids Academy of
Health Sciences was born
under the umbrella of Tampa
Bay Community and Family
Development Corporation
doing business as Bethesda
Ministries CDC, Dr. Maxine
Woodside ,
Execut ive
Director.
She is the wife of Philip
Stroud and the mother of
JaMari, 10, a sth grader, and
Ya'Nia, 8, a third grader who
will be joining her at King's
Kids.
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DAVINA And DERRICK
BALlARD

Thank you for the last 13
years. From the 1st day I met
you I knew we were going to
be together forever.

Indian Tribe To
Hold Tribes 01
Color Pow Wow In
Progress Village
Mrs. Diana Webb was
raised in the Progress Village
area, and has been trying
desperately to know about
her family history.
A few years ago while
cleaning out the home of her
late grandmoth er, she discovered do cu me n ts th at
linked h e r family to the
Yamassee Indian Tribe.
"I didn't even know who
the Yamassee Indians were,"
said M rs. Webb.
"I'd never h eard of them
before. But, after I did some
research , I found out they
h ad tri b es r ight here in
Florida, and every year, they
h eld hu ge events like pow
wows and festivals."
Mrs. Webb said she contacted members of the tribe
and they graciously allowed
her to organize event s n
Tampa.
On Saturday, July 21st at 10
a. m., the Yamassee Nation of
Florida is inviting the public
to learn more about their cult u re at the ·open pow wow
with native dancing, drumming, raffles, flutes, storytelling, cultural stories, craft
exhibitors, and prizes fo r
best dressed native regalia.
The event is free.
"Although I'm still recovering from brain surgery, there
is no way I plan to miss this
opportu nity to meet oth er
tribesmen, an d learn more
about the culture of this tribe
and my family's history," said
Mrs. Webb.
Th e event will be held at
the
Progress
Village
Rec r eati o n Center, 8701
Progress Village Boulevard.

.KRISTYN
It's a pleasure to welcome a new face to
this week's spotlight feature. Kristyn is a
21-year-old Gemini who says her favorite
stars ·are ldris Elba , Elle Varner, and
Dwayne Wade. Her hobbies are playing
sports, and going to the beach. In the
future, Kristyn wants to join the Air Force,
and attend school to become a nurse. Her
philosophy of life is, "What goes around,
comes around." The man in Kristyn's life
must be .tall, dark, handsome, have a good
head on his shoulders, and can take care of
his own. Congratulations to Kristyn as this
week's Spotlight feature.
If you are Interested In appearing as either a Beauty
~nlimlted or Spotlight feature, please send your photos and

mformation to tclark@flsentlnel.com.
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Youth Football league Gets
To See Tampa Bav Storm Plav
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

Looking back over his life,
Cornelius "Big Bru"
Hamilton remembers when
it was all about himself. He
was building a successful hip
hop career, and along with his
mother, they had opened a
barbecue business.
Big Bru said although
things appeared to be going
well , there was something
missing.
"That's when I joined The
Walk Church, and decided to
start giving back to the community I had taken for granted."
Big Bru has taken it a step
further by putting together a
youth football league team,
the North Tampa Buccaneers.
Big Bru successfully
recruited more than 100 kids,
and last week they were treated to an evening at the Tampa
Bay Times Forum to meet
Tampa Bay Storm owner and
former Tampa Bay Buccaneer
linebacker, Derrick Brooks.
"The kids really enjoyed the
evening, and they got to see
an a rena game live for the
fi rst time in their life," said
BigBru.
"I think it's important that
we all start caring more about
our little people, because if
things are to get better, it will
start with them.
"Too many of them are '
walking around thinking no
one cares about their future,

son or Former
Blake Grad Makes
Olvmpic Team

The City of Tampa has a
connection to the 2012 U.S.
Olympic team.
Tony "Tony Man"
McQuay will be competing in
the Olympics in London. He
wiH-be competing in the 400
meter race on August 4th, 5th,
and 6th.
McQuay is the son of
Howard W. Blake High School
1966 graduate,
Tony
McQuay, Sr.
According to his website,
Tony Man grew up in ·Riviera
Beach, Florida, and later
attended Florida University.
Tony Man is a 3-time
NCAA champion and finished
second at the Olympic Trials
with the third fastest time in
the world this year, 44-49.

~

TONY MCQUAY

Tony Man is also a finalist
for the Bowerman Award
(track and field's equivalent to
the Reisman Trophy).
Please go to thebowe. man.org and vote for Tony
McQuay.
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Derrick Brooks poses with the North Tampa Buccaneer Youth
Football Team.

and it's up to us to step in and
at least give them some direction."
Big Bru said he also found
out how difficult it is to get
financial support and sponsors for his team and other
endeavors. Instead of using
that as an excuse, he reaches
into his own pocket to make it
possible for others to
progress.
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"We can 't be selfish . We
must understand that many
of us are only a step away
from being homeless or in
dire need of help.
"If there is anyone out there
who wants to join me in helping the youth and feeding the
homeless, come by my restaurant on 40th street and
Yukon. Every little bit helps
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Armwood.Defensive Back
Receiving Several oners
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

If you are really into the history of high school athletes in
Tampa, the name Leon
McQuay should not be
strange to you.
Leon McQuay was a 1968
graduate of Howard W. Blake
High School where he
excelled as a football player
and tr(lck athlete. He later
went on to have a stellar
career at the University of
Tampa, and after that he
played in both the Canadian
and National Football
Leagues. He was ordained as
a minister in 1977, and after
his professional football
career, he worked as a minister, barber and auto mechanic. He died November 29,
1995·
His son, Leon McQuay,
Jr., has a son who is becoming the most sought after high
school athlete in Hillsborough
County.
Leon, Jr. attended King
High School, where he played
fooib;Ul, baseball, .and basketball. He accepted a partial
scholarship to attend
Cumberland College (now

~

LEON MCQUAY, III

Cumberland University) in
Kentucky.
Leon McQuay, III, who
will be asenior atArmwood
this year, is already entertaining offers from several big
name schools. He also has
taken several unofficial visits
to some of the campuses.
"We've been to Georgia
Tech, Oklahoma, Miami,
Tennessee,
Florida,
Vanderbilt, and Ohio State,"
said Leon, Jr.
"But, there are still a few
more trips he's looking at taking before he makes a decision. We're still trying to plan

a trip up to Notre Dame,
Duke and Michigan. Those
are the last places we're trying
to visit."
Leon, Jr. said his son has
narrowed his choices down to
15 schools that include those
mentioned above along with
Florida State, South Florida,
USC, UCLA, Stanford,
Oregon, and Washington.
"I guess he'll start working
on getting that 15 down soon,"
said Leon, Jr.
"The educational opportunities at Notre Dame are the
reason why they are still on
his list. The football will take
care of itself. As parents,
that's what we're concerned
about. He's trying to get two
degrees, one in engineering
and the other in music production."
McQuay, III said his dad
deals with prospective college
coaches.
"Having him makes ita lot
easier on me. I talk over
where I want to go with him
and he does all the planning."
· Leon, In has a 4-57 GPA
and education is undoubtedly
something the 6'2", 177 pound
prospect finds most important.
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Hearing For VIlma

Brvanrs Mom Reponed
Assault

DEZBRYANT
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DALLAS - With training
camp just two weeks away,
Dallas Cowboys wide receiver
Dez Bryant is in trouble
again.
The talented wide receiver
was arrested Monday after
being accused of attacking his
mother during an argument,
hitting her arms and face. He
faces a charge of family vialence, a misdemeanor punishable by up to a year in jail and

a $4,000 fine.
The Cowboys had no comment on the latest stumble by
Bryant since the Cowboys
drafted him out of Oklahoma
State in 2010.
Bryant had spent this offseason watching film, working
on his conditioning and staying out of trouble off the field.
Others noticed he was in better shape and more focused.
The 23-year-old Bryant
surrendered Monday after
police in DeSoto, south of
Dallas, issued a warrant.
Police said Angela Bryant
called 911 Saturday to complain her son was assaulting
her. Police arrived to find her
with a swollen wrist and
thumb and bruising on her
upper arms, police Capt.
Ron Smith said. She told
police she had grabbed Dez
Bryan's shirt and he forcefully knocked her arms away,
Smith said. Police say he hit
her on the face with a ball cap
and pushed her in the chest.
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... Bears Sign RB Booker
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The Bears
signed run>
w
ning back
L o renzo
Booker to
a one-year
deal
and
released
z
undrafted
~
rookie
W Alvester Alexand er.
..J
..J
Booker, 28, wasn't ten::» dered as a restricted free
m
agent after 19 games over
two seasons with the
Vikings. A third-round pick

in 2007, Booker was traded
from the Dolphins to the
Eagles in 2008.
A third-down back with
experiencing returning kickoffs and punts, Booker has
played in ·36 career games.
He has 61 carries for 230
yards and 47 receptions for
362 yards. Boo ker averaged 23.8 yards per kickoff
return for the Vikings in
2010 and 'n.
Alexander had 27 career
rushing touchdowns at
Wyoming.

ROBERT GRIFFIN III

ASHBURN, Va.
Robert Griffin III and the
Washington Redskins ended
their contract impasse
Wednesday when the rookie
quarterback signed a fouryear, fully guaranteed deal
worth $21.1 million. It also
includes a club option for a
fifth year.
Griffin's agent, Ben
Dogra , said that the
Heisman Trophy-winning
quarterback agreed to terms
and will be in Redskins rookie camp.
Griffin, the second overall pick in the draft out of
Baylor, announced the news
on Twitter, writing, "Well
people .... lt's Time to go to
Work!!! Off the unemployment line and oh yea
HTTR!!!"
The latter stands for "Hail
To The Redskins," the team's
fight song.

Jason Tavtor
sued for
$1MIIIIII

JASON TAYLOR

Former NFL star Jason
Taylor is being sued for $1
million by a former financial
adviser who was once a close
friend.
Eric Kim has sued Taylor,
claiming he was never paid
anything for his hard work and
investments that made Taylor
money. Kim claims that
Taylor "begged" him to take
control of his investments,
which had failed, and Kim
says his financial moves made
Taylor money, but Taylor
did not cash out when Kim
advised him to.
He says Taylor began talking bad about him, calling him
a "t hief" and claiming Kim
bilked him out of $275,000.
Taylor sued Kim last year.

NEW ORLEANS
Jonathan Vilma's hearing
as he attempts to delay or
overturn his season-long suspension has been moved up a
week to July 26.
A U.S. District Court judge
in Louisiana granted Vilma's
motion Tuesday, although
Vilma sought a hearing for
Thursday. The Saints open
training camp next Tuesday.
On Monday, Vilma's
attorneys asked Judge
Helen G. Berrigan to hear
their request for a temporary
restraining order before the
Saints' training camp opens.
Vilma was suspended by
Commissioner
Roger
Goodell for his role in the
team 's bounty program. He
also has sued Goodell for
defamation.
Earlier Tuesday, the league
filed a claim that the New
Orleans linebacker did not
"exhaust the dispute resolu-

JONATHAN VILMA

tion procedures" in the collective bargaining agreement.
Vilma and the other three
players suspended - Saints
defensive end Will Smith,
current Packers DE Anthony
Hargrove and current
Browns LB Scott Fujita - did
not defend themselves at their
appeals hearing before
Goodell
last month.
Goodell then upheld the suspensions.

Ravens, RB Rav Rice
Agree On 5-Year Contract
OWINGS MILLS, Md. Pro Bowl running back Ray
Rice happily shed his franchise tag Monday after reaching agreement with the
Baltimore Ravens on a new
five-year contract worth
roughly $40 million.
The Ravens and Rice, their
most versatile offensive
weapon, went down to the 4
p.m. deadline before hammering out the deal. Had Rice not
signed, he would have played
the 2012 season under the
$7.7 million franchise tag tender.
Instead, he will get $17 million this year and $8 million
in 2013.
Baltimore has made the
playoffs in each of Rice's four

seasons, twice
advancing to
the AFC title
game.
He
earned his second Pro Bowl
invite last year
after leading
RAY
the NFL with
RICE
2,068 ya rds
from scrimmage, including a career-high
1,364 yards rushing. He also
scored a career-best 15 touchdowns.
Since being drafted out of
Rutgers in the second round
of the 2008 draft, Rice leads
the NFL in receptions and
yards receiving by a running
back. He's had 250 catches for
2,235 yards during that span.
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Residents Don1 want''.,
Road Named After

Panthers QB Cam NeWlon
A public
hearing is
scheduled
Tuesday
night
in
Fulton
County, Ga.,
about
the
CAM
possibility of
NEWTON
naming
a
stretch
of
road after Carolina Panthers
quarterback Cam Newton.
Some longtime residents of
Scarborough Road complained about the possibility

at the first meeting. The
Heisman Trophy-winning
quarterback from Auburn is a
graduate of nearby Westlake
High School.
Per the report, some complained the 23-year-old
Newton is too young to have
a road named after him.
Others don't want to endure
the hassle of changing personal records if the road is renamed. One woman complained about the trouble that
has been linked to Newton at
different schools.

lakers Continue
Dwight Howard Talks
WithMauic
Los Angeles
Lakers officials continue
to speak with
the Orlando
Magic about a
possible
Dwight
Howard
DWIGHT
trade.
HOWARD
A deal did
not appear
imminent, but conversations
between the Lakers and Magic
have become more frequent in

recent days, sources said. A
number of obstacles need to
be resolved, including the
Lakers' desire for Howard to
commit to a long-term extension with them. Howard has
warmed to the possibility of
joining the Lakers after
spending his offseason in Los
Angeles, sources said, but
remains apprehensive about
following in the footsteps of
Shaquille O'Neal, who left
the Magic for Los Angeles 16
years ago.

Tiger Grouped
Nets Sign Veteran
~
Willi :r~~nRose Swingman Jerrv Stackhouse ~
ChampionshiP Br~o~';n Je~sRs~gned v~;r~ !~th ga~~: .......-----. ~.....
an
swingman
Jerry
Stackhouse to a one-year,
$1.4 million . deal on
Monday.
Stackhouse provided
the terms after general manager Billy King announced
the deal.
Stackhouse appeared in

Hawks last
season, averaging
3.6
points and
9.1 minutes.
JERRY
The 1 7-year STACKHOUSE
NBA veteran
did not appear in any of
Atlanta's six playoff games.

N

TIGER WOODS

Tiger Woods will play the
first two rounds of the 2012
Open Championship this week
at Royal Lytham & St. Annes
Golf Club in England with
Sergio Garcia and Justin
Rose , it was announced
Monday. The trio played its
first round Thursday and the
second round Friday at 9:43
a.m.ET.
Woods, the only threetime winner on the PGA Tour
this year, is trying to capture
his fourth Claret Jug. He previously won Open Championship titles in 2000 and 2005 at
the Old Course in St. Andrews,
Scotland, and in 2006 at Royal
Liverpool in England.
Woods has seven top-10
finishes in Open Championships.
First-time winners have
won nine straight majors.

Pres. Obama Takes In
Olvmuic Basketball Tune-Ups
.,
.-------, r-

WASHINGTON
President Barack Obama
basked in the glow of the
Olympics on Monday, getting
a courtside look at LeBron
James, Kobe Bryant and
other members of USA
Basketball.
Pres. Obama and Vice
President Joe Biden took
their seats to chants of "U-SA" at a U.S. men's Olympic
basketball exhibition game
against Brazil as the loudspeakers blared Bruce
Springsteen's "Born in the
U.SA., "images that any president running for re-election

would relish.
"Obviously
the talent that
we 've got at
this point is
unbelievable"
P r e s .
Obama said
PRES.
during a halfBARACK
OBAMA
time interview.
Pres. Obama is an avid
basketball fan and the tuneup games before the start of
the London Olympics allowed
him to wrap himself in the
Olympic spirit four months
before Election Day.
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Rockets land Jeremv lin
After Knicks Decline
To Match oner
Kevin
Martin doesn't
even
remember
Jeremy Lin
being in training camp with
the Houston
Rockets last
December.
Seven months
Ia ter, Lin is returning to
Houston - and he's a lot richer for it.
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Lin officially rejoined the
Rockets Tuesday night after
the New York Knicks declined
to match the three-year, $25
million offer sheet he signed
with Houston. The Rockets
waived Lin just before the
start of last season, and he
went on to become one of
sports' biggest stories during a
stunning three-week run as
the Knicks' starting point
guard.

BIG SUMMER TIRE SALE
Tune-Ups • COmputer Diagnostics
& Repairs • A/C • Foreign &
Domestic • Alignment • Brakes .
CV Joints • Transmission ServiceNew & Used Tires And More!

rogen
N1.tN2
EACH

TIRES

205140117 - $65
215135118 - $89
225140118 - $89
225130122 - $139
225135120 - $118

245135120 - $118
255135120 - $118
245130122 - $139
255130122 - $139
265135122-$139
255130124-
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Halla Barn Hospitalized
The Dream
After Accident On MoVIe Sat lashes Back
AlEx-Wife
BEVERLY HILLS, CA -

C Halle Berry was reportedly

ii:
LL

rushed to the hospital Tuesday
night after an accident on the
set of an upcoming film.
The 45-year-old actress ''hit
her head on concrete after taking a nasty fall" on the set of
'The Hive.'
Berry was rushed to Cedars
Sinai Medical Center by ambulance, shortly after the film set
was shut down.
The Hive is a thriller costarring Abigail Breslin and
Jennifer Hudson's fiance,
David Otunga, about an

Grammy Award winner
Alicia Keys hosted the
Obama campaign's 'Women
Vote 2012 Summit'.
The event was held at the
Pennsylvania
Convention
Center in center city and was
open to the public.

emergency operator who must
"confront a killer from her
past" in order to save a young
girl's life.

Jada PinkeD Smith
Appears Before Congress
~
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Christina Milian and TheDream continue to battle over
the airwaves.

Music producer Terius
Nash, also known as The
Dream, came out and responded to Christina Milian's bad daddy accusations.
After the couple's divorce,
Milian says the father of her
child basically disappeared.
But The Dream denies the
claims and took to Twitter with
a response:
"Love You too. Those 15 minutes are almost up though boo!"
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WILLOW, WILL And JADA PINKE'IT SMITH

WASHINGTON - Actress

W and activist Jada Pinkett
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Smith urged Congress on
Tuesday to step up the fight
against human trafficking in
the U.S. and abroad.
The actress testified during
a Senate Foreign Relations
Committee hearing that she
plans to launch a campaign to
raise awareness and spur action against human trafficking
and slavery. She said the "old
monster" of slavery "is still
with us," almost 150 years
after President Abraham
Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation that freed

slaves in the U.S.
"Fighting slavery doesn't
cost a lot of money. The costs
of allowing it to exist in our nation and abroad are much
higher," the actress said. "It
robs us of the thing we value
most, our freedom."
She said the issue was
brought to her attention by her
daughter, Willow, 11, who sat
nearby with Will Smith. The
Smiths all wore blazers over
T-shirts that read, "Free
Slaves." The hearing room was
filled mostly with young people, some trying to take photos
of the famous family.

Eddie GriHin
In Drink
Throwing
Spat At
ComedvCiub

During a comedy routine last
weekend in California, comedian Eddie Griffin made a homophobic joke that offended a
woman in the audience. She responded by throwing a drink at
Griffin and he retaliated by
throwing a water bottle back at
her.
Eddie Griffin is threatening
to sue TMZ over the story they
broke regarding the incident.

'• Voters Registration-You hcnoe •
Until Od. 9th To Register
To Vote
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lllcla lavs To Host ·
Women Vote 2012 Summlf
For Obama Campaign

• Earfy Voting For General
Bection Od. 28 • Nov. 3
Only 1 Wea In Florida
• General Election - ~Y.!. ...~

ALICIA KEYS

Flavor Flav Hiiacks Airplane
Intercom To Promote
His Fried Chicken Joint
Flavor Flav was recently
aboard a Southwest Airlines
flight from Burbank, CA to Las
Vegas when he realized he had
a captive audience, and decided to take the opportunity to
advertise his restaurant.
During the aircraft's final
descent, the Flavor ofLove star
took over the intercom to talk
about his fried chicken restaurant, Flavor Flav's House of
Flavor, and began listing everything that the restaurant sells,

FLAVORFLAV

including friend chicken, and
red velvet waffles.

Harlem Opera Singer
1st Black To Top 1.1.
Classical Chans
Noah Stewart grew up in
Harlem dreaming of the day he
would take center stage at
Carnegie Hall in his hometown
of New York and The Royal
Opera House in London.
And while most of his musically-inclined
childhood
friends emulated Beyonce
and D'Angelo, Stewart
looked up to the legendary
Black-American
soprano,
Leontyne Price.
His album titled, "Noah ,"
topped the UK classical charts,
the first for an Black artist!
And yes, he did make it back
to Carnegie Hall, in 2009, to
perform Mozart's "Requiem"
with conductor John Rutter.
Stewart, whose album includes operatic versions of
"Nights in White Satin" and
Leonard Cohen's "Hallelu-

NOAH STEWART

jah," in addition to more traditional operatic pieces, believes
his UK success is at least partly
due to his being "a nontraditional opera singer people can
relate to," and hopes that this
leads to success in his home
country as well.
He's currently appearing as
Radames in "Aida" at the
Glimmerglass Festival in Cooperstown, NY, through Aug. 25.

Entertainment

Rick Ross Sued For Almost
$2 Million For Canceled
Nigerian Concert

RICK ROSS

Rapper Rick Ross, his sister, Tawanda Roberts and

his manager, Michael Lighty
are being sued for almost $2
million in damages, by a
United Kingdom promotional
company over a canceled 2011
concert in Nigeria.
The lawsuit was filed on July
3 in the Supreme Court of New
York, by Zons P.R., aUK-based
company organized to do business in Nigeria.
Zons P.R. was hired on behalf of Star Lager beer, a brand
affiliate of Heineken, which is
popular in Nigeria and West
Africa.

Tvrese Tweet With
Will Smith Sparks aFast
And Furious 6' Rumors

Broadwav Producers Seek Actor
To Plav Young Michael Jackson
NEW YORK - Producers of a musical based
on the life of Motown Records founder Berry
Gordy are seeking an exceptionally talented
young actor - one who can play a preteen
Gordy, a young Michael Jackson and a precocious Stevie Wonder.
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Gordy launched an audition website on Tues- F'
day to help find the young man between the ages ~
of 8 and 11 who can sing, dance and act like the ~
King of Pop in his Jackson 5 days and Wonder
at about age 11.
"Motown" will open on Broadway next spring.
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Rumor has it actor Will.
Smith might join the Fast and
Furious cast and bring his
daughter, Willow Smith on
board for a the sixth addition of
the franchise.
Tyrese Gibson posted a
picture on Twitter that suggested Will Smith will be partaking in the upcoming sixth

film in the "Fast And Furious"
franchise.
Fans of The Fast and the Furious franchise were left with
quite the cliffhanger at the end
of Fast And Furious when
Michelle Rodriguez's character, Letty, was reintroduced
to the storyline - she was assumed to be dead.
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Coolio's Eldest Son Headed To
Prison For Atleast3.5 Years

GRTISIVEY

Grtis lvey, the eldest son of
famed rapper, Coolio, has accepted a plea deal for felony
robbery charges stemming
from an incident in November.
The former reality star, who
appeared alongside his dad on
their now defunct show, "Coolio's Rules," is facing at least
three-plus years behind bars.
Ivey was arrested last November for allegedly busting
into a Las Vegas apartment,
wielding a gun and forcing the
oc.cupant into a bathroom
while he and his female prostitute accomplice, Shantrice
Wilkerson, robbed the place

taking two iPads, two laptops,
passports, and practically emptying out the joint.
Since Ivey decided to take
the plea deal, four of the five
felony charges against him
were dropped and only the
felony robbery charge stuck.
In exchange for the deal,
Ivey would only face a minimum of three and a half years
and up to a maximum ten
years depending on what a
judge hands down.
Ivey will face sentencing on
September 12.
The young man and his famous dad were locked up in the
same jail in March when Coolio was arrested on warrants
stemming from multiple traffic
violations.
When Ivey appeared on his
family's 2008 reality show, he
went by the name of Artis. The
show focused on Coolio's exploits as a musician, bachelor
looking for love and single dad
trying to raise four teens.
The show was axed after six
episodes.
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Ice age: Continental
Drift -This needs to be the
final movie for the Ice Age
franchise. Wait for the
video. No. 1 at the Box Office. Made $46M. (Budget
NI A). **
Savages (2012) - Two
local marijuana dealers
have to become savages to
deal with the brutal world
of the Mexican Drug cartel.
Directed by Oliver Stone.
Very violent. Not for kids.
Made
$32M.
(Budget
$45M). *** 112
Madea's Witness Protection - Tyler Perry is
back as Madea and she has
to protect a family from the
mafia. Could have been funnier, but it's still worth seeing. Made $55M. (Budget
$2oM). ***
Spider Man - The first
Spider Man was a classic
and this remake of the first
Spidey is also a classic. Andrew Garfield (Social Network) comes through as the
new Spider Man. Check it
out on 3D-Dbox. Made
$2ooM. (Budget $230M).
****
Ted - Mark Wahlberg
scores again with this funny
comedy about a teddy bear
named Ted coming to life to
be his friend. Worth-seeing
for laughs. Made $159M.

(Budget $soM). ****
Magic Mike - Tam pan
Channing Tatus is on a roll
at the box office. Tatum
plays Magic Mike, the life
and times of a male stripper. The ladies will love this
movie. Made $91M. (Budget $7M). ****
Moonrise Kingdom This comedyI drama is
about two teenagers (Jared
Gillman and Kara Hayward) falling in love and
who decided to run away
from a home. Co-stars
Bruce Willis, Bill Murray
and Edward Norton. This
well-written movie seems
weird at first, but tunis into
a classic. Kids and adults
will enjoy this movie. Might
win an Academy Award for
best movie. (1 hr.l35 min.)
Made
$32M.
(Budget
$16M). ****
Brave - DisneyIPixar
(with classics -Toy Story,
Finding Nemo) returns with
an above-average storyline
about a headstrong princess
who refuses to be queen.
Kids will love this movie.
Made $196M. (Budget
$185M). ***112
Abraham
Lincoln:
Vampire Hunter - A
young Abraham is on a
warpath after seeing a vampire kill his mother. Good

special effects. Made $34M.
(Budget $69M). ***
That's My Boy - Adam
Sandler misfires again with
this so-so comedy about a
single parent Dad being disowned by his son. A few unnecessary
scenes.
Definitely, not for kids.
Wait for video. Made $36M.
(Budget $70M). **lf2
Madagascar 3 - Ben
Stiller (Lion), Chris Rock
(Zebra) and the efficient
penguins came through
with the best Madagascar
movie. Adults and kids will
enjoy this one. (1 hr.l35
min.). ·Made $203M. (Budget $145M). ****
Prometheus- Director
Ridley Scott (Alien) takes
the crew back to space to
discover a new world filled
with you know what, Aliens.
If you like sci-fi horror, this
movie is for you. (2 hrs.l5
mins.) Made $124M. (Budget $130M).****
Snow White And The
Huntsman - Snow White
(Twilight's Kristen Stewart)
suiting up for battle seemed
unrealistic. Charlize Theron
saved the moVie . as the
wicked witch. Stewart's appeal to the young audience
carried her to Made $151M.
(Budget $170M). A little
long - 2 hrs. **112
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HillsborousJ'I County Ganvasslng Board Schedule for the August 14, 2012 Primary Election
The Hillsborouch County canvassing Board will meet at 11:00 a .m. on Wednesday, July 25, 2012 to
conduct a l.otlk: and At:t:.vracy Test of the ballot tabulating equipment that will be used In the August 14,
2012 Primary Election. This meeting will be held at the Hlllsborouch County Supervisor of Elections
Office/Elections Service center, 2514 N. Falkenburg Road, Tampa, Florida. In ac:cordiince with the
Sunshine Law of Florida, all meetings are open to the public, the press, and representatives of political
parties. All candidates or their deslcnated repre$entative are Invited to attend. The purpose of this test
is to ascertain that the equipment will cotr't!dly count the votes cast for all otrk:e$ and on all measures.
This test Is held pursuant to Section 101.5612 (1) Florida Statutes and verified by the canvassing board.
The canvassing of absentee ballots will begin on Monday, July 30, 2012 at 9:00a.m. at the Elections
Servlee center and ballot$ to be proc:essed wnl be available for public lmpec;tion between 8:00a.m. and
9:00a.m. The canvassi~ Board Wlllrec:onvene for canvassing of absentH ballots at 9:00a.m. daily from
July 30, 2012 ttli"OI.flh Ausust 13, 2012 (~Saturday and Sunday) at the Elections Service center and
ballots to be proc:essed will be available for public inspectkln between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00a.m.
The <:anvassi~ Board wll rec:otWene on Tuesday, Auaust 14, 2012 at 9:00a.m. for the final absentee
balfot canvass and canvass of precinct returns, and to conduct any other business prescribed by law, and
will remain In session ootll the results of the election are reported. Any elector wishing to Inspect
unopened absentee balloG ~after 8:00a.m. on Tllt$day, Ausust 14, 2012 must be p!'eMilt
~the day as those ballots will be opened and I)I'OCIIS$ed st1ortty after rec:elpt. Re$ults will not
be releMed ootll after 7:00p.m. on Tuesday, Auaust 14, 2012.

The canvassing Board will rec:otWene at s:oo p.m. on Thursday, Auaust 16, 20U to canvass provisional
ballots and conduct other business as pniSCribed by law.
The canvassing Board will rec:otWene at 11:00 a.m. 01) TUHday, Auaust 21, 2012 to canvass OYefSINS
ballots, certify the official results, discuss manual audit procedures ~ to randomly select a race and
pn!dncts to be audited.
Should it becol'ne necessary to chanp any of the times or dates specified above, a notice will be posted ·
onHne at www.Yotet!!llsborou8fl.onr and posted on the doof'S of the SO£ offtoes at the County center
and ~ns service Center.
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Earl Lennard
Supervisor of Elections
Hlllsborouch County, Florida
FrM 8.1Cat!C~ Center: 601 £. Kenntdl' BMI., 16dl floof. Tampa, A~ 33602 •

~: (813) 2n-saso

• Fu: (813) 111-100

Robert L GIJdeo Eledlons s..Mce Cmtl!r. 251411. f~ IINcl Tampa. Florida 33619 • ~: (813) 74-4-5900 • fu: (813) 74-4-5843

BOLD
AND
THE
BEAUTIFUL - Donna and
Eric share a tender moment
as she confides in him her
concerns about Marcus getting married; Dayzee reflects on how her life could
have turned out if she had
remained on skid row;
Stephanie gives Dayzee a
pep talk. The Forrester and
Logan families gather for
Marcus and Dayzee's wedding; Dayzee worries that
Marcus' fears about getting
married have gotten the best
of him; Rick lets Caroline
know that he is still interested in her.
DAYS OF OUR LIVESRafe and Roman are
shocked by what Carrie tells
them; John and Marlena
have a run-in with Ian and
Kate; a frantic Will searches
for the letter he lost; EJ insists that Sami stop avoiding
what's going on between
them. Sami and EJ are surprised at what they see on

the surveillance tape; Bo
and Hope reveal they have
identified the kidnapper;
Will argues with Lucas
about his betrayal; Melanie
tries to convince Andrew
that she's angry with Chad;
EJ is arrested again.
GENERAL HOSPITAL
- It's opening night for the
Haunted Star; Heather reveals her plans to Luke;
Patrick reluctantly attends
the opening of the Haunted
Star and needs help coping ... and he may get caught.
Olivia becomes the target of
a dangerous plan; Patrick
can't believe what he sees;
Kate's memory could lead to
trouble.
YOUNG AND THE
RESTLESS - Billy faces
pressure to fire Phyllis,
while Sharon tries to stop
Adam's marriage. Adam and
Chelsea prepare to wed at
Hope's farmhouse, while
Phyllis's family copes with
her arrest.

Cancer (June 21-Jnly
22) - New opportunities to
participate in public projects
show up. Arm yourself with
your best dose of self-confidence and go for it. Stay
away from distractions, and
you've got it.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
- Take care of a regular
chore before you move on to
more exciting stuff. Don't
overextend. Begin a new
phase in your studies. Guard
against impulsive behavior,
and avoid a confrontation.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept.
22) - Recreate your relationships inside new possibilities. Celebrate your
friendships? Don't spend too
much for opinions, even
from experts.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct.
22)- A change in your assignment could be for the
better. Don't talk about it too
much, but rather jump into
action. Check and doublecheck the data, and ultimately trust your instinct.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov.
21) - Curbing expenses is a
good idea (even if it was suggested by a partner). Don't
sweat the small stuff. Circumstances provide what
you need. Travel later.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22Dec. 21) - Another danger
gets revealed. You don't have
to dive right into it just yet.
Preparation is key. Stack up
provisions and get ready for
battle. It could be easier tomorrow.

Capricorn (Dec. 22Jan. 19) - You may encounter new problems.
Friends offer good advice.
You get stronger from the
experience, and your friendship grows. Stick to your
budget, and don't touch savings.
Aquarius (Jan. 20Feb.18)- Yourworkoffers
new opportunities. Make a
list of what you have to do to
achieve the next level. Outclass the competition. Resist
the temptation to overspend.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March
20) - Your creative side
comes in handy to manage a
problem at work. Wait to see
what develops, but don't bet
the farm. Your part~r helps
with a social event. Stick to
the plan.
Aries (March 21-Apljl
19)- Your family provides
comfort, but tempers could
be short, so don't push it. It's
definitely not a good time to
gamble or buy toys. Get serious about reading.
Taurus (April2o-May
20) - Complete assignments and make your next
move regarding your education. Stay out of somebody
else's argument. Trust your
passions and create a game
plan. Pay off a debt.
Gemini (May 21-June
20)- A moment of confusion is only a test. If a real
emergency were to happen,
you'd know by instinct. Stay
alert, but no need to spend
yet.

MOTIIERMARTHA E.
MOSFS SHEPHERD
MR. FREDERICK
LENARD EDWARDS
Homegoing services for Mr.
Frederick Lenard Edwards of
Bradenton, FL, who passed
away on Sunday, July 15, 2012,
will be held Saturday, July 21,
2012, at 11 a. m. at St. Paul M.
B. Church, 525 Dr. Martin
Luther King Ave. East, Bradenton, FL, 34208, with Rev.
James Roberts, pastor, officiating. Intennent will be in Rest
Haven Memorial Park Cemetery, Tampa.
Frederick was born June 22,
1995, in Bradenton, FL.
He was a member of Southeast High School's football
team as a linebacker. He enjoyed fishing and visiting with
friends and relatives.
He was preceded in death by
his grandfather, Freddie L. Edwards, Sr.
He leaves to cherish precious memories with: his parents, Freddie and Tammy
Edwards; brothers, Kwame
Henri, Deondre Edwards and
Freddie Edwards, III; sisters,
Marquita Gipson, Tiya Henri
and Angie Boyer; grandparents, Mae Truevill and Verna
(Emory) Griffin, Sarah Edwards, Isiah Johnson and Donnie Brinson; aunts, Felicia
David, Patronia (John) Mapps,
Antonia Bazil, Tammy (Clinton) Smith, Stacy Johnson, Patricia
Smith,
Johnisha
Johnson, Sharnell Lee, Debra
(Lamont) Pompey, Erica Griffin, Sharina (Darryl) Brown,
Lori
Edwards,
Rosemary
Buchanan and Royale Edwards; uncles, Isiah Johnson,
Jr. ,
Terrance
Johnson,
Demetrius Brinson, Jessie
Truevell, Willie Johnson, Latrayon Johnson, Willie Edwards, Jr. and Larry Edwards;
and a host of other sorrowing
relatives and friends.
The viewing will be held at
St. Paul M. B. Church on Friday, July 20, 2012, from 5-8 p.
m. The family will receive
frie nds from 5-6 p. m.
The family and friends are
asked to meet at the Church on
Saturday for the service.
AIKENS
FUNERAL HOME
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2708 E. Dr. Martin luther King Jr. Blvd.
Tampa, Fl33610

(813) 232-8725
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l et Our Family Take care OfYour Family.

'We Are The Key To
A Fine And Quali Service•

Homegoing celebration for
Mother Martha Elizabeth
Moses Shepherd of Tampa,
who passed away on Friday
July 13, 2012, will be held Saturday, July 21, 2012, at 2 p. m.
at Beulah Baptist Church, 1006
W. Cypress Street, Tampa,
with Rev. Dr. Favorite, pastor,
officiating. Intennent will be
in Rest Haven Memorial Park
Cemetery.
A time to be born ... Mother
Martha Shepherd was born on
August 13, 1935, in Davenport,
FL, to the late Henry and Rosa
Lee Moses.
A time to live and serve ...
Martha ·attended school in
Davenport and Haines City,
FL, graduating from Oakland
High School in 1953· She attended Florida Nonnal Agriculture
College
in
St.
Augustine, FL.
She confessed Christ as her
Lord and Savior and was baptized at Mt. Calvary Baptist
Church, Davenport, FL.
She was united in marriage
to the late Lester Shepherd on
April1, 1958. To that union, six
children were born.
They moved to Tampa, in
1959, where she united with
the Beulah Baptist Institutional Church, under the pastorate of the late Rev. Davis.
She remained a faithful, committed member until she was
called home to be with the
Lord. She was employed at the
church as an afterschool day
care director.
She was preceded in death
by: husband, Lester Shepherd; ·
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry,
Sr. (Rosa Lee) Moses; grandmother, Martha Hamilton; sisters, Minnie Bell Celestine,
Oradella Hawkins and Elise
Gunn; brothers, Henry Moses,
Jr., Gilbert Moses and Zernie
Moses; daughter, Anna Marie
Shepherd; and devoted niece,
Betty Jean Lewis.
A time to cherish precious
memories... She leaves behind
to cherish memories of her: a
loving daughter, Anita Shepherd; four sons, Robert Pitts of
Winter
Haven,
Kenneth,
Kalvin and Kirk Shepherd;
grandchildren, Camila (Andrew) Vickers, Angel (Willie)
White, Antoine, April, Kenneth, II, Marquita Sierra, Kenneth,
III
and
Keyshon
Shepherd, Shaquille Andrew
and Malik and DaQuan Wilson; adopted grandchild, Morgan Johnson (Tangela); great
grandchildren, Wyana, Aubreana White, E'montre, E'mauri,
E'quaves and Demontae Shepherd and De'Mariayah Bruce;
loving and devoted nieces,
Edith
Shepherd,
Melzina
(Brooks) Scott, Mona Hawkins
(Boston), Alberta Mahogany
(Haines City), Carolyn Paulette
Walls, Deborah (Jessie) Joiner
(Winter Haven), Jacqueline
(Michael) Moses, Josephine
Gunn, Joyce Gunn, Janie Long,
Daisy (Patty) Lee (Orlando),
Stephanie, Pamela, Melanie
(Tony) Tasha, Dennis (Haines
City, Winter Haven), Kevia
Dennis, Charisse Shepherd,
Tampa, Barbara (Missy) Lewis,

Jo Ann Lewis, (Dayton, OH),
Danielle (William) McClain
(Chicago), Zoe Moses (Davenport), Janice, Kelli, Marian
and Sheila (California and New
York);
nephews,
Robert
(Glenda) Lewis, Curtis Moore,
Jr., Damon (Bud), Marvin
Moore,
Patrick
(Shanda)
Williams, Bruce, Barry Moses,
Jemar Dennis and Mark
Hawkins, Boston; sisters-inlaw, Caretha Larry (Alabama),
Mary Elizabeth Shepherd
(Davenport) and Ginger Shepherd
(Houston,
Texas);
brother-in-law,
Nathaniel
(Carolyn) Shepherd (Davenport); devoted cousin, Mary
Alice Satchell; other cousins,
nieces and friends too numerous to mention, old Central
Park Vtllage neighbors, the
Covington family, the Church
family of Beulah Baptist, (The
Golden Girls), The Mothers
Board, and The 2°4 Saturday
Prayer Group, Delores Hardy,
president.
She was known to all by her
humbling spirit, her love of life
and her caring for all humanity. Her smile was so infectious; it dripped like honey
from the honeycomb. She embraced life everyday with joy,
with love, with humility and
with gratefulness. She lived a
life that was an example for all
of us to follow. She trusted God
knowing that all of her help
came from him. We loved her
and we are going to miss her. If
we follow the paths she trod,
we will see her again. 0 for a
closer walk with God, a calm
and heavenly frame, a light to
shine upon the road that leads
us to the Lamb! Rest in Peace.
The viewing will be held at
Aikens Funeral Home, Friday,
July 20, 2012, from 5-8 p. m.
The family and friends are
asked to meet at the church on
Saturday for the service.
AIKENS
FUENRAL HOME

IN LIVING
MEMORY

(INFANT) ANIWUAN
DEVON HUGGINS, JR.

MS. BFSSIE ALLEN
Funeral services for Ms.
Bessie Allen of 1814 E. 1~ Avenue, Tampa, who passed away
Friday, July 13, 2012, will be
held at 12 p.m., Saturday, July
21, 2012, at Evening Star Tabernacle Missionary Baptist
Church, 3716 E. Paris Street,
with the Reverend Jerome
Griffin, pastor, officiating. Intennent will follow in Rest
Haven Memorial Park Cemetery.
Ms. Allen was a native of·
Burke County, Georgia, and
had resided in Tampa for over
67years.
She attended Graves Grove
M. B. Church School and was a
member of the Evening Star
Tabernacle M. B. Church.
She was employed as a domestic worker and caregiver
for many families in the Tampa
Bay area.
She leaves to cherish her
memories: a multitude of devoted family members, close
friends and her Church family.
Condolences may be forwarded to Audrey Sullivan
Moore at (813) 610-3349 or
4431 Dolphin Drive, Tampa,
33617.
The viewing for Ms. Bessie
Allen will be held on Friday,
July 20, 2012, from 6-8 p. m. at
Everett- Derr & Anderson Funeral Home, 5117 N. 22nd
Street.
THERE WILL BE NO VIEWING AFrER THE EULOGY.
"EVERETT - DERR
&ANDERSON
FUNERAL HOME"

(Infant) Antwuan Devon
Huggins, Jr. of 1714 Butler
Court, passed away Monday,
July 2, 2012.
Graveside services will be
conducted Saturday, July 21,
2012, at 11 a. m. at Garden
Memories Cemetery, 4207 East
Lake Avenue, with Apostle
Donald Lott, officiating. Interment will follow intmediately.
He leaves to cherish his
memory: his loving parents,
Jocelyn Stephen and Antwuan
Huggins, Sr. of Tampa; grand- 'TI
r
parents, Sharon and Asheber 0
Lema and Bernard Dixon and ;a
Michele Coleman, all
Tampa, and Wendy .Johnson
and Clifford Huggins of Tallahassee, FL; great grandpar- m
ents, Nora Ann Stephens and
Eugene Stephens of Tampa,
z
and Ruth and Isaac Wtlliams
m
Wmter Haven, FL; aunts, Carla r
Dixon-Brookman and Jasmind m
Dixon of Tampa, Lisa Miranda c:
of Austin, TX, Tamia Young, r
r
Geraldine McDuffie, Clara
Denmark, Betty Denmark,
Charity Dixon, Wendy Huggins, Sherly Huggins, Jackie
Huggins and Ashley Huggins, c:
all of Tallahassee, FL; uncles, m
r
Jameel Lema and Jaiden Lema
ofTampa, Brandon Young, De- %
metrice
Young,
Herbert m
James,
Johny
Huggins,
Theodore Johnson and Willie m
McDuffie of Tallahassee, FL.
Arrangements entrusted to m
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL ~
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners, 301 N. Howard Av- c:
enue. www.raywilljamsfuner- m
alhome.com

IN MEMORIAM
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HARDRICK E. GAY
July 4 . 1940 -July 20, 2010
It has been two years since
your transition. You echo
through my thoughts every
day. I miss you greatly.
No farewell -words were
spoken, no time to say goodbye, you we.re gone before we
knew it and only God knows
why.
Love always, Barbara
Ephrom Gay, your wife; and
family.

'•

DENNIT ARCHIE, SR.

BURIAL INSURANCE
Funerals Coat betwHn $7,000 ami
$10,000. Protect YourteH Today.
Call low For Your FREE
In Home Quote.

Plana Starting At Only

$20.00 Per llontb
LASHAWN ~CHm
. I

Rest in peace. Love, the family.

....N

~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------------------------------------------------------~==================
receive friends from 7-8 p . m.,
0

Friday, July 20, 2012, at Wilson Funeral Home.
Friends are asked to assemble at the funeral home at approximately 1:45 p. m.,
Saturday for the service.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www-wilsonfuneralhome.com
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A celebration oflife for Mr.
Bobby Lee Royal of 8545
Goldridge Circle, Tampa, will
be held on Saturday, July 21,
2012, at 11 a. m. at The Resurrection Temple House Of
Prayer Church, 4603 N. 34th
Street, Tampa, Apostle Otha
Lockett, pastor, officiating. Interment will be held at Garden
of Memories Cemetery, 4207
E. Lake Avenue, Tampa, 33610.
Deacon Bobby L. Royal was
born on October 9, 1940, in
Cordele, Georgia, to Mr. Jim
Royal and Mrs. Lucinda Royal.
He was educated in the public schools of Cordele, Georgia.
Deacon Bobby L. Royal was a
retired member of the International Longshoremen Association, Local #1402. He was also
a Mason.
Deacon Royal accepted
Jesus Christ into his life at an
early age. l:le was ordained as
a Deacon by the late Rev. Otha
Lee Jones. He was a member
of The Resurrection Temple
House of Prayer under the
leadership of Apostle Otha
Lockett.
Mr. Royal was a loving and
devoted husband, father,
brother, uncle and friend.
He leaves to cherish loving
and wonderful memories with:
a very devoted and loving wife,
Perline Royal; sister, Easter
Mercer of Tampa; 2 adopted
sons, Deangelo and Deandre
Royal of Columbus, Georgia;
goddaughters, Robin Pendleton of Boca Raton, FL; 7 sisters-in-law, Maude Royal,
Josephine Royal, Mattie Royal,
Inez Hill, Mary Taylor (Fred),
and Marianne Searcy, all of
Tampa, and Mandy Searcy of
Cordele, Georgia; 3 brothersin-law, Homer Odum of
Tampa, Joe Searcy of Cordele,
Georgia, and Anthony Searcy
ofTampa; and a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins and other
sorrowing
relatives
and
friends.
The remains will repose at
Stone's Memorial Funeral
Home, 5016 N. 22nd Street
from 6-8 p.m. on Friday, July
20,2012.
Family and friends are
asked to assemble at The Resurrection Temple House of
Prayer at 10:45 a. m. on Saturday, July 21, 2012.
Arrangements entrusted to
Stone's Memorial Funeral
Home, Edward W. Stone, Jr.,
L. F. D.
"A FANNIE B. STONE
TRADITIONAL SERVICE"

MS. TERESAALICIA
GREEN
Funeral services for a celebration of life for Ms. Teresa
Alicia Green who passed away
July 14, 2012, will be held at
First Baptist Church of College
Hill, located at 3838 N. 29th
Street, Tampa, 33605, at 2 p.
m. on Saturday, July 21, 2012,
with Senior Pastor Evan Burrows, officiating. Interment
will follow in Rest Haven Memorial Park Cemetery.
Teresa was a graduate of the
Class of"68" Middleton Tigers.
She was the oldest child of
Clarence Jones, Sr. and Viola
Jones Alexander.
She was preceded in death
by: two brothers, Clarence and
Jerome Jones; grandchild,
Lashawdrea Grier; and grandparents, Nettie B. Jones and
Bennie and Lessie Johnson.
Fond memories are left to
be cherished by: her only child,
Keith Antonio (Sandy) McClaurin; mother, Viola Jones
Alexander; favorite nephew,
Tavaris M. Jones; grandchildren, Kaysee and Keirra McClauren, Brent Darius and
DeMarcus Roderick; great
grandchildren, Ja'hari and
Jai'Anni Smith; sisters, Edith
(Willie) Wimbush, Lucille
Jones and Hortense Jones;
only brother, Claude (Vanderlyn) Jones; nephews, Tavares
Jones and Clarence Jones, III;
nieces,
Alicia,
Chimere,
Jacqueline, Sirone and Samantha; aunts, Claudine, Catherine and Lorraine; uncles,
Freddie, Benny, Jr., Logron,
Nathaniel and Welton; and
cousins, Johnny, Roderick,
Tee, Baker, Gloria Davis,
Jackie, Viociola, Valeria, Tina,
Cheryl and Yvette.
She will be sadly missed by:
Lutricia (Pat) Ward, Gloria
Cockran, Marily Neal, Debra
Jackson, Anne and Ernestine
Mitchell; a host of other
nieces, nephews, cousins and
other relatives and loyal
friends.
There will be viewing from
5-9 p. m. and the family will
receive friends from 6-7 p. m.,
Friday, July 20, 2012, at Wilson Funeral Home, 3000 N.
29th Street, Tampa, 33605.
Friends are asked to assemble at the church at approximately 1:45 p.m., Saturday for
the service.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wilsonfuneralhome.com

Homegoing celebration for
Mr. Leroy Kelly, Sr. of Seffner,
FL, who passed away Monday,
July 16, 2012, will be held Saturday, July 21,2012, at 2 p.m.
at Wilson Funeral Home
Chapel, 3000 N. 29th Street,
with Superintendent J. D. Singletary, Pastor of Faith Temple
Church Of God In Christ, officiating.
Mr. Leroy Kelly, Sr. was
born to the late Mr. L. W. Kelly
and Claudia Mae Berry on
April 20, 1935, in Girard, GA.
He was raised in a Christian
home. He gave his life to
Christ in Savannah, GA, at an
early age.
He attended schools in Savannah and completed his education in the United States
Air Force.
Leroy Kelly, Sr. moved his
family to Seffner; FL, after
serving 23 years in the United
States Air Force.
Leroy Kelly, Sr. was employed at Tampa General Hospital, and retired after 22 years
of service. He was a member of
Faith Temple Church of God In
Christ, Thonotosassa, FL.
He was preceded in death
by: his, stepfather, Non:nan
Berry; brothers, Willie James
Kelly and LaVon Kelly;
mother, Claudia Mae Berry;
and daughter, Nicole Roslyn
Kelly Jones.
.
Leroy Kelly, Sr. leaves to
cherish special memories to:
his devoted and loving wife of
52 years, Emma Lee Kelly; and
children Emma Kelly, Leroy
Kelly, Jr., Roscoe Kelly, Delores Brown and Yvonne
Brown and son-in-law, Willie
Jones, Jr. of Pensacola, FL;
nephew, Charles Kelly; grandchildren, Shavonne Hollowell
(husband, Billy) of Virginia,
Lindsey Scott, Jr., Reshay
Scott (wife, Jessica) of Alaska,
Shoo Scott, Shynitha Smith,
Jamal Jones of Louisiana, Latrice Jones-Balden (husband,
Mark of North Dakota), Ashley
Jones of Pensacola, Tyre Kelly,
Kyre Kelly and Leroy Kelly, III;
great grandchildren, Emanuel,
Emyiah, Heaven, Numeous,
J'Shon, Shonasia, Shontasia,
Dominique, Alexis, Nicole and
Billi Lynn; sisters, Evelena
Jennings and family of North
Carolina, and Lethea Mae
Berry of New York; sister-inlaw, Eva Mae Kelly and family
of Savannah, GA; cousins,
Bishop Thomas Aaron (wife,
Mary) of Augusta, GA, Roberta
Graham (husband, Clarence)
of Gainesville, FL, and Elder
Nazerine Burney (wife, Betty)
of Gainesville, FL; in-laws; father-in-law, Preston Robinson
of Madison, FL; Reverend
Willie B Green (wife, Elizabeth), Johnnie Robinson (wife,
Barbara) of Valdosta, GA;
friend, Superintendent J. D.
Singletary; a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins and special,
longtime, devoted friends and
special families of the Military
of 23 years and Tampa General
Hospital of 22 years; and
Clarence Martin and family.
There will be viewing from
5-9 p. m. and the family will

DEACON ORELL
BROWN
September 23, 1938 July 14. 2012

MR. ELIJAH 'BUBBA'
LUCAS, JR.
Homegoing celebration for
Mr. Elijah "Bubba" Lucas, Jr.
of Tampa, who passed away
Friday, July 13, 2012, will be
held Saturday, July 21, 2012, at
11 a. m. at Wilson Funeral
Home Chapel, 3000 N. 29th
Street, Tampa, with Reverend
Martin Smith, officiating. Interment will follow in Rest
Haven Memorial Park Cemetery.
Mr. Lucas was born on September 15, 1950, to the parentage of Patricia Ann (Williams)
Lucas Tennial and Elijah
Lucas, Sr.
He was educated in the
United Township High School
in East Moline, Dlinois.
Mr. Lucas was a proud
member of Local Union 433
Boilermakers for 39 years .
He was married to Georgia
Lee Lucas.
Mr. Lucas leaves not to
mourn, but to celebrate his
life: a loving wife, Georgia Lee
Lucas; his sons, Elijah Lucas,
III (Gina) of Ft. Lauderdale,
and Garrick Donney (Naoko)
Barron, U. S. Navy; his daughter, Erica Lucas of Tampa; his
father, Elijah Lucas, Sr.
(Reuth) of Arizona; mother,
Patricia Ann Tennial of Rock
Island; IL; seven loving grandchildren and three great
grandchildren; five sisters and
four brothers; and a host of
aunts,
uncles,
nieces,
nephews, cousins and loving
friends.
There will be viewing from
5-9 p. m. and the family will
receive friends from 5-6 p. m.,
today (Friday) at Wilson Funeral Home, 3000 N. 291h
Street, Tampa, 33605.
Friends are asked to assemble at the chapel at approximately 10:45 a. m., Saturday
for the service.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wilsonfuneralhome.com

Deacon Orell Brown went
home to be with the Lord.
She will be greatly missed by
her family, church and friends.
The viewing will be held on
July 28, 2012, at St. Mary M. B.
Church, 1840 E. State Road 6o,
Plant City, FL, from 11-11:45 a.
m. The service will be at 12
noon, after the viewing.
The family thanks you.

Memorial
Service

MR. RICHARD ALLEN
FISHER
December 8 , 1954 June 18, 2012
Mr. Richard A. Fisher went
home to be with the Lord on
June 18,2012.
A memorial service will be
held Friday, July 20, 2012, at
Miracle Temple Church Of God
In Christ, 2001 N. Albany Ave.,
Tampa, 33607, from 6-8 p.m.

IN lOVING

MEMORY OF

MICHAEL ANTHONY
REED
2002-2012

IN
MEMORIAM
LEATHAM. MALONE
July 19, 1999
You showered us with patience and wisdom and most
of all, your love.
We miss you dearly. The
family.

Every good and perfect gift
comes from above. Thank
God for you, Michael, for
being our brother and our gift
from God.
It has been 10 years since
you left us. It seems like yesterday.
We miss and love you forever. Your sisters, Mattie,
Janie, Lena and Diane;
daughter,
Melissa; and
grandsons,
Cameron and
Michael.

JANETI S. MARTIN

GREGORY J. EDWARDS
July 19, 1951
We will always love you and miss your presence. What we
wouldn't give to see your smile - to sit and talk to you a while.
Your wife and family.

8/24/1950- 7/18/2002
Tampa's First
Black City Clerk

Ten years ago you were
with us and we were a happy
family.
Since you left us, we have
two daughters-in-law and a
grandson.
The Janett Martin Scholarship Award is in your name.
We miss you and we love
you. Marvin L. Martin, Sr.,
Marvin L. Martin, II, Marvin
L. Martin, III, and Morris L.
Martin.

SYLVESTER BURGESS
04/17/1941 - 07/22/2010

The trump shaD resound, and the Lord shall descend. even so,
it is weD with my soul. R.I.P. Sylvester Burgess.
The family.

CARD OF

THINKS

ROBERT(BOB)E.WAJTES
7/22/50- 2012

CHRISTINE A. WVE
10/4/1916 -7/16/2oo8

I will turn their mourning into joy, I wiD comfort them and give
them gladness for sorrow. JEREMIAH 31:13.
Imogene C. Hubbert.

HAPPY 80th BIRTHDAY

JOSH
ANDREWS, JR.
My family extends sincere
gratitude to you for your
kindness,
thoughts
and
prayers during our bereavement.
Special thanks to my spiritual brothers and sisters at
the Kingdom HaD.
The Andrews family.

CARD OF

THINKS

MARIO A. MING
July 18, 1978 - February 27, 2010
My handsome son, happy birthday.
You're stiU here, although I don't see you. You're right by my
side, you can talk to me through the Lord, He will whisper to me
as always.
I love you. Mom, Felicia Acosta and family .

PATRICIA PIERCE COLEMAN
..• our MOM
Each and every day we think of what you mean to s0 many people.
The defining moments of change you brought to so many lives.
Each day we cross the path of someone who reminds us of what
a great example you were to them and to the community.
We know for sure•••.. in this lifetime what God sent you to do,
you've done very weD.
We know for sure•.•.. because of you and the Lord we can do aU
things through Christ.
• We know for sure .••••a great mother you'll always be.
·we thank you for the way you raised us and the determination
you instilled in us.
We celebrate your life, we honor your name.
Tony and Anita.

EUSTIS 'LEE'
CARROLL
The family acknowledges
with grateful appreciation, aU
kindness rendered during
our time of bereavement.
A special thanks to Aikens
Funeral Home, New Victory
Baptist Church, Haley's Care
Community Center and Hospice.
The Carron family.
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Former Tampa Resident
~ lies suddenlY In Church
g
~

Freedom RaiiV Planned For Man
Denied ·stav Your Ground' Defense
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MR. AND MRS. MELVIN (RHONDA) JOHNSON

a:

LL.

A longtime Tampa resident died suddenly of a mas::!:: sive heart attack. He was 49
years old.
en
According to his wife,
~ Mrs. Rhonda Johnson,
..,.. Mr. Melvin Johnson was
~ attending church services at
~ First Missionary Baptist
w Church last Sunday m
C Ozark, Alabama.
~
The church was at the
en end of its service when dur~ ing benediction, Mr. John~
son suddenly slumped over.
n. He was transported to a
~ local hospital where he died
W on July 15th.
~
Born September 15,
1963, Mr. Johnson was a
_. native of Sylvania, Georgia.
W His family moved to Tampa
~ when he was six years old.
Z
Mr. Johnson attended the
~ public schools of Hillsbor< ough County.
C
As a youngster, he played
~ baseball at Belmont Heights
-1
Little League and was given
u. the nickname of "Iron
Man." He played on the
team that went to the World
Series in Williamsport,
Pennsylvania.
Upon reaching Hillsborough High School, Mr.
Johnson played baseball
for the Terriers. He was offered a scholarship to Uni-

C

~

a

ffi

versity of South Florida. He
was also offered a minor
league position with the
Pittsburgh Pirates, but declined that as well.
He entered the workforce as an independent
auto mechapic. He was
working in that capacity at
the time of his death, a
family member said.
The family said Mr.
Johnson had no history of
heart trouble and was the
picture of health.
About four years ago, the
couple moved to Tifton,
Georgia. Two years ago, they
relocated again to Ozark, Alabama. They became members of First Missionary
Baptist Church after moving
to that city.
In addition to his wife,
Mr. Johnson has two
adult children. He is also
survived by his sister,
Mother Amy Jackson, of
Tampa, and several other
family
members
and
friends.
Funeral services for Mr.
Johnson will be held on
Saturday, July 215\ at 11
a.m., in Ozark, Alabama.
Iris B. Holton, Sentinel City Editor, can be·
reached at (813) 2481921.

KIM HOLMES
... Died after being
stabbed
The family of a Tampa
man said they just want justice done. On Tuesday, July
31•t, they will hold a freedom
rally and petition signing to
draw attention to the case.
It will take place at 11 a.m.
outside the Hillsborough
County Courthouse. The
family hopes they can raise
awareness about the case
and demand justice.
Ms. Deborrah Peoples,
mother of Chyvas Peoples,
said, "We just want people to
help support us. If someone
is in fear of his life, he has the
right to defend himself."
Peoples was 27 when he
was arrested for second-degree murder on October 8,
2006. He was never released
on bond and was found
guilty of manslaughter. He
was sentenced to 30 years in
prison.
Ms. Peoples said her son
was only defending himself
after he became engaged in a
quarrel with 21-year-old
Kim Lawson Holmes, Jr.
The incident took place in
the parking lot of Club Empire.
She stated that her son
and a young woman were
having a conversation that
Holmes thought was an argument. Peoples said he
told Holmes he didn't want
to fight. However, the two
men became engaged in an
argument.
She stated that a fight ensued in which several young
men began to beat her son
and his friend. Ms. Peoples

Chyvas Peoples is currently serving a 30-year prison
sentence in the death of a young man killed during a
fight. His mother, Ms. Deborrah Peoples, believes her
son is in prison for defending himself.
said her son had a small
knife on his keychain and
when he was attacked by
three or four men, he defended · himself with the
knife.
"I just want to tell his
story, he never testified. The
State Attorney said the case
was thoroughly investigated,
but there are a lot of things
that should have been investigated that weren't.
"I want to point out that
the application of the Stand
Your Ground Law is not
evenly handled."
Several photographs of
Chyvas showed injuries to
his face that resulted from
the altercation.
Ms. Peoples further
stated that all of the young
men involved in the fight
gave different testimony during the trial than they did in
depositions. She also said
that the fact that her son's
bracelet was found among
the victim's possessions.
"They never showed the
bracelet until the trial."
Ms. Peoples further said
that Judge Daniel Steele
gave her son 15 years for the
manslaughter charge and 15
years for culpable negligent.
However, instead of allowing
the two sentences to run concurrent, he ordered them to
run consecutively.
Ms. Peoples and Chyvas' wife, Mrs. Kristy Peoples, have been on a crusade
to draw attention to his fate.

Ms. Peoples also spoke at
the "Stand Your Ground
Task Force Meeting held in
Arcadia.
Mrs. Peoples (wife) said
she was in the parking lot
when the fight occurred. "He
was significantly outnumbered. The state presented
evidence otherwise, but he
was justified in defending
himself.
"We want people to help
support us because any reasonable person would defend
themselves if they are in fear
of their lives."
Attorney
Khristen
Over, the Attorney who
prosecuted the case said
many people testified in the
case. "There was an independent witness in the case.
A woman came to pick up
her husband from work and
saw the fight.
"She saw a lot of punching
motions and the victim slid
down the wall and never got
up. He was unarmed. The
jury rejected the defense witnesses' account," she said.
Peoples' trial was held in
July 2008 and he was sentenced on July 22nd. Ms.
Peoples said she did not realize that her son was transported to prison on July 31,
2008. Now, they are holding
the freedom rally on the anniversary of that date.
Iris B. Holton, Sentinel City Editor can be
reached at (813) 2481921.
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TODD ROSE

GIOVANNI MYERS

Hillsborough
County
Sheriffs deputies arrested
two men Monday after they
allegedly fired a shotgun into
an occupied home and blew
out the windows of a parked
car.
Deputies said Todd
Rose, 22, and Giovanni
Myers, 25, fired a shotgun
into a house in the 17800
block of Jamestown Way at
6:30 a. m. After shooting up
the house, the two men fired
on a parked vehicle. No one
was injured.
Deputies said Rose and
Myers fled in a vehicle that

had been rented to Myers.
When they caught up to the
duo and searched the car,
they found
marijuana,
deputies reported.
Rose was charged with
shooting into an occupied
building, carrying a concealed firearm possession of
cannabis, and criminal mischief. He is being held without bond.
Myers was charged with
shooting into an occupied
building, possession of
cannabis, and criminal mischief. He is being held under
a bond of $77,500.

National Crime

Travvon's Parents: Son's
Death was Not ·ood's Plan'
Trayvon Martin With His
Parents, Tracy Martin
And Sybrina Fulton
MIRAMAR, Fla. - The
parents of the unarmed teen
who was shot and killed by a
Florida neighborhood watch
the
volunteer
rejected
shooter's claim that the
death was a part of God's
plan.
In an interview with Fox
News host Sean Hannity
televised
Wednesday,
George Zimmerman said
he felt the course of the night
Trayvon Martin, 17, was
killed "was all God's plan."
"We must worship a different God," Martin's father, Tracy Martin, said.
"There is no way that my God
wanted Zimmerman to
murder my teenage son."
Speaking Thursday on
NBC's 'Today" show, the
teen's mother, Sybrina Fulton, said the notion was
"ridiculous."
In the Fox News interview, Zimmerman also
said he'd like to talk with
Trayvon Martin's. parents
about what happened.
"Absolutely not," Fulton
• said when asked on NBC if
she'd be willing to meet with
Zimmerman.
The Fox News interview

was Zimmerman's first
television interview and was
conducted at an undisclosed
location in Seminole County,
Fla., where Zimmerman
must remain under conditions of his release on bail.
Zimmerman
claims
Martin attacked him and
has pleaded not guilty,
claiming self-defense under
Florida's
"stand
your
ground" law. Zimmerman
is free on $1 million bail.
In his interview, Zimmerman said he would like
to tell Martin's parents he
was sorry about the teen's
death.
"I can't imagine what it
must feel like. And I pray for
them daily," Zimmerman
said. Later, he added: "I am
sorry that this happened."
But Fulton said it is hard
for her to accept his apology
because he still says he does
not regret anything he did on
the night of the shooting.
When asked in the Fox
News interview to explain
what he meant when he told
a police dispatcher he was
following Martin, Zimmerman said he was trying
to keep an eye on Martin to
tell police. He said he was
not following Martin but attempting to get a more precise address for the
authorities.
Whether Zimmerman
was the aggressor plays a
major role in his self-defense
claim.

This is a surveillance photo of the suspected purse thieves.
Tampa Police are looking for at least two
people involved in a series of purse thefts.
Police said in each case, the vietims'
purses were removed from their cars while
they were pumping gas or in the store paying.
The thefts have occurred at a Circle K

Relative Charged
With Sex Crime
Against Mother,
Daughter

ERNEST BlACK
SARASOTA - Sarasota
Police reported that a mother
and her child have accused a
relative of sexual crimes
against them.
Police said the two have
made allegations against 39year-old Ernest Black.
During an investigation into
the sexual battery of the
mother's 3-year-old child,
she also came forward and
told police Black molested
her 20 years ago when she
was9.
Black was arrested for
capital sexual battery on a
child under 12 on July 17th.
Charges in relation to the
molestation accusation have
not yet been made.
Detectives are asking anyone with information regarding this case to contact
Detective Rex Troche at
(941) 954-7089.

UNClE SANDY
Don't walk around 2 5 , 11,
14 acting like the world 19, 22,
25 29 owes you something 33,
39, 49, 52 because you're here
55, 59, 63, 65.

Store, 1410 East Hillsborough Avenue,
Marathon, 902 East Hillsborough Avenue;
BP Station, 1312 East Busch Boulevard, and
a BP Station at 2145 East Fowler Avenue.
In a surveillance photo from police, it
showed one of the suspects getting out of a
red or orange Dodge Challenger.

Man Charged
With Molestation
WINTER HAVEN - On
Tuesday, Winter Haven Police arrested a man on two
counts oflewd and lascivious
molestation on a child under
16.
Winter Haven Police reported that on two separate
occasions, a 15-year-old was
waiting for a bus when
Amos Cowart allegedly approached her in an intimidating fashion and touched
her before he fled.
Police were able identify
Cowart as the suspect. Also,
an alert security guard in the
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area of the Winter Haven ~
Area Transit Station recognized Cowart.
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Cowart was arrested ~
Tuesday and is being held in )>
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I AU Sororitv Celebrates Silver And Gold Members I
FLORIDA SENTINEL

The Golden and Quarter
Century Celebration was
hosted by the Gamma Theta
Omega (GTO) Chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc. recently. The event was
held at the Mainsail Hotel
Suites and Conference
Center.
The lone Gold honoree was
Ruby Brown. Those who
celebrated 25 years were:
Iva Carter, Alfreda
Grady, Jackie KentishGreaves, Lizzie Long,
Amanda Mitchell, Emily
Rogers, Monique Slater,
and Phyllis Tolliver.
Program participants were:
Fontaine
Marion,
Mistress of Ceremony ;
Donna Douglas, President,
welcome; Caridad Arenas,

invocation;
Tangela
Dupree, occasion; Sonja
Wise, Timeless Tribute;
Gwen Myers, Reading of
Proclamation; aisle runner
and flower girls - Wayne
Anthony Quin,
II,
Brianna Allen-Quin,
London Berry, Aailani
Forde
and
Zahara
Narain; Deborah Barnes,
First Vice President, who
presented of medallions
along with the president; and
closing remarks by Dr.
Sylvia Marion Carley,
program chair.
A special guest at the event
was the Southeast Regional
Director, and GTO member,
Marsha Lewis Brown.
(Photos by Julia Jackson
and Lomax Mcintyre)

FRIDAY, JULY 20, 2012

Seated are: Joan Dawson a nd s o + m ember , Nancy Andrews. Standing, Dr. Sylvia Carley, progrm ch air , Ann Po rter , Bessie Brown and Sandra Davis.

Yolanda Anthony was a guest of Ruby
Brown's at the celebration.

GTO member Gloria Andrews attended the
celebration.

Mrs. Dorothy York was presente d flowers by the sorority for
6o years of service . Her daughter, Liz York Cohe n b y the
sorority was there to h elp honor her mom.

Sonja Wise and Normita Jeffery prepare for the Timeless
Tribute.

Diane Allen and Debra Duggins.

Best friends, Dr. Sharon
Andrews and AKA past
president, Diana AllenQuiD.

Kay Andrews with her godmother, Marion Jones, were
present to celebrate Ruby
Brown.

Fontaine Marion, right, Mistress of Ceremony, with her husband, Tony and daughter, Toni Marie.

Mr. and Mr s . Rigo berto (Sonja) Garcia and Tangela Du p ree
attended the event.
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West Tampa Group Plans
To Go Ahead With Petition
The Old West Tampa
Neighborhood Association,
the West Tampa Civic Association, West Tampa CDC,
and West Riverfront Residents Association met with
the Occupy Tampa group
Saturday in an effort to open
a dialogue.
West Tampa CDC Manager, Michael Randolph,
said the Occupy Tampa
group came to the meeting
angry and prepared for a
confrontation.
"Before any dialogue
could begin, they started accusing us of undermining
their group, and spreading
lies about their mission.
"I told them, this is the
first time they've met with
the community groups of
West Tampa, and this is
something that should have
happened when they first
took up residence in Voice of
Freedom Park."
Randolph said the O.T.
group came to the meeting
with more than 20 people,
and they said they felt they

MICHAEL RANDOLPH

had been insulted and, and
their philosophy was misunderstood.
"They also mentioned
there were homeless people
living at the park.
"I told them their presence in the park was all about
image, and the need for this
area to grow and prosper.
They have agreed to join the
West Tampa Leadership
Council, and will partner
with the various community
groups to see what they can
do as volunteers.

"One big problem is there
has to be a designated leader
so we will know who to talk
with.
"It seems every time a
person steps up as their
leader, he or she disappears.
We still don't know who the
spokesperson for the group
is."
Randolph said they decided to go ahead with the
presentation to City Council
Thursday of the petition requesting to have them removed from the park.
"After the meeting, the
decision to go ahead with the
petition to have them moved
out of the park didn't change.
We have scheduled more
meetings, and since this is
the beginning of any dialogue
between the O.T. and the
community groups, there are
a lot of issues that must be
resolved."
Reporter Leon B.
Crews can be reached at
(813) 248-0724, or emailed at lcrews@flsentinel.com.
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You may be eligible for this program if you:
• Have a child who has been diagnosed with autism,
hearing impairment, mental retardation, orthopedic
impairment, developmentally delayed, speech/language,
or any other impairment affecting the child's ability to
learn
• Are a parent of a child with an Individualized Education
Plan
• Are the parent of a child with special needs and
receiving therapy
• Are employed at least 25 hours per week or enrolled
in school/job training full time
• Are homeless
• Are a military family
• Meet the Federal Poverty Guidelines for income
• Have a child who will turn three before Sept. 1 of the
current school year
Additionally for Early Head Start:
• Are the parent of a child with ·an Individualized Family Support Plan
• Are the parent of a child with special needs and receiving therapy
• Have a child between the ages of 6 weeks and 23 months

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY

BD<VUJ oJ e~ e~
In ao:ordance with the Americans with Disabilities

does not discriminate based on

'Double Decker
lounge' Returns
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
What started out as the
Stadium Inn on the corner of
Cass Street and Edison Avenue evolved into the Double
Decker Lounge in the mid1970S.

For those who don't know
the history, the club got its
name from the original building, a two-story structure that
offered entertainment on two
floors. That building was later
replaced by the existing structure.
Tampa's premiere DJ,
Floyd Joy, has returned,
and on Friday nights, you can
be entertained by him while
being served by Ms. Dawn,
and Floyd Joy's tag team
partner, DJ Pon. A new face
on board is The Teddy

DJFLOYDJOY

Decker," said Floyd Joy.
"It was the only place
school teachers, Black elected
officials, and other prominent
African Americans felt comfortable in patronizing over
the years. We hope we can get
them to return."
Floyd Joy said a good
time is guaranteed and security is the best you will find
anywhere.
As always, there is plenty
of great food being served
along with drink specials.
"I hope we can keep the
Double Decker going strong
and entertaining the next
generation," said Floyd Joy.

Bear.

Floyd Joy has championed adult entertainment for
decades, and said he's happy
that the older crowd has a
place to call their own once
again.
"No night spot in Tampa
has patronized the older
crowd as well as the Double

LAW OFFICE OF PATRICIA DAWSON, P.A.
Criminal Defense, Family Law &
Personal Injury
Cypress Point Office Park
10014 N. Dale Mabry Hwy, Suite 101

Tampa, Florida 3~18

(813) 386-5730
Former Hillsborough Cooow
Prosecutor-DepuTy Chief

LABOR & EMPLOYMENT LAWYER
EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION
WORKERS' COMPENSATION
CIVIL SERVICE I UNION GRIEVANCE
BANKRUPTCY
-Chapter 7 ($500 & Up)

cTm~M~e,
-~~

,

P.A.

Arrested and Concerned
About Your Legal Rights?
Call Tanya Dugree

(813) 418-5253
Payment Plans Available
With NO CREDIT CHECK

. Post-ConvictiOJt Proceedings, Scaling, Criminal Records aud A

1207 N. Franklin St., Suite 214, Tampa, FL 33602
www .4ReasonableUoubt.com
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Filth Third Bank Hires Business RelationshiP Manager ~
'

Recently., Brian Lamb,
President of Fifth Third
Bank, Tampa Bay, hired an
individual to serve as the
Vice President and Business
Relationship Manager. She
will work in Polk County and
oversee commercial business
development.
Ms. Katrina Lunsford
is a graduate of Troy University, where she earned her
Bachelor of Science Degree
in Finance. Ms. Lunsford
brings nearly 30 years of experience to the position. She
has served in posts with similar responsibilities in both
Polk and Highlands Counties
during her career.
"Katrina's deep roots in
the community, coupled with
nearly three decades of bank-

ground in finance, Ms.
Lunsford serves as an instructor of nonprofit financial
management
at
University of South Florida
Polytechnic.
She is a member of the
Omicron Kappa Omega

r-

She currently serves on <
the boards of Polk Workforce ~
Development, the Early ~
Learning Coalition, Volun- ~
teer In Service to the Elderly 1\)
(VISTE), Lighthouse Ministries and the Lakeland
Chamber of Commerce.

Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc., and is active in
a number of community organizations. The Lakeland
Chapter of the NAACP recently honored her with the
presentation of its 2012 Unsung Hero Award.

KATRINA LUNSFORD

Vice President and Business
Relationship Manager,
Fifth Third Bank

ing experience, will be a valuable asset to our business
banking team. We're excited
to have her on board," Lamb
said.
In addition to her back-

FAMU Appoints

New Dean

CUTTING BACK ON
ThiEIR MONTHLY
CAR PAYMENT SEEMS
, LIKE A PERSONAL
'·SACRIFICE MOST PEOPLE
COULD LiVE WITH.
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Vi/~'re just going ,~o go ahead and guess that no one is going to
f~el,a,.'Sense of loss paying less per month

on their car loan. So
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KIMBROUGH

ROBERTW.
TAYLOR

m

TALLAHASSEE
Florida A & M University
(FAMU) has appointed two
new deans - the dean of the
College of Agriculture and
Food Sciences and the dean of
the School of Journalism and
Graphic
Communication.
Their appointment will take
effect August 13.
Ann L. Wead Kimbrough is the new dean for
the School of Journalism and
Graphic Communication and
Robert W. Taylor is the
new dean for the College of
Agriculture and Food Sciences.
"We are proud to announce the appointment of
two new deans who will lead
our journalism and agriculture programs," said FAMU
Interim President Larry
Robinson.
Kimbrough currently
serves as the senior administrator of Webster University's

two largest Arkansas graduate
campuses.
Kimbrough has been an
advisor to a student newspaper, faculty sponsor, grant
writer, fundraiser, faculty liaison to the university's president's office, internship
coordinator, limited time
manager of university relations, and a tutor.
As a faculty member,
Kimbrough has led courses
in basic journalism, financial
journalism, public relations,
strategic communications, international business and
cross-cultural communications.
Taylor currently serves as
professor of soil and environmental sciences at Alabama A
& M University. He formerly
served as dean of the School
of Agricultural and Environmental Science where he led
the school through three successful accreditations.
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Renewing Wedding Vows
A life of caring, sharing,
a love of endless giving together.
The honor of your presence is requested at the
reaffirmation of renewal the
renewal of wedding vows of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Miller, July 21, 2012, at
s:oo p. m. at the Son's Of
Italy, 3315 Lemon Street,
Tampa, FL, 33609.

Happy birthday is
going out to my wife, yes
we fuss and fight, but what
couple doesn't.
I say a lot of things out
of anger when it comes to
you that I really don't
mean. But at the end of the
day I have come to realize
I've got me a good woman.
The past is the past, so
we're going to leave it
there and continue to
build on our future - as
one.
I love you Tiffany Albury.

MR. And MRS.
RICHARD MILLER

Happy
Binhday

Happy
Binhday

Congratulations
~

TIFFANY

a:LL

Happy birthday to our
mother who we love dearly.
And we pray that God continues to bless you with many
more.
Love, your children.
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COACH SCHRIDER., GREG TYLER JACKSON
And COACH SHOFFNER

Happy birthday to me and
my twin, 7-19/7-30.
I'm with you to the end.
Love, Nique.
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Who says _that big and great things don't come in small packages.
Greg Tyler Jackson, 5'6", "star" point guard at Tampa Bay
Technical High School, signed a 4-year basketball scholarship
with Webber International University.
The signing took place at his home with the presence of over
75 farr1ily members and friends.
Congratulations Tyler, we, your family and friends are so
proud of you. Continue to keep God first and great things will
continue to shine your way.
Head Coach TBT Adrian Johnson and Assistant Coach
Gregory Jackson, Sr.

Happy 30th birthday,
Cotty-Woe.
You, Vonn and the rest of
the homies keep your heads
up.
UnkCole .
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COTfY-WOE

Beaconlight Masonic & Fraternal Supplies
"'Il Bay Area One Stop Shop"

Sis. Julia J. Folk~ NR
Owner

1909 E. Busch Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33612
290917-Tampa, 33687
~., ..o~•o:~t~••o:~·"<J /f.t--'~'4h Cell

JOHN BARNES
Happy birthday. Love you
always.
Ms. Nique and Haun.

SUNDAY
• Voten Regislrolion·You IMMt
Until Oct. 9th To Register
To Vote

• Early Voting For General
Election Oct. 28 - New. 3
0n1y 1 w;n~--floricj;---
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Carver Citv/Lincoln Gardens Residents ~
Not Happv With Cigar Citv Brewerv ~

~-----::=~@ii!iiii

DR. MAURICE HARVEY

Carver City/Lincoln Gardens Civic Association President,
Dr. . Maurice
Harvey, said their battle
with the Cigar City Brewery
is ongoing, even after the
Tampa City Council gave
their approval for the business. The brewery is on
Spruce Street, just west of
Dale Mabry Highway.
In 2011, residents of
Carver City/Lincoln Gardens
came before the Council to
ask they not allow Joe Redner to operate a business
that sells alcohol in their
community.
"We came in a big group,
but the Council went Redner's way, and he got everything he wanted," said Dr.
Harvey.
"He opened the brewery,
has expanded it, and all of
the problems we complained
about that he insured wouldn't be a problem, have been a
problem."
Dr. Harvey said the
biggest problem is inadequate parking for the patrons
that frequent the brewery.
"We just completed a
hearing with the city over the
parking for the brewery, and
with the exception of Councilmen Charlie Miranda
and Frank Reddick, we
came out on the short end.
"The hours the brewery
operates has expanded, and
during an event in March, he
had more than 5,000 people
attend, although he only has
66 parking spaces. When I
brought this to the attention
of the city's zoning department, I was told they have to
witness it for themselves before any action could be
taken."
Dr. Harvey said Red-

meetings.
"They were also happy to
hear that a Volkswagen dealership will be opening on the

ner put on his event as a
special event to avoid some
of the rules he had agreed to
with approval to operate the
brewery.
"He actually closed off the
66 spaces he had, and leased
space close by. He even had
· overflow parking at Home
Depot.
Dr. Harvey describes
Redner as a very intelligent
man and a "smooth operator."
"He knows how to do
things to his advantage without violating the rules," said
Dr. Harvey.
"We're happy that the
Green Iguana and ABC
Liquor Stores are gone, but
the problems we anticipated
with the traffic is still going
on."
Dr. Harvey said he and
the residents are happy that
Mayor Bob Buckhorn has
attended some of their meetings. He also said the city has
asked for a transportation
study of the Spruce Street
corridor.
"Also, the Department of
Transportation has stopped
their work on the interstate
area that runs through our
neighborhood, and that will
afford us more time to do
what we need to do."
Councilman Reddick
said when the request was
made two weeks ago to expand the brewery, he voted
no.
"I voted no because I felt
allowing them to expand the
facility in a residential area
was disrespectful to the residents, and would cause serious parking issues. rm-very
disappointed residents from
the area didn't come before
Council on the problem.
"I'm also disappointed
my colleagues (with the exception of Charlie Miranda) didn't take into heart
the concerns of the residents
in Carver City and Lincoln
Gardens."
Councilman Reddick
said a plan is underway to
improve the major roadways
in that area, and residents
were pleased when he made
that announcement during
one of their community

site_of the old Green Iguana
and that would create job opportunities."

Reporter

Leon

B.

Crews .can be reached at
or emailed at lcrews@jlsentinel.com.

(813) 248-0724,
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God If Restoration
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Over the course of time
things wear out or get old
and need to be restored. In
a case such as this, the owner
will find someone who specializes in restorations.
There are people who have
learned how to specialize in
restoring physical or material things.
However, there are things
in your life that man cannot
restore. To restore also
means to give back or return
something to a person.
This
week's
lesson
recorded in 2 Kings 8:1-6
tells the story of a woman
who had to be restored. She
had to have something restored by the power that was
in the king of the land. The
message is deeper than this
for you today. The message
to you and the body of Christ
is to know that God is a re-

storer and He specializes in
restoration.
The story opens by identifying the woman of the story
as the lady whose son was
restored to life; she was told
to take her household and
leave that city because there
was going to be a seven-year
famine (vs. 1). This verse
alone is encouragement to a
person who is about to enter
a season offamine!
Famine is a season when
there is a shortage of necessary resources in daily life.
There are many people living
in a famine today. The
famine they are experiencing
may not be about food, but
could be suffering from an
emotional, mental, or spiritual famine. In this verse
and in your life rejoicing can
take place because God gave
warning of what is to come.

The encouragement that
is stated in the text is in
identifying the woman. The
woman whose son was restored! This is important information
because
it
identifies her as a woman
who already knows that God
is a restorer. As she goes in
this season of discomfort her
belief is in God that no matter what she goes through,
He is able to restore her.
The message for you as
you go through a season of
famine is, look back over
your life and see when something was taken from you or
you lost it, but God restored
it for you. If God restored
your broken heart, then believe He can bless you on the
other side of the job famine.
God is not like man that He
can only restore one thing;
He can restore all things.
Restoration is about timing, not your want. Consider
the events presented in the
text. The woman has been
gone for seven years. Upon
her return she was on her
way to talk to the king. At
the same time the king in-

quired of Elisa's servant,
Ghazi, about the great things
Elisha had done. Of all the
things he could have told
him, the king was told the
story about this woman's son
being raised from the dead.
At the right time she
walked in (vs. s)! That is

how God works; when you
are in route He will go ahead
of you and make provision.
She didn't have to talk about
her situation; God had already worked it out. When
God decides to restore you,
all you have to do is walk in
it!
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NEW FRIENDSHIP
M.B. CHURCH

ST. JOHN CATHEDRAL

3107 E. Lake Ave.* 248-4127

3401 E. 25th Avenue,Tamp a, FL (Comer Of 34th St. &25th Ave.)
Phone: (813) 248-3737 Or (813) 248-3651 Fax: 242-8076
Careline: 248-HELP
BlsiMip Eddie lllwkllt, Sr. Pastor
Morning Worship
11 :00 A .M.
YPWW - 6 :00 P.M .
Evening Worship
7 :00P.M.

WEEKLY WORSH• SCHEDULE
8:00 A. M. Spiritual Enrichment
9:45A.M. Sunday School/ Orientation
10:45 Worship Service
(Youth Church 2nd And 3rd Sundays)
12:00 Noon Intercessory
Prayer wJBible Study

TUESDAY & FRIDAY
Evening Service
7 :00P.M

•-••113.., Pastor
Weekly Activities
Sl.llday Ctu'ch ScOOol
Momi~ Worship
BtlleCiass

9:30 A.M
10:45 A.M

Eveni~WOI'Ship

WednesdayPrayerMeeti~

Bille Study

........,. 5:30 P. M. Free Tutorial
6:45 P. M. Adutt &Youth Mid Week Servk:e

.SAINT .JA!\1 E.S A.M. E.
Cll t; RCII OF PRO(; RESS
\'ILLA(;E, INC.

Email Us At:
stjministries@aolcom

5202 86th Street South

Tampa, Florida 33619
(813) 677-2411

Mission Statement:

4:30P.M
5 P.M
7 P.M
7:30 P.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH W
PROGRESS VIUAGE
8722 Progr• Blvd., Tampa. Fl33619
*Church Office: (813) 677-1948
• Pastor's Offioe: (813) 672-o389
• Academy Office: {813) 677-5988
• Fax: (813) 672·0514
*E-Mail: fboopv@tampabay.rr.com

"A GJurch of the inner city
readlingout to·the commtllity
by miri$terilg to the

whole man."

OUtre~ Ministry:
OOAHCOMMUNITY,II'C./
I-OJSE OF LYDIA

lEV. WAll'BI .1. WIU.IIMI
Pastor Emeritus

Early Morning Waship - 7:55A.M.
Sunday Morning WOI'Ship- 9:30A.M.
MomingWorship · 10:55A. M.
Wed., Family Ni!j1t - 7 P.M.
For Transportation Call
(813) 486-7890
Dea. Kelvin DeCoursey

Chamman,Deacona'MiN

DR. SAIIIIAXWEU., SR.
Senior Teaching Pastor

~und.l\ .

Adutt/Chiklren Wotshlp Times

Early Morning Worship Service
7:30A.M.

7:30 A.M. & 10:55 A.M.

Church School - 8:45 A. M.

Sunday ·9:45AM. -Adult &

Morning Worship Service
10:15A. M.

4:JI:UJill!tllft
Youth/ Children
Tuesday - 11 AM. - Adult
Wednesday- 7 P.M. - Youth/ Children
7:30 P.M. Adult
A Satelle Cam

For Faith Bible lnstitt.te

"Grow~ The~ for Global CI1MJ&"
(Acts 1:8, Rom. , ;8 , 1 Tnes. 1 :8)
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Birthdays

Greetings and special belated happy birthday to Mrs.
Mildred Hanna. On July 6,
2012, she celebrated another
blessed day.
She appreciated all the gifts
that she received. She was
able to attend church with
church family, which made
her day. Wish you many,
many more birthdays!!

Happy Anniversary
Happy anniversary wishes
are sent to Bro. Kenneth
and Sis. Pamela Guy (7/2),
Dea. Frank and Deaconess
Mildred Williams (7/21)
and Dea. Roland and Diane
Williams (7/29).
May the blessing of the
Lord be upon the unions.

Belated Birthdays
A belated wish is sent to

Jovon Dilworth, who on
July 7, 2012 celebrated his
great day and shared it with
family and friends. May you
be blessed with the desires of
your heart. Wish you many
more birthdays!!
Belated happy birthday
wishes are extended to Mrs.
Allie McPherson, who celebrated her natal day on July
12th. May God continue to
bless you with many more
days of your life!!
Jean Philon is wished a
belated birthday. Her special
day was July 9. Wishes are
also extended to her brother,
Alfred Philon who will be
celebrating his day on July
22nd. These wishes come from
your sister, Lillie.
We also acknowlede Vickie
Brown, who celebrated another year on July 6th.
Other July celebrants are:
Shannon Lise, Antonio
Simon, Ankwon Simon
and Shane E. Anthony, III.

..

---~·-&o--~--~._~

Deacon Tony Carswell,
sorry we missed your special
day in June. Hope it was as
special as you are.
A belated birthday wish is
extended to Alvin Monroe.
From Gloria Crosby, who
loves you and wishes you
many more.

Birthday Memoriams
In memory of your birthdays: Madeline "Mom"
Doby (July 10), Harold
Doby, Sr. (July 16), Iesha
Washington (July 17), and
Mario Ming (July 18).
From Tiffany Doby.

;1>.; ~ . . . . . . . . . . . - ...... - . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . - . - . . . . . - . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Williams, Waymon Saffore and Robert Miller.

Prayer Request
Please keep Waymon Saffore in your prayers for a
speedy recovery.

Sick And Shut-Ins
Let us continue to pray for
the sick and shut ins: Alfonso
Lee, James Wiggs, Eloise
Leeks, Marie Benson,
Mamie Pittman, Van
Scott, Kenny Anderson,
Jackie Brown, Hazel
Brown, Joann Carter,
Will Clemmons, Deale
Burgess, Eliza Green,
Ernest Green, Sue Green,
James Handrick, Jr.,
Althea Houston, Brenda
Ivey, Evelyn Larry, Idell
Mills, Namon Mills, Diane

29th Street Church
Of Christ News
The 29th Street Church Of
Christ, Brother Perry
Johnson, Interim Minister
and congregation send July
birthday wishes to: Queen
Cherry, Tracy Easmen,
Melanie Parker, Latasha
Homer, Deshaina McClendon, Willie Parker,
Larry Tillman, Leona
Williams, Helen McMillan, Jeraldine Bradley,
John D. Dixon and Connie

-- •

•

Boone.
Darryl Tilllman, Lee ~
Parker and Desjane Boone C:
you all are always in our !<
thoughts and prayers while ~
you are working towards your N
accomplishments.
g
N

New St. Matthew
M. B. Church News

Sympathy
We extend our condolences
from church family, friends
and neighbors to the following
families: Sis. Joann Carter,
Sis. Yvette Holland, Sis.
Earnest Trice in the passing
of their loved ones. Continue
to look to the Lord for your
comfort and strength.

...............

New St. Matthew Missionary Baptist Church, Rev.
Alec Fitzgerald Hall, Pastor and congregation send
birthday greetings to: Idell
Mills, Rod Lewis, Robert
Parker, Joann Carter, Andrew Jenkins, Geoffrey
Rogers, Mary Williams,
Keelan Young, Jeffrey
Argo, Mario Mallary,
Natasha Barnum and Ashleigh Grubbs.

F.Y.I.
Continue to pray for Pres.
Barack Ob4lma and family,
our country, service men and
women and public servants.
Remember the helper in 'TI
the kitchen, Shulon's Kitchen
813-741-9760.
:!Z
Call your news into Gloria ~
McNair-Johnson at 813~
735-7968.
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SERVICE TIMES
Sunday School - 10 A. M.

1er1111 ltniii.J~-·· - - - -

Prmr Slnlce, Tin..,,_ _ __

........1'11--.---

Morning Service - 11 :30 A. M .
Evening Service - 7:30 P. M .
Bible Study - li.Jt.'Sday Evening
Bible Band- 7:30P.M.
Thursday Evening -YPINW - 7:30 P. M.
1st And 3rd Friday: Even
Women's Outreach
• 7:30 P. M.

MOUNT PLEASANT-M. B. CHURCH

2002 N. Rome Avenue* (Corner of Rome Ave. and Spruce St.)

P.O. Box 4724 * Tampa ·
Dr C. T. Kitdand, Pastor
Tel: (813) 253-5714 *Fax (8.13) 254-1441
E-mail: MtPieasantMB@aol.com

Devotion By Mt. Pleasant Praise Team

Sunday School-9:45a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Evening Worship· 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Tuesday- 7:30 p.m.
Visitors Are Welcome!

GRACE MARY MISSIOIIARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

3901 N. 37th St "

3) 248-3779

1ST SUNDAYS

TUESDAYS
6 PM - Prayer Service
7 PM - General Bible Study
7 PM • Youth Bible Study

TAPE MINISTRY
Order On Une At Web Site Or Call Church
WEB SITE: MtPieasantMBChurch.org

~

c!m

11.11 lllllf, TUISIIIJ.----·- -

EARLY MORNING WORSHIP AT 7:45A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL* 9:30A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP- 11 A. M.
5 PM- Family Series Hour (B.T.U.)
6 PM-Lord's Supper (Communion)

~
m
c
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---~~--------

B.DER TIIOIIAS J. REED
Pastor
Early Morning Worship - 8 A.M.
Sunday School-9:30A.M.
Morning Worship -1 0:50 A.M..
Bible Study, Wed. • 7 P.M.

BROWN MEMORIAL
CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST

2313 E. 27th AVE. * (813) 248-5690 * (813) 241-6902

WEEKLY WORSHIP SCHEDULE
'Sunday School
..... 9:30A.M.
Sunday Morning Worship
.. .. 11 A.M.
Sunday Evening Worship
.... 7:30P.M.
Morning Prayer
(Tuesday .. Friday) .... 9 A.M. ..___
Wednesday Night Worship BISHOP MAnHEW
WILLIAMS
..... 7:30P.M.
Pastor

___

......;

"A Church Where The Love Of God Flows
And The Holy Ghost Is In full Control."
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'Reviving Faith 01 The Fathers'
Peace Progressive Primitive Baptist Church held a program
recently to revive the faith of the fathers. Pastor Timothy
Kemp is the pastor. (Photos by Sylvester Harris)

Elder Robert Benn
received a certificate of
appreciation.

Members of Peace Progressive Primitive Baptist Church:
Tiffanie Gray, Sandra Wilkerson and Nakeesha Richardson.
Pastor Eddie Nunn, center, received a certificate from his
son and daughter in Christ, Pastor Timothy and Yvette Kemp.

Joyce Dawkins, the speaker's wife, with First Lady
Yvette Kemp.

Springhill's 98th Church Anniversary
'11ieme: ''91 Christ CenteredChurch"
Colossians 1:13-20

New St. Matthew MB Church
will celebrate with Springhill on
Sunday, July 22, 2012 0 4 pm.

REV. ALEC HALL,
·Pastor

0

w

Elder Billy Dawkins was the guest speaker. He received a
certificate of appreciation from Pastor Kemp.

·The closing prayer was
offered by Ralph Joyner.

8119 E. Martin Luther King

REV. EUGENE GARNETT,
Pastor
Tam
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4:00P.M.
Saturoay, July 21, 2012
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Oroinaoon Service
10:55AM
Sunday, July 22, 2012
YOU ARE INVITED
TO WITNESS...
MEN TAKING THE NEXT

iE
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Rev. n-. T. W.Jenkins, Pastodl'eacher

'. 'New . .~ BaptistCiuth
E. Ellicdt Slna- Tatlfl FL33610

BR01liER.ANIHONYlONG

FL 33619
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John Tim Celebrates Birthdav/Retirement

~
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John 1'\m held a double celebration recently at the Embassy Suites. John celebrated his 65th birthday and retirement with songs, comedy and dance. He retired from N
the VA Hospital. (Photos by Sylvester Harris)
!='

Birthday/retirement honoree, Deacon John Tim, left, with his
family members: Velma Tim. Flarrie Cross and Greg Tim, seated.
Standing, Carol, Carolyn and Pat.
John is surrounded by his godchildren: Marcus, Michelle and Beres Gums, with their father,
Yos ef.

Sibyl Kennedy
the songster for
evening.

John and his daughter, Tia Tim with Symphany, Knowledge, Jaylan, Le'Aisha, Ja'Marti and
Xaveon.

Actor/comedian,
Marvin Sapp's "Never
Elder
Nathaniel
Melvin Coleman kept the Could Have Made It,"
John and Velma Tim with the African Dance Ensemble, "The
audience rolling with was mimed by Anesia Johnson gave the invocation for the program.
House Oflfe."
laughter.
Kelly.

Spoken Word Anist
Turns To Historv
For Answers
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

Aletha Mahan celebrated her birthday recently at home. Some of her classmates from 1969 in
attendance were: Aletha, Horace, Queen, Ronita, Vernon, Jackie, Erma, Joyce and Sylvester.
(Photo by Sylvester Harris)

•111111aton lilh Class If 1•

The Middleton High School Class of 1960 will meet Saturday, July 21; 2!)~,: a~ 5 p.m. The
meeting will be held at the HOPE Community Center, 4902 N. 22nd St., :a -:.troin Middleton
High School.
·
· <i,.<J,:.: .·
For more information, contact Robert .J. Williams, Vice ~identfi¢or.responding
Secretary, at (813) 417-9209 or (813) 741~294.
· · ·· ·

He may come off as
sounding radical at times,
and his dialogue may be
over-the-top for many
activists, but Spoken Word
artist, LIFE, says he always
speaks from his heart.
LIFE says he believes
African Americans are currently in a state of dreaming, and it's time for all of us
to wakeup.
"There are too many of us
looking to others for
answers to our problems.
We also have to stop putting
our lives in the hands of
others to control.
"We must take control of
our own lives and destiny,
because if there is one thing
history has taught us, selfsufficiency comes through
conflict and crisis. The only
time action is taken is when
there has been a ~edy:"
LIFE · said · African
Americans can no longer
wait around for something
negative to happen before
taking action to bring about
change.
"We have to understand,
whether
President
Obama gets re-elected or
not, there are going to be

UFE

problems, and we must pre- .
pare ourselves for that.
"President Obama can't
do it all by himself, beca~
he has Congress to answer
to. That means, we have to
take a stand and decide our
future, and the future of our
children. Just voting someone into office isn't enough,
"I think we all need to take
a step back, and get a better
understanding of how problems have been solved
through history, and learn
from that."

\lount ('aharY. .Junior .-\t·adt'l11\.
hin<krgartt·n- Sth ( ;radt·

NOW REtiSfERIN&
FOR THE 2012-201 SSCHOOL YEAR
WE OFFER:
1. Bible-based instruction
z; Caring, loving, certifted teachers
3.111gb value at an affordable rate
4. Florida Pride scholarships
S. Computer lab with internet and network
6. A safe drug free env.l ronment for students
7. Extracurricular activities
8. ChallengiDg academic program
9. Penonal attention given to students
10. Ootstaadlng students
11. Hot, nutritious meals dally
12. Fully ~ted currlcuJum
13. Small dass size
14. Before and after school program
IS. Reading and math labs
16. Music (String Ensemble)
Training mllicJs,.hearts, and hands for worthy

and productive service.

Call today for a
registration packet

813-238-0433
3111 East Wilder A·
Tampa, Florida 33610
7
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CDC Joins Others In National Suit Drive Campaign
collect more than 100,000
articles of clothing to benefit
charities such as the CDC of
Tampa, Inc. Last year, CDC
of Tampa, Inc., was able to
help dozens of men in the
Tampa Bay area prepare for
their next job interview so

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Several organizations have
joined forces with the Men's
Wearhouse for the Fourth
Annual Suit Drive. The drive
began on July 10th and will
conclude on August 3!St.
This marks the third year
that the CDC (Corporation
to Develop Communities of
Tampa, Inc.) has participated in the drive. Its purpose
is to provide dress clothing
for individuals seeking
employment. More than
200 other charities will participate in the distribution
of the items collected.
The National Suit Drive is
the largest collection of used
business attire in the company. Men's Wearhouse
accepts the donations at jts
900 locations and the items
are provided to those in
need.
"The items that are collected include attire such as
men's suits, women's suits,
ties, jackets, blouses, belts
and shoes. Residents in the
Tampa Bay area who wish to
participate in the drive can
carry gently used and
cleaned items to any of the
Men's Warehouse locations.
Ernest Coney, Jr.,
President and CEO of the
CDC of Tampa, Inc., said,
"We are thrilled to partner
with Men's Wearhouse on
this critical effort. Many
men in the Tampa Bay area
are still struggling to find
jobs, as the economy slowly
recovers. National Suit
Drive will empower these

that they can get jobs and
get back on their feet.
Men's Wearhouse will
, reward donors with so% off
a purchase at Men's
Wearhouse and will donate
a tie for every suit received.
What's more is that for

every "like" on Facebook,
Men's Wearhouse will
donate $1 to the cause, up to ~
$1o,ooo.
N
For more information,
visit www.cdcoftampa.or~
or www.nationalsuitdriye&Qlll.

Sale Thursday, Ju~ 19 thru Saturday, Ju~ 21
ERNEST CONEY, JR.
President and CEO of CDC
ofTampa, Inc.

men with the self-confidence that comes from, looking sharp and help them
stand out from the crowd of
job seekers."
According to the U. S.
Bureau of Labor, the recession has affected a broad
spectrum of the American
workforce, with 8.6 percent
of job losses befalling men.
Many of the jobs that have
been affected are in the construction and manufacturing industry.
George Zimmer, Men's
Wearhouse founder said,
"With nearly one out of 10
working-age men unemployed in this country, the
weak economic recovery has
disproportionately hurt the
male workforce. By collecting and donating professional clothing, Men's
Wearhouse aims to help
men 'suit up' for job interviews and give them an
important boost of confidence that will help them
reach their goals."
The organization hopes to
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Lustmilk eun Max Hair Stylers sale
• Clli Activator Moistlner, 20 oz. Just For ..
• Super ewty Mousse or 1Wisty Texlln Softener Kit
..... rtllll. . . . . . .. . . .
Cwly Spray, 8oz.
....................
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COLOR WITH IMPACT

New Teacher Orientation
And Induction Planned
The Hillsborough County
Public School District will
host its New Teacher
Orientation and Induction
next week. Its purpose is to
welcome approximately 700
new teachers for the upcoming school year.
The New Teacher
Orientation will take place at
Strawberry Crest High
School, 4691 Gallagher Road,
in Dover, Monday, July 23rd
and conclude on Thursday,
July 26th _ It will take place
between the hours of 8 a.m.
and3p.m.
On Wednesday, July 25th,
Mrs. MaryEllen Elia,
Superintendent of the
Hillsborough County Public
School District will welcome
the new instructors.
On each day of the
, Orientation, there will be
group meetings and breakout
sessions , in which the
District's administrators will

address the sessions.
The new teachers will also
have the opportunity to
attend meetings with principals and subject area specialists.
The newly hired instructors
will learn about professional
development and will receive
training in classroom management , instructional
strategies, exceptional student education, ethics, and
the needs of diverse learners.
The teachers will learn
about the district-based mentors assigned to them who
will work with them during
the four-day event and
throughout the school year.
After the school year
begins, the District will offer
optional follow-up training
sessions. Those sessions will
be consistent with the School
Board priorities of professional development and
retention.
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Africa1s Best
Organics Hair Care
• Texturizitg Kit
• Curt Keeper Hair Lotion, 12 oz.
I Touch-Up Plus Relaxer Kit
-..r.rdllc:bi-..IDIWiid _.
tllllalpilllb, . .~- ·i;ry.

549
379

sale

sale

Doo Gro Hair Care
1 Stimulating Growth Oil, 4.5OL

Let'sJam Custard Aexible
Hold Cream Gel, 10 oz.
a. .......,...lllllllfllt.illlllll-

I

Mega Thick Medicated Hair

V'rtalizer, 4oz.

$1off
sale
Milani High Speed
Fast Dry Nail Lacquer
One Coat Formula.
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Local

Teatime Takes
Conversation To ·sea
Teatime Conversation was taken to the sea
just recently. Candy Lowe, hostess of
"Teatime Conversation," took about 10 cruisers
out to sea aboard the private boat of 'Captain'
Danny Green. The group enjoyed conversation, fishing and fun out in the Bay.
Later, the group stopped at Rick's On the
River for lunch. Back on the boat, the group
cruised up the Hillsborough River, checking
out the City of Tampa and hom~s along the

way.
The group of cruisers included: Candy
Lowe, Angela Brewton, MiShondra Key,
Perry Sullivan, Dee-Dee and Wanda
Brown, Julia Jackson, Edward Aikens,
Henry Ballard, Atty. Natasha Goodlee,
and "Marine Robert."
According to Ms. Lowe, the group was so
excited about the trip, they want to do it again.
(Story and photos by Julia Jackson)
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Teatime Conversation
hostess., Candy Lowe took
the conversation to the sea.

c•-=.::::.. ._________.
~

f3 . He~try Ballard shared fish:» mgtips
....

'Captain' Danny Green
took the cruisers out to sea.

~

Atty. Natasha Goodlee
enjoyed her time at sea.

BARBARA 1. PITTlVlAN
Practicing Law In:
• Criminal Defense • Family Law
• Personal Injury

A Marine is always on
guard. Robert enjoyed the
fishing cruise.

Tampa, Florida 33618
(813)269-9706 • Fax: (813)96()..0641

Specializing In
The Followng Areas:

IDI
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• Bankruptcy: Chapter 7 &13
• Child Support
• Probate & Wills
• Guardianship
• Personal Injury
• lmigration
REASONABLE RATES & PAYMENT PLAN.

Fi. ~ Oguntllbl
~Att..w

101 N. Armlnll Awnue
Tllllpa, Fl3311011

(813) 264-8717

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
For nearly 30 years, it has
been the mission of
Hopeton Virgo to be more
than just a business owner.
"To be a successful business owner, I believe you
have to make a difference in
the lives of the people you
serve," said Mr. Virgo.
"Sometimes, that means
sacrificing a little of yourself
to make sure others have an
opportunity. That's how you
create more Black-owned
businesses and jobs."
Mr. Virgo is one of three
African American business
owners in East Tampa to
take advantage of the City of
Tampa's Facade Improvement Program. He is having
his array of businesses on
34th Street and Lake
Avenue completely redone.
"I hope other Black business owners in the area will
see what I'm trying to do,
and get involved to improve
their places, " said Mr.
Virgo.
"You will be surprised how
much new business you will
attract if your business
facadeisinrproved.
But, Mr. Virgo has also
created an opportunity for
young people in the area.
"I've allowed a group of
young men to operate a car
wash on my property. I've
also allowed them to use the
outdoor grill I built to earn

HOPETON VIRGO

money."
"The only thing I've asked
from them in return is to
keep the area clean and be
accountable for what they

do. "
Mr. Virgo said he doesn't
have a completion date on
when his project will be finished, and he's still very
much hands-on when it
comes t_o the contracting for
the project.
"When you're dealing with
funds, it's best to keep
things close as possible to
alleviate any waste."
''I'm on a mission to
spread the word about the
Fa~ade Program and tell the
others this is great for the
community and this will
show the rest of the city we
care about where we live
and the people we serve."

DACCO To Host
Candidates Forum

Lil Robert cast his reel for a catch.

Attorney & Counselor At Law
Cypress Point Office Park
10014 N. Dale Mabry, Suite 101

Business Owner
Creates Opponunities
For Others

EDWARD AIKENS

When it comes to budget
cuts, the State of Florida usually looks in areas of services.
DACCO, a substance abuse
agency, is beginning to feel
the results of budget cuts as
they are in dire need of funding for vitally needed mental
health and substance abuse
services.
On Thursday, August 2nd at
7:30 a. m. , DACCO will be
hosting a Candidate Forum at
their facility , 4422 East
Columbus Drive.
According to a published
report, the budget cuts would
potentially eliminate state
support for the Northside
Mental Health Center, 12512
Bruce B. Downs Boulevard.
Senator Joe Negron,
who is in charge of the senate's health care budget, said
he would rather make these
cuts than reduce spending on
programs for disabled people,
senior citizens and children.
DACCO CEO, Mary Lynn

Ulrey, said with behavioral
health and related substance
use disorders clearly identified as among the most costly
health programs, funding for
vitall y needed behavioral
health services will be the
focus of the forum.
"For every dollar spent on
effective school-based prevention programs, $18 is
saved by the community
through enhanced productivity and a reduction in medical
costs," said Ulrey.
"Please join us as we welcome candidates for State
Representative and senatorial
seats to present their platform regarding funding. The
forum is open to the public,
and will be moderated by
Jan Gorrie, an' l!ttorney
with Ballard Partners."
DACCO was founded in
1973, and is one of the state's
largest community-based
providers of behavioral
health services.
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'Bridge The Generational Gap' Event Held At Riverfront Park ~!<

Last Sunday, the rain didn't dampen the spirits of more than 100
people who attended Project S.A.W.'s first annual "Bridge The Generational Gap" Event held at the Riverfront Park.
One of the hosts for the event, Tonya Lewis, rem arked on how
proud she was to see people sitting in the rain without any protection and enjoying the entertainment.
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Pastor Charles Perkins poses with Tampa Police Chief, Jane Castor.

Tonya Lewis, founder of Children With A Vision, poses with Astronaut Col. Alvin B. Drew, Jr.
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Col. Drew poses with some of the children who attended the event
at the Riverfront Park.
•

Performing for the crowd is
Lil' Brus.

From left to right: Bishop Michelle B. Patty, Robin Lockett, and
State Rep. Betty Reed.
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As barbecue season heats up, teriyaki sauces make for foolproof
grilling all summer long.
Teriyaki sauces are made with premium ingredients, and they
taste fresh and authentic, so you can use them as is, right from the
bottle.
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And the sauces also blend beautifully with other seasonings and
flavors, making them a great starting point for creating all kinds
of barbecued foods - from Asian-style dishes to Mexican, Italian
or down-home American -just by adding a fewjngredients from
your pantry.

Qrille-t tl!}ArioAte-t ~teAks
S, ~ummer ---vesetAbles
2 large zucchini or squash
2 boneless beef rib-eye steaks, each about 1 inch thick
2 medium-size red or yellow bell peppers, quartered
3/4 cup Kikkoman Roasted Garlic ' Herbs Quick & Easy Marinade
DIRECTIONS: Carefully cut the zucchini and squash lengthwise into
quarters. Place in large plastic food storage bag with next 2 ingredients;
pour in marinade. Press air out of bag; close top securely. Turn bag over several times to coat all pieces well. Marinate 20 minutes, turning bag over
once.
Grill steaks over hot coals 15 to 20 minutes (for medium or longer for well
done -but don't overcoook), turning pieces over once and brushing steaks
with additional fresh marinade.
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1 pound fresh or thawed large
shrimp or prawns (21 to 25
count), unpeeled
2/3 cup Kikkoman Toasted
Sesame or Honey Mustard
Quick & Easy Marinade
1 tablespoon grated fresh
ginger root
4 (12-inch) metal or bamboo
skewers*
DIRECTIONS: Leaving shell
on, devein shrimp.
Combine next 2 ingredients; remove and reserve 2 tablespoons
mixture.
Pour remaining mixture over
shrimp in large plastic food storage bag. Press air out of bag; close top securely.
Turn bag over several times to coat pieces well. Marinate 20 minutes, turning
over once.
Thread shrimp on skewers, leaving space between pieces; discard marinade.
Place skewers on grill over hot coals. Cook 1 to 2 minutes on each side, or until
shrimp turn pink, brushing once with reserved marinade mixture.
Note: If you choose to use bamboo skewers, soak them in water for 30 minutes
prior to use to prevent burning.

2/3 cup Kikkoman Roasted Garlic
Teriyaki Marinade & Sauce
1/4 cup dry red wine
1 teaspoon dried rosemary leaves,
crushed
4 boneless, skinless chicken breast
halves
DIRECI'IONS: Combine first 3 ingredients;
remove and reserve 3 tablespoons mixture. Pour
remaining mixture over chicken in large plastic
food storage bag. Press air out of bag; close top
securely. Tum bag over several times to coat
chicken. Refrigerate 1 hour, turning bag over
once.
Place chicken on grill 4 to 5 inches from hot
coals. Cook 12 to 15 minutes, or until chicken is
no longer pink in center, turning over and
brushing occasionally with reserved sauce mixture.

1/3 cup Kikkoman Teriyaki Baste & Glaze
2 tablespoons plumjam
1 teaspoon brown sugar, packed
1 teaspoon grated fresh ginger root
1/4 teaspoon grated fresh lemon peel
4 pork loin chops, about 3/4 inch thick
DIRECI'IONS: Combine teriyaki baste &
glaze, plum jam, brown sugar, ginger and lemon
peel; remove and reserve 1/4 cup mixture.
Place pork chops on grill 4 to 5 inches from
hot coals; brush with remaining baste & glaze
mixture. Cook about 8 minut~s. or until just
done, turning chops over and .brushing occasionally with baste & glaze mixture.
Meanwhile, combine reserved 1/4 cup baste &
glaze mixture with 1-1/2 Tbsp. water in small
microwave-safe bowl. Cover With plastic wrap
and microwave on Medium-high (70%) 90 seconds, stirring every 30 seconds; serve with
· .~
chops.

3 pound red snapper fillets
1/3 cup Kikkoman Soy Sauce
1/4 cup dark rum
1/3 cup fresh lime juice
3 shallots, peeled and chopped
1/2 cup chopped cilantro
1/2 teaspoon white pepper
5 garlic cloves, crushed
DIRECTIONS: Rinse fish and pat dry
with a paper towel. Meanwhile, add all of
the remaining ingredients in a saucepan
over medium heat and reduce the sauce
down by half (about 20 minutes).
Preheat Grill to medium. Make drainage
holes in sheet of Reynolds Wrap Non-Stick
Foil with a large grilling fork. Place foil sheet
with holes on grill rack with the non-stick
(dull) side towards the food. Brush reduced
sauce over the fish and grill the fish for 3-4
minutes on each side.
Serve with remaining sauce.
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Keep Bugs At Bav The Natural wav
Part2

Tum on your CD, iPad or
MP3 player and relax.
, listening to music (classical/jazz) helps slow your
breathing to an even pace,
which reduces your heart
rate.

Going DEET-Free

PHAR
1304 E Busch Blvd, suite B • Tampa, Fl3361
Ph: 813-933-3439- Fax: 813-402-0426
Your community phormocy

We accept most insurances including
Medicare and Medicaid

A number of repellants
made from natural ingredients - and safe to use even
on young children - are now
available.
Some use lemongrass and
citronella oils; others use
peppermint and geranium,
as well.
Another combines rosemary, lavender, marjoram
and cedar wood with peppermint and eucalyptus to keep
bugs away. These repellants
include odorless and pleasant-smelling creams and lotions, sprays, moist wipes
and wrist bands, and even

clip-ons to attach to belts,
backpacks or strollers some effective for up to 12
hours.
Most kids hate sprays,
which shouldn't be used on
the face anyway, so consider
creams and wipes.
There are even 'sticks' that
can be rubbed on .exposed
skin. They smell good and
allow you to put the repellent
right where it's needed. The
best thing about these natural alternatives is you'lllove
using them yourself.

Bug-Free Tips
For Children
• Don't use any insect repellents on infants under two
months old; mosquito net-

ting over strollers is your
best bet.
• Use sprays in open areas
to avoid inhaling them.
• Repellants shouldn't be
applies on cuts, wounds or
irritated skin.
• When your child will be
exposed to insects for a
while, dress them in long,
lightweight pants and a longsleeves shirt, plus socks and
a hat. Tuck pant legs into
socks to prevent ticks from
crawling up the legs. Spray
outside of clothing, especially shoes and socks. Wash
clothes when she comes inside the day.
• Avoid shampoos, soaps
and other products with
flowery scents; they can attract insects.

Outsmart Toxins
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NEW Laser AntiFungal Treatment
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• Diabetic Foot care
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Hammertoes

State of Florida,

Dr. Paul lawrence
Sheehy, Jr.,
MMiclne a SUrpuy Of
The Foot a Anltle

CIGNA, TriCllre,

Human a,
UnltedHealthCare,
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Podiatrist
loard Certified • Diplomat, Academy Wound Management

812 W. Dr. MLK Blvd. Ste. 101 • Tampa. FL 33603

813-872-8939 I
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Confidence Begins With A Beautiful Smile!
Friendly Personal care
Most lnStnnCe Plans Accepted
Zero Down Payment Plans Available
Flexible and Affordable Monthly Payments
Famiy Discoun1s
BRACES FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN

William F. Marsh, DDS, PA
PNietfed Orthodoi diet For OYer 30 Yeeta

Protect your health and
the health of your family
from BPA- a synthetic hardener used to make plastics,
but may cause unhealthy levels of the fat-storage hormone insulin.
• Plastic Bottles - Steer
clear of plastics with the
number 3 or
7 on the bottom, which
may contain
BPA.
Instead, look
for the numbers 1, 2, 4, 5 and
6 which are unlikely to contain BPA.
• Microwave - Heat increases the release ofBPA, so
NEVER microwave plastic
wrap or trays .
• Pouches vs. Cans The lining of cans are another possible source of BPA.

You should opt for frozen or
fresh instead, or look for
BPA-free pouches when buying tuna.
• Wood vs. Metal Metal utensiles
can scratch the
surface of nonstick cookware
and release the
chemicals inside. Try using a
wood spatula ....__ ____,
instead.
• Freshens Air - Use
herbs and spices to freshen
the air. Fill a .....-------.
vase of dried
lavender or
simmer cinnamon
in
water on the
stove.
Any
product that._____ _ ____.
contains 'fragrance' as an ingredient potentially harbors

obesogens. Without getting
into the crazy details of obesogens, think of them as
harmful chemical compounds which disrupt our
hormonal balance and negatively affect the way we store
fat.
The main way these compounds really mess around
with our fat storage is by disrupting our energy balance
by disruppng the natural
function of our endocrine
system (which is responsible
for metabolism).
• Organic- When buying
fruits and
vegetables,
you're better
off buying
organic because you won't be eating
pesticides, especially on
foods like berries, apples,
broccoli and greens.

Summer's Biggest Skin Hazards
Don't let these hazards
sabotage your summer skin .
Heat Rash
Heat rash looks like small
pimples and is usually found
on body areas covered by
clothing. Most common in
children, but it may also affect adults in hot, humid climates.
To alleviate symptoms,
apply cold compresses or
take a cool bath. Air dry and
avoid lotions.
If baby's skin is irritable to
the touch, ask your doctor
about using cal~ne or hydrocortisone cream.

occur in some people, with
symptoms including hives,
swelling of the mouth or
throat, and difficulty breathing. If you have a severe reaction, lie down and remove
the stinger. Give yourself an
epinephrine injection, if you
have access to one, and get
immediate medical Care.
If you don't have an allergic reaction, remove the
stinger, clean the sting site,
apply ice, and take an oral
antihistamine for itching. A
delay in removing the stinger
increases the amount of
venom you receive.
Chiggers

Bee Stings
Most reactions to bee
stings are mild, causing
minor swelling, pain, and
itching.
Severe allergic reactions

Chiggers are tiny mites
found in tall grass or weeds.
Their bites are painless. But
after a few days of being attached to the skin, chiggers
fall off - leaving very itchy

red welts.
Over-the-counter
products can help relieve the
itch, but see a doctor if your
skin appears infected or the
welts seem to be spreading.
Ji1ip-Flop Hazards
They may be fun and fashionable, but flip-flops offer
little protection against
stubbed toes, glass cuts,
puncture wounds, or a heavy
object smashing your foot.
If you wear them, be extremely care when walking in
the rain. The usually slip or
stick and
either
way, they
can cause

serious
accidents,
if you're ·
not careful.
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Fake It

Simply acting happy - by
singing out loud, forcing a
laugh or telling a joke causes biochemical changes
within the brain that trig-

gers true happiness.
Simply smiling increases
brain levels of the antidepressant hormone serotonin.

Put Your Shades On
Did you know that some
inexpensive sunglasses do a
better job of protecting your
eyes from ultraviolet (UV)
light than the more expensive ones.
Make sure you check the
label and only buy shades

that say they block at least
99% of UV rays.

End Heartburn
Don't let heartburn spoil your sleep.
Avoiding the following (which all relax
the stomach valve, letting acid flow upward when you lie down) after 7 p.m.
could cut your nighttime flare-ups:
• Fatty foods,
• Alcohol,
• Tomato products, and
• Chocolate or mint.

Be Carelul Who You Kiss
Studies show that cavities
and gum disease are contagious-and can be transmitted through kissing, just like
colds and flu .
Even if your partner has
gum disease, you don't have
to stop smooching. Just take
extra effort to practice good
oral hygiene, which of course
includes regular brushing

Rev Up
YourEneruv

Exercising for 20 minutes
daily, 3 times a week can
double your energy in a few
months.

Block Fat
With Pepper
Black pepper's pungent
piperine sets
off a metabolic
reaction that
blocks the formation of new
fat cells.

Red Wine - Protects
brain cells. The flavanols in
red wine protects blood vessels, ensuring a steady flow
of nutrients to brain cells.
Chick Peas - Protects
the heart. They are full of
fiber and vitamins, which reduces heart-disease risk.
They also help lower cholesterol, high blood pressure
and prevent cancer.

Shallots - Lower blood ~
pressure. They are full of an- N
tioxidants and their special 9
enzymes increase nitric acid ~
in your body, which lowers ~
blood pressure and reduces
your risk of having a stroke.
Oregano - Kills germs.
It is full of antioxidants and
antibacterial compounds
that kills germs on contact
in the digestive tract .

Help To Prevent Breast cancer

Thumbs Up
For Milk

We usually frown on giving kids juice and other sugary drinks, but chocolate
milk gets the thumbs up.
Children who drink it get
more calcium than other
kids.

Flaxseed is nature's top
source of cancer-fighting lignans; eating 2 tablespoons
daily can cut your breast cancer risk by 62%.
Vitamin D is transformed into a powerful cancer-fighter. Taking 2,000
IUs daily can cut your breastcancer risk by so%.
Apricots are ~----.
full
of
betacarotene, a plant
form of Vitamin A
that fires up your
production of cancer-fighting immune cells by up to
33%. Eating a handful of
dried apricots can cut your
risk by as much as so%.
Cabbage is rich in sulforaphane and indole-3barbinol (I3C), a natural

compound that breaks down
excess estrogens before they
can latch onto breast tissue.
Purple Grape Juice has
4 times more cancer-fighting antioxidants than
any other juice.
Drinking 1 cup ........:==-.J
daily can help shut down the
growth of abnormal cells in a
week, cutting your risk of
breast cancer by 29%.
Roasted
Garlic
is
packed with antioxidants which
fight abnormal
breast cells. Eat. ..
ing a couple of
cloves daily - in soups, salad
dressings or vegetable dishes
can cut your breast cancer
risk by 2s%.
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and flossing, and see your
dentist every six months.

Take part in a colon cancer testlnq study called I-ACT

Colon cancer can be prevented!
Who?
•
•
•
•

If you are Black/African American
If you are between 50-75 years old
If you have never had a colon cancer screening test done
If you have not had a colonoscopy in the p~st 10 years

What?
• Increase your blood levels of. interferons (infectionfighting proteins) five-fold.

DENTIST
Adults and Children

•
•
•

•

813•661•1115
aJr. 'lng_ridllJooms, IJJ.IJJ.S.
General Dentistry
174(} Suulh "'n~- \\,

• Br.ttHlun. I· I ) ) 1 II

(81. _) 6 1 111)
6 ')
l41S East 124th Ave. • Suite A • Tampa, FL 33612

, illlfl llll,l.!
.\'nl P:lliL n!'

Fowler/Fletcher area (Corner of 124th Ave. & 15th St.)

(813) 632-3483
We Accept • Medieald • Delhi • Moll•• • MctUfe • Actaa • C1rcPI•
The FoUowing
• Florida Heald~)' ICJdt • Blae Cro~t/Bie Slaielll
lnaurances:
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Learn about colon cancer testing
Answer questions about colon cancer
Learn if you qualify for a free colon cancer
screening kit
-

Why?
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Good News About Tea
Drinking 3 mugs of any
regular tea daily (black,
green or oolong) can help:
• Lower your cholesterol
levels, cutting your heart disease risk by 44%.
• Reduce your risk of
breast and colon cancer by
30%.
• Cut your chances of ever
developing
rheumatoid
arthritis in half.

~

lonuevitv Foods

• Gunliu. • Trlcarc

To help infor·m the community about colon
cancer and how it can ~e prevented!

How?
•

If you want more Information or if you are
interested in taking part in this research study, call:

(81~)-745-6502
...

If you qualify for the study you will qet paid for yopr time
H. LEE MOFF'ITT CANCER CENTER & RESEARCM INSTITVTE.
AN NCI COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER - TAMPA. f l
1-888·Mornrr <1·888-663·3488) www.MOFFITT.orv
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Surprise 50th Birthday
Celebration
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Oh how nifty, guess
who's so! On Saturday,
June 16th, Amos Landers,
Sr. , arrived at the front
doors of The Regent, in
Riverview, Florida, with no
idea that on the inside was a
huge crowd of family and
friends who had gathered to
celebrate his special day with
him.
For months, the celebration was secretly planned by
his wife, Yvette, and their
children, Amos Jr.,
Christian, Precious and
Austin with a lot of assistance from family friend,
Tenae Allen. The morning
began with opening remarks
and a warm welcome to the
guests by Mistress of
Ceremony,
Patience
Landers.
Prayer was given by
Amos's brother, Minister
Anthony
Landers.
Afterwards, the celebration
continued with the sharing
of a memorable blend of
expressions of love, appreciation, special memories and
songs shared by Yvette and .
their children; and Amos'
father-in-law, Charles and
mother-in-law, Elsie.
His siblings: Anthony,
Regina,
Albedean,
Angela, and Clarietha
gave tribute in song, It's So
Sweet to be Saved.
Other special remarks
were rendered by Elder
James and Mother Lillie
Williams, Carl and
Adrina Allen, the birthday
celebrant's best friend,
Barry
Townsend,
Melvine
Landers,
Muhammad Rahman,
Yours Truly and hubby,
Michael; and many others.
Linda Townsend sang
a beautiful rendition of To
God be the Glory. Music was
provided by a live band,
which also accompanied
Yvette, as she quoted the
words of Always and

Forever, to her husband.
Remarks of Appreciation
were given by the birthday
celebrant. Great food,
desserts, fellowship and fun
were enjoyed by all during
this celebration recognizing
the 112 century life-mark that
the Lord has blessed Amos
Landers to enjoy!
Community Day of
Giving to be Held
While yard sales are a
way of raising monies for
some, on Saturday, July 21,
2012, Britt Chapel Church of
God by Faith, Minister
Gary Hird, pastor will host
its monthly Community Day
of Giving.
During this outreach to
the community, food, clothing, purses, shoes, appliances, toys, jewelry, and
more will be given away. Yes,
it 's a Church Yard Giveaway, nothing is for sale!
Everyone is welcome!
Minister Hird shares that
during tough economical
times like we are living in
today, this is one way that
the church is reaching out to
help the community. If you
have items that you want to
donate to this cause, please
call (863) 419-5680 or (863)
513-8437·
Birthday Greetings

AI.ANI VANRIVERS

A very special happy
birthday greeting goes to
Little
Miss
Alani
VanRivers who will cele-

brate her 7th birthday on
July 25th. Alani is the
daughter of Santron and
April VanRivers.
She is also a praise
dancer at her church. Happy
Birthday, Alani! Wishes for
a happy birthday are also
extended to: Sylvester
Gordon, Jr., (July 2oth)
and Mary-Catherine
Gordon (July 21st), both of
Rochester, NY; Tampa lady,
Albedean Nash (July
22nd); Lakeland lady
Gloria Jennings (July
26th). Lakeland gentleman,
George London, Sr.,
(July 28th) and to Little
Miss Sapharia Grace
Dickerson, who will celebrate her special day on July
30th.
Shaw-Nuf
Talk
extends belated Happy
Birthday!
wishes
to
Lakeland lady Jessica
Faith Dickerson (July
2oth). It is the prayer of
Yours Truly that each of
your days are and/ or were
filled with the desires of
your hearts and that the
Lord will continue to bless
each of you with many,
many more birthdays!
Shaw-NtifShout-Out
This week's Shaw-Nuf
Shout-Out goes out to
Lakeland's Beverly 'Jo-Jo'
Gibson and her granddaughter, Tiffany Hayes,
of the Women 's National
Basketball Association.
Tiffany returned to her
hometown of Lakeland to
spend time with family and
friends. In her desire to give
back to the community, she
will host the Tiffany Hayes
Girls Basketball Camp
on Saturday, July 21st from
9 a.m. until1 p.m.
The host-site of the camp
will be the Simpson Park
Community Center in
Lakeland. The event is free
and limited to the first 100
pre-registered girls, ages 815.
For further information
contact the SPC Center at
(863) 834-2577. Thanks,
Beverly and Tiffany for all
that you are doing to
encourage the girls of our
community.

Health Screening
Planned To Detect
'Silent Killer'
More than one million
Americans are living with
an undiagnosed abdominal
aortic aneurysm (AAA). If
the aneurysm bursts, only
10 to 25 percent of the peo. ple will survive.
On Saturday, July 28th,
from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.,
AAAneurysm Outreach, a
national non-profit organization will offer free screenings. The screenings will
take place at the Holiday
Retirement at Azalea Park,
1325 Grasslands Blvd., in
Lakeland.
People who are considered
at-risk are those 60 years of

age and older. According to
statistics, undiagnosed AAA
is the 3rd leading cause of
sudden death in men over
60 and 3 times more deadly
in women.
However, AAA can be
detected with a simple
ultrasound screening.
Screening for AAA is a quick
non-invasive ultrasound of
the abdomen, similar to a
pregnancy ultrasound.
Space is limited and preregistration is required.
Anyone wishing to register
or to learn more information should call (866) 3713592.

Auburndale High
School Holds
Graduation Ceremonv
AUBURNDALE - On
Saturday, June 2, 2012, the
early morning hour did not
hinder the attendance of
families and friends of
Auburndale High School's
Class of 2012 graduates. By
the start of the commencement exercises, at 8 a.m.,
the Canova Bloodhound stadium was packed. With the

assistance of staff, John
Hill, Principal presented
more than 200 AHS graduates with their diplomas.
Meagan Rose Desalvatore gave words of
encouragement as class
valedictorian, followed by
Andre Reinalda Colarte,
the salutatorian. (Photos
by Shaw-Ntif)

Auburndale High School
graduate Dontae Marquis
Jones proudly received his
high school diploma.

Graduate Albert Salhab
was all smiles as he celebrated this major accomplishment in his life.

Talk to Shaw-Ntif

DVR + CAMERAS
4=699.99
&-999.99
8=1299.99
12•1899.99
16::2599.99
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Shaw-Ntif Talk wants
to hear from you. Share
news and/ or photos of your
celebrations, special events,
community events, birthdays, anniversaries, weddings, family reunions, class
reunions, etc., with the readership of the F~orida
Sentinel Bulletin with
Shaw-Ntif Talk by sending
an
e-mail
to:
shawmiftalk@yahoo.com or
by calling (863) 513-8437.
Shaw-Nuf Talk will share
your exciting news with the
readership!

Graduate Darrien Kewan Booker is shown with his mom,
Barbara and gr~ndmother, Lillie Parker at the ceremony.
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President Obama Signs
Relative Told
FDA Approves Drug Shown To ~
l~w Banning Bath Salts
Police-That
Reduce Risk Of HIV Infection ~
When President Barack Obama signed a law last week banning bath salts and 31 other synthetic substances, Dr. Rani G.
Whitfield of Baton Rouge, La., was just one of several medical
doctors who breathed a sigh of relief.
"I've been practicing medicine for 12 years, and I've never seen
anything like this," he said. "When problems began surfacing in the
emergency room a little over a year ago, we were seeing psychotic
episodes and extreme agitation. The kids were telling us about a
new drug called 'bath salts.' We didn't know what it was. They were
like, 'No, it's not what you put in your water. It's not 'Calgon take
me away.'"

~~~ND~~~~dminis:~

George
Zimmerman
Didn't 'like
BlaCk PeOple'

Fo:.
tion on Monday approved the
first drug shown to reduce the
risk of HIV infection, the latest
milestone in the 3o-year battle
against the virus that causes
AIDS.
The agency approved
Gilead Sciences' pill Truvada
as a preventive measure for
healthy people who are at high
risk of acquiring HIV through
sexual activity, such as those
who have HIV-infected partners.
The decision comes less
than two weeks after the

3 Teens Murder Elderlv Man In
Game OI.Pick ·Em Out, Knock ·Em Our
CHICAGO - Malik Jones,
16, Nicholas Ayala, 17, and
Anthony Malcolm, 18, have
all been charged with first-degree murder and robbery after
killing Delfino Mora, 62,
who was collecting cans in
West Rogers Park in Chicago at
the time of the vicious attack.
According to prosecutors,
the teens decided to play a
deadly game called "Pick 'Em
Out and Knock 'Em Out" at
around s:oo a.m. when they
spotted Mora. To make matters even more horrific, they allegedly recorded the attack and

posted it on Facebook.
At a bond hearing for Ayala
and Malcolm, Assistant
State's Attorney Terry Clancy
claims that it was Jon es who
instigated the attack, saying, "'I
think I'm gonna knock out this
(expletive)."'
Judge Israel Desierto
denied bail for all three of the
men.

Two women Killed Bv 16 Year Old
Driving Tractor Trailer Truck

SHUN JONES And AMANDA OMO-IYAMU

COLORADO
Shun
Jones, 48, and Amand a
Omo-Iyamu, 38, were struck
and killed Saturday morning
by a 16-year-old youth driving
a tractor-trailer as they were
pulled to the side of a Colorado highway while changing
a flat tire.
The two women, who were
cousins, were on their way
from Texas to visit family
members. They were accompanied by Shun's 18-year-old
son, Lamarcus Lock ett,
who remained in the vehicle
and was unharmed.
The pair was struck by a
truck that had been towing a
full cargo of horses in a trailer.
Upon striking the women,
the truck reportedly stopped
about a half mile down the
road. There were two people
in the truck, Tristan Martin,

16, and 37-year-old Michel
Ma rtin of Sulphur, La. When
police questioned both parties,
M ichel told them he had
been driving the truck. After
further questioning, investigators discovered M ichel had
lied and that the youth had actually been the one operating
the rig when it struck the two
women. Both Mich el and the
teen sustained no injuries.
One woman died at the
scene and the other was airlifted to a hospital where she
was pronounced dead.
Tristan was charged with
two counts of leaving the
scene after an accident involving a death, felony, and two
misdemeanor counts of careless driving involving death.
Mich el was charged with one
count of false reporting.

A relative of George Zimmerman's labeled him as harboring racial bias against Black
people.
A source said that prosecutors interviewed a woman who
claimed that the . 28-year-old
was racist. The woman, labeled
as "Witness 9" contacted police
two days after Zimmerman
shot Trayvon Martin.
The woman called to speak
with Officer Chris Ser in o ,
who was in charge of investigating the homicide. When Serino
was unavailable, she spoke with
Officer Trekelle Perkins on
the matter. "I don't know what
happened," she said, reportedly
sounding emotional. "I don't
know at all who this kid was, or
anything else. But I know
George. And I know that he
does not like Black people, and
he would start something."
According to the report, the
woman was fearful of her identity being revealed, and explained that she had been
estranged from Zimmerma n .
"I don't talk to him because of
the things that he says ... the
person he is ... the things that he
does. I know his mother, I know
everybody and they're all the
same way, and I hate that.
They're just mean and [they're]
open about it." Zimmerm an
was also labeled as "a very confrontational person."

r::~arka~~~~:~~: t~~o:~~ ~

over-the-counter HIV test that ~
can be developed at home.
~
The two developments are
seen as the biggest steps in
years toward curbing the
spread of HIV in the U.S.,
which has held steady at about
so,ooo new infections per
year for the last 15 years.
An estimated 1.2 million
Americans have HIV, which
develops into AIDS unless
treated . with antiviral drugs.
And an estimated 240,000
HIV carriers are unaware that
they are infected.

Britain's largest Black Newspaper
Barred From Olvmpic Stadium
LONDON - Black Britons
have expressed outrage that
Britain's longest serving and
biggest Black newspaper, The
Voice, has been denied accreditation to the Olympic Stadium.
Sports Editor Rodney
Hinds says staff at the paper
"are stunned by the decision"
and the "outpouring of support
from our community has been
overwhelming."
The paper's managing director George Ruddock said
"he was extremely disappointed The Voice will not be
inside the stadium," despite
the high number of Black
British athletes on the national
team.
The 2012 Olympics is taking
place in East London's multicultural community and one of
the key themes behind London's Olympic bid was celebrating the diversity of London
and the UK. However, when
The Voice applied for accreditation they received this reply.
"After careful consideration
by the Media Accreditation
Committee, we regret to inform you that your application
accreditation for the London
2012 Olympic Games has been
unsuccessful," it wrote in a letter to the paper.
The British Olympics Association (BOA) said it only had
space for 400 journalists and
told The Voice it would go on a
waiting list. "We've known
about the decision for a while,
but with the Olympics just
days away we can only assume

.,r0

we've been sidelined," says
Hinds.
Hinds says the decision
was taken by the board of the
British Olympics Association
and "to his knowledge there
are no Black people on that
board." He says it's important
for The Voice to get access because the stadium is the main
venue for track and field.
An online petition has been
launched on behalf of The
Voice, with most saying the decision by the British Olympics
Association is "shocking" and a
"disgrace." The story has also
been trending on social networking sites.
According to an article on
The Voice website, the paper
"has been inundated with roessages of support from readers,
MPs, campaigners, celebrities
and journalists who started
their career at the newspaper."
Simo n W oolley, Chief Executive of Operation Black
Vote, told The Voice, "I hope
that the games authorities will
rethink their position. Without
The Voice there, there is no
Black British perspective on
the games.
Hinds says the paper is
now reaching out to Black
Members of Parliament and
high-profile minority individuals to support their campaign
to reverse the decision.
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PERSONAL INJURY & AUTO ACCIDENTS
BARBAS Nutmz S ANDERS
BUTLER & H ovsEPIAN
Ai'l'lOI.tNBYS AND COUNSBLOltS AT LAW

505 East Jackson St. S utt. #303
Banister's Building

Katherine Agllano

J immie Butler

Tampa, FL 33602 • (813) 387-7724

•BANKRUPTCY
Stop
& c...dltot"a H.,..sment
• REAL ESTATE LAW
,•FAMILY LAW
F~

•
•
•
•

Automobile Accident8
• Boat/Jet SkJ Accidents
• Defective Product•
Motorcycle Accident•
• All InJury Claims
Slip and Fall
1802 WEST CLEVELAND STREET
Wro ngful Death
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33808

813-254-6652
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CONTRACTING & PROCUREMENT

IN THE IRCUIT
URT OF
THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
IN AND FOR HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
CIRCUIT CIVIL DIVISION

Must Have 45 Hours
HS Diploma
Working Towards Or

CASE NO.: 09-CA-015953
DIVISION H

a:LL
Q

vs.
ANTHONY J. CAM, ET AL.
DEFENDANTS

z

~

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN pursuant to a Uniform Final
Judgment of Foreclosure dated June 19th, 2012, entered in
Case No. 09-CA-015953, in the Circuit Court of the Thirteenth
Judicial Circuit in and for Hillsborough County, Florida, wherein
DEUTCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY, AS TRUSTEE
FOR LONG BEACH MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST 2006-8, is
Plaintiff, and ANTHONY J. CAM are Defendants, the Clerk of the
Court will sell to the. highest and best bidder for cash at
10:00 a.m. on the 21Ul day of September. 2012, the following
described real and personal property in Hillsborough County,
Florida:
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION: LOT 6, BLOCK 3 , OF
NORTH LAKES, SECTION 'D', ACCORDING TO
THE MAP OR PLAT THEREOF, AS RECORDED
IN PLAT BOOK 50, PAGE 7, OF THE PUBLIC
RECORDS OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY,
FLORIDA.
PROPERTY ADDRESS: 16202 LAKEHEAD COURT
TAMPA, FL 33618
ANY PERSON CLAIMING AN INTEREST IN THE SURPLUS
FROM THE SALE, IF ANY, OTHER THAN THE PROPERTY
OWNER AS OFTHE DATE OFTHE LIS PENDENS MUST FLIE
A CLAIM WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER THE SALE.
"If you are a person with a disability who requires
accommodations In order to participate in a court
proceeding, you are entitled, at no cost to you, the provision
of certain assistance. Individuals with a disability who
requires special accommodations in order_to participate in
a court proceeding should contact the ADA Coordinator,
Administrative Offices of the Courts, 800 E. Twiggs Street,
Room 604, Tampa, FL 33602, Phone (813) 272-7040, Hearing
Impaired: (800) 955-8n1, Voice Impaired: (800) 955-ano or
email ADA@fljud13.0rg at least seven (7) days before
your scheduled court appearance, or Immediately upon
receiving this notification if the time before the scheduled
appearance Is less than 7 days.
Dated at Tampa. Hillsborough County. Florida
this 6lh day·of July. 2012.
PAT FRANK
WITNESS my hand and seal of this court
CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT

lsi FELICIA PATTERSON
As Deputy Clerk
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Reliable
Call {813) 956-2920

Bid No: FV2012-IFB-Q2
The Housing Authority of the City of Tampa (Authority) will receive
sealed bids for "Professional Landscaping Services at various
Housing Authority properties" until 2:00 p.m. (prevailing Tampa,

NOTICE OF SALE

en

Recently Completed CDA

Invitation For Bid
"PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING SERVICES"

DEUTCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST
COMPANY, AS TRUSTEE FOR
LONG BEACH MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST 2006-8
PLAINTIFF,

~
Q

Classroom Teacher

Florida time) on Tuesday. July 31. 2012 in the Board Room located
on the first floor at 1529 W. Main St., Tampa Florida 33607, at which
time and place all bids will be publicly opened and read aloud. Bids
received after this time will not be considered.

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CIVIL SERVICE
New Employment
Opportunities
CHILDCARE SPECIALIST
(NON-STANDARD HOURS)
$27,830

On FRIDAY. JULY 20. 2012 at 2:00 p.m. (prevailing Tampa, Florida
time), the Housing Authority of the City of Tampa will conduct . a
Pre-bid conference in the Board Room located on the first
floor at 1529 W. Main St., Tampa Florida 33607. Copies of this
Invitation for Bid are available on THA's website at
www.thafl.com/deptslprocurement; or can be picked up at the
Pre-bid Conference or from the Contracting and Procurement
Department on the ~nd floor of the Main Administrative Office,
Room 213.
THA will conduct a site visit at the conclusion of the Pre-bid
Conference for those in attendance. All · interested bidders are
strongly encouraged to attend the pre-bid conference, the site visit
and the bid opening .

COURT CLERK II
$27,830
CUSTOMER SERVICES
REPRESENTATIVE TRAINEE
$24,752
HEAD START/EARLY HEAD
START TEACHER
$31,512
LEAD HEAD START!
EARLY HEAD START
TEACHER ASSISTANT

$35,838
PORT SECURITY OFFICER

Persons who require special accommodations should

$31 ,574

immediately contact the THA Contracting Office at (813) 253-0551
extension 390.

SENIOR BUDGET ANALYST
(CROSS-FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMS)
$49,795

THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF TAMPA

SENIOR CASE MANAGER

Jerome D. Ryans, President/CEO

$40,768

II

EMPLOYMENT

II

SENIOR CHILD
CARE SPECIALIST
(NON-STANDARD HOURS)
$31,512

Job Opening
Graphic Artist
Must Be Proficient In Photoshop
Freehand And Quark
Must Apply In Person At The:
Florida Sentinel Bulletin
2207 E. 21st Ave.
Tampa, Fl 33605

Wednesday & Thursday ONLY

8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
No Phone Calls

SENIOR CUSTOMER
SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
$27,830
TREATMENT COUNSELOR
(MASTERS)
$43,097
See our web site at
http:llwww.hccsb.org or visit
our office at: 601 E. Kennedy
Boulevard, 17th Floor, Tampa,
FL. Preference in initial apt.
will be given to eligible vets &
eligible spouses of vets.
AAJEEO Employer

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~
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HOMES FOR RENT II

~

!<
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT,
THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA

Now Looking For

Condo

2617 E. 32nd Avenue

Independent

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Really Nice
Spacious, Secure
Tiled, Lots More
Must See Won't Last
Section 8 OK

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

MCA Representatives
In The Tampa Bay Area

CASE NO.: 11-CA-o04872
DIVISION "G"

Start Work Today
From Your Home

FRIENDS BANK, a Florida corporation
. PLAINTIFF,

Call (813) 389-0852
Now!!!

vs.
GABRIELLE A. GEORGE, et al.,
DEFENDANTS

bidder for cash on July 25. 2012, at 2:00 p.m. on the 2nd Floor,
of the George E. Edgecomb Building, Room 201/202, Located at

Home
Spacious Fenced Yard
$650.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit Waived

Ceramic/Carpet

Call(813)398-0992

No Pets
WDH, CHA

3019 North 38th Street

Section 8
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

(813) 949-3482

On Quiet Dead End Street

High Pay-Outs

CHA, Carport

USF Area
13050 N. 20th Street

$875.00/Monthly
$600.00/Security

$24k- $50k

SECTION 45.031 (1 )(a), FLORIDA STATUTES.

Town home

"If you are a person with a disability who requires
participate

in

a

Call Basia McMurray
At 813-675-7040
Extension 26

court

proceeding, you are entitled, at no cost to you, the provision of

· Free Water

special accommodations in order to participate in a court
Offices of the Courts, 800 E. Twiggs Street, Room 604, Tampa, FL
33602, Phone (813) 272-7040, Hearing Impaired: (800) 955-Snl,
Voice Impaired: (800) 955-sno or email ADA@fljud13.0rg at
least seven (7) days before your scheduled court appearance, or
immediately upon receiving this notification If the time before
the scheduled appearance Is less than 7 days.
DATED mb day of June. 2012.
PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT

Dining Services at
The University ofTampo
Is hiring for an positions!
Experienced cooks,
balcers.borlenderi, banquet servers,
cashiers. marketing. clerical. food
service and utilityworlcers.We offer
competitive salaries and free meals!

As Deputy Clerk

Section 8 Ok

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Free One Month

Totally Remodeled, WDH

_Qnly $685.00

Close To Hillsborough HS
$750.00/Monthly

Call 813-220-3633

Plus Deposit

Call (813) 601-3101

II

HOMES FOR RENT

II

Two - 3 Bedroom/1 Bath

3/1 - Computer Room

Located In Stadium Center

CHA, Large Fenced Yard

8315 Dahlia Avenue
Progress VIllage

2009 East Ida
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Tuts, July 24 • 9:00AM • 3:00PM
Wed, July 25 • 9:00AM· 3:00PM
Thurs. July 26 • 9:00AM ·3:00PM
Tues. July 31 ·9:00AM· 3:00PM
W~. August 1 • 9:00AM • S:OO PM
Thurs. August 2 • 9:00AM • 3:00PM

~

· 3005 Arrow Street
Highland Pines

Laundry Room

$925.00/Rent

401 W. Kennedy Blvd ..

Deposit $300.00

Vaughn Center
Absolutely no phone coils accepted
. ~ EOE M/F /0/V

$700.00/Deposit

Section 8 Accepted

Section 8

(813) 231-3101
(813) 401-:1829

(813) 789-0760

UT Dining Services

lsi FELICIA L. PATTERSON

Tampa Heights

Optional Washer/Dryer

certain assistance. Individuals with a disability who requires
proceeding should contact the ADA Coordinator, Administrative

(813) 335-6688

2 Story 2 Bedroom

Start Immediately

~

r-

al

Salesmanship Skills

Paid Training

to

Handyman Special

Large Fenced Yard

Must Have Great

WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER THE SALE IN ACCORDANCE WITH

order

Nagl (813) 727-6782

Townhouse

Telemarketing Sales

SURPLUS FUND FROM THIS SALE, IF ANY, MUST FILE A CLAIM

Bath

Section 8 Welcome

2 Bedroom/2 Bath

Real Estate

Immediate Advancement

Bedroom/1~

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

The Kenny Rushing
School Of Real Estate
Investing Is Hiring

ANY LEINHOLDER CLAIMING AN INTEREST IN THE

in

4

North Tampa

In House Lead Base

accommodations

8506 Tidewater Trail

(813) 949-3482

property set forth in the Order or Final Judgment:
Unit No. 813 of Parkcrest Harbour Island
Condominium, a Condominium, according
to The Declaration of Condominium recorded
in O.R. Book 14790, Page 622, and all exhibits
and amendments thereof, Public Records of
Hillsborough County, Florida.
PIN #A-24-29-18-825-000000-00813.0

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

2 Bedroom/2 Bath
Townhouse
Large Fe~ced Yard
Ceramic/Carpet
No Pets - WDH , CHA
Section 8

866-358-3937

800 East Twiggs Street, in Tampa, Florida, the following-described

Call (813) 626-8208

North Tampa

& Benefits
Home Everyday
Paid HolidaysNacations
401K
COL-A w/X End
School Grads Accepted

Judgment entered in this cause, I will sell to the highest and best

$750.00/Monthly

1708 East ldell Street

Local, Great Pay

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that pursuant to a Summary Final

Central A/C

(813) 960-8490

Drivers:

AMENDEND NOTICE OF SALE
PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 45

Laundry Room

Near 15th treet

JION DEADLINES

Kenny Rushing
Property Management

Large 3/1 House

Edition • Thursday 0 1~ P.M.
Friday Edition - Monday 0 12."00 P.M.

3723 Garrison Ave. - 412

' 'uv""'IU.J

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$10.00 • 1-20 Words And 60$ For Each
Additional Word Over 20
This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad

And.109th Avenue

1906 E 19th Ave.- 412

THIS COULD BE YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
CONTACT LAVORA
@

(813) 248-1921

FOR DETAILS ON PLACIN~
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

3003 Cord St. - 312
All Properties Are
Move-In Ready
Section 8 Approved
Low Deposit

Contact: Tonya Davis
P: 813-675-7040 X 20
C: 813-526-4150

Newly Renovated
lnsic;te Washroom, CAH
Covered Back Porch
Huge Fenced Yard
Tenant Pays Lights And Water
Section 8 Welcome
Rent $1,1 oo.oo
Deposit $450.00

~
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(954) 300-1002
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Sulphur Springs Area
Large 3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Block Home

Section 8 Accepted
(813) 503-5321

813-971-0341

Sulphur Springs
8503 North Alaska
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
$1 ,050.00/Montly
Available 8/1/12
Large Yard , CHA
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Close To Busch Gardens
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Totally Remodeled
Great Neighborhood
$900.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

w
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Apartments For Rent
One Bedroom - Very Nice
Security Bars
402 W. Amelia Avenue
$550.00 Monthly
Plus Deposit

Call (813) 433-3290

Section 8 Welcome

Large Backyard, Nice Area

For Detailed Information

(813) 34G-3085

Call (813) 789-3879

USF Area
Section 8 Accepted

Move-In Special
Tampa Heights
New 4-Piex

WDH , CHA
New Carpet, Tile
$700.00/Monthly
Includes Water

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Central Heat & Air
Extremely Nice
Section 8 Accepted

Plus Deposit

Call (813) 477-7734
1 0007 North 14th Street

3 Bedroom /2 Bath
Home
Fenced Backyard
WDH, Tile And Carpet
$1,000.00/Monthly

#B

Very, Very Quite

can (813) 217-2462
/"

Newly Remodeled
Full Kitchen , Furnished
$80.00-$100.00

2/1- Duplex

Weekly + Deposit

Beautiful Layout
2 Bedroom Apartments

WDH, CHA
Paid Water/Sewer
$350. 00/Deposit

can (813) 476-8748

$675 Moves You In!

Section 8 Welcomed

Furnished Rooms

813-221-2120
Oak Gardens
11717 North 14th Street
(14th Street And Fowler)

(813) 986-3205
(813) 310-8598

Bright And Clean
100% Remodeled

(813) 857-7656
(813) 951-3114

Nice Room For Rent
All Utilities And
Cable Included

Rooms For Rent

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

$675.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit

8511 N. Seminole Ave.
Must See!!

West Tampa

(81,3 ) 417-3455

Apartment
WDH

Electric, Water

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
CHA, WDH

2/1 - Apartment

Call {813) 391-7046

Room For Rent

-And Cable Included

Plus Deposit
Small Pets OK

For Rent

(813) 601-3101
North Tampa And
Temple Terrace
2 And 3 Bedrooms
From $750.00
WDH - 0 Deposit
No Application Fee
Section 8
Vouchers Welcome

II ROOMS FOR RENT II

Tampa Heights

Males Preferred
Cable, Central Air
Strictly No Drug Activity
Allowed
Must Be Employed
Call (813) 965-5931

Progress VIllage

1st Month 1h Off

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Totally Remodeled
Great Neighborhood
Free Electric, Water
And Internet
Security Camera
$675.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit

SSI , Fixed Income
Big Rooms For Rent
Wow Only!!!
$375.00/Monthly
Includes Cable TV
No Deposit

4/2 - Home

Very Spacious

Call (813) 601-3101

(813) 325-6499

CHA, Tile, Fenced
Laundry Room
Screened Lanai

2 Bedroom/2 Bath
$625.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit

West Tampa

$1 ,050.00/Monthly

A/C, New Tile/Carpet

Now Leasing
Cinnamon Cove
Apartments

South Of 1-275

Plus Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

Call (813) 298-2499

(813) 93G-5063

Gann & Gann Rentals
407 Floribraska East

$199.00 Move-In Special
1 And 2 Bedrooms

Near Armenia
Furnished
$100.00- $125.00/Weekly

1 BedroomUpstairs Apartment
$425.00/Monthly

Available Now
For Immediate Move
Section 8 Welcome
Se Habla Espanol

Includes All Utilities
Cable & Personal Fridge
Income/Employment
Verification

Kitchen
$125.00/Weekly
$50.00/Deposit

Plus Deposit

Contact Us At
(813) 971-5254

Call (813) 545-8074

Call (813) 293-4883

Call (813) 229-8696

Deposit Required
Section 8 Welcome

..J
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2 Bedroom/1 Bath, WDH
$650.00/Monthly

Newly Renovated

:I:

CJ)

Section 8 Only
0 Deposit
$1 00.00 Move-In Special

(813) 968-1168

lL

c

7917 Lake Shore Drive

12301 North 11th Street
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Only $550.00 Includes Water
First Month Free
With Security

Fenced, CHA
$850.00/Monthly

~
c

La Casa Mia

(813) 728-3163
(813) 732-5332

813-915-9787
Move - In Special

II APTS. FOR RENT II
TAMPA NAPFE
TOWERS
1 Bedroom Affordable
Elderfy Housing For
62+ Years .. Young."
Applications For WaiUist
Accepted NOW!
Come Join Our Community!

813-977-1663

~

0

"LOOK" Special
Sulphur

prlngs Area

Very Clean
Close To Transportation
$450.00/Monthly
Plus Security
Includes Utilities/Cable
Available Immediately

can (813) 842-7902
Rooms For Rent
Near Downtown
And Bus #30
TV, A/C, Carpet

(813) 373-2515
(813) 949-8997

Thonotosassa
(301 & Fowler)
Quiet, Nice Yard , Patio
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
WDH, Window A/C
Water Included
Section 8 OK
$500.00/Rent
$250.00/Deposit
(813) 968-1168

I

DUPLEX
North Tampa
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Duplex
New Renovated

II
"The Voice of Our Community
Speaking for Itself'

$625.00/Monthly
$500.00/Security
Call (813) 376-8664
Or (813) 363-8094

(813) 248-1921

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,~
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APPLIANCE
REPAIRS

II ROOMS FOR RENT II
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BUS TRIP
II II~. \; ; ; _~~~~DNA TESTING II II~~~~
JUNK CARS II ~!<
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$100.00 Move-In Special
University Area

A Country Boy's
Consultation
3809 North 29th Street
Eugene (813) 85D-1643
Appointment Only

CHA, Cable, Washer/Dryer
Must Be Drug Free

& Employed

Call (813) 293-1090
1 Week FREE
Rooms For Rent

2913 North 15th Street
Tampa

Stop By Or Call Henry
(813) 727-0151

Legal Or Personal Testing

N

Payment Plans
24-Hour Service

Free Play, Buffet, Drinks

I Buy Junk ars
Up To $500.00 & Up

Monday - Saturday

And Live Entertainment

RSVP (813) 389-0852

DLM·DNA

Free Pick Up Of

Testing Services

Old Appliances And Metal

(813) 928-2753

1,\; ; ; ;11~ATT~O~RN~EY~II II CARPET CLEANING II

N

0......

CALLJ.R.
(813).966-3501

Results In 3 Days

www.dlmservicesusa.com

Now Servicing Nationwide
1-888-651-5777

Call Eric
(813) 764-3968

I BUY JUNK CAR .COM
Top Dollar For

Filing Bankruptcy

Gann & Gann Rentals
806 Florlbraska Avenue
Rooms For Rent

II FORECLOSURE II

Chapter 7 Or 13?
$500.00 And Up

Including Deep Cleaning

Call Attorney
Roderick 0. Ford
(813) 223-1200
www.fordlaw.org

No Hidden Charges

Phone(813)325-4330

Call (813) 229-8696
(813) 373-2515
(813) 949-8997

African American Workers
Compensation Attorney

II CONTRACTORS II
Maintenance Contract

(813) 675-7040
(813) 695-2438

Management Office

II

JUNK CARS

II

4401 North 40th Street

With Or Without Title
Any Condition

We Pay Top Dollar

Make Or Model

For All Cars
We Pay More For VB's

We Pay Up To $20,000.00

Call Mary
(813) 238-6353

Most Cars
Power Window Repair
$39.00 & Up

W/D, Cable
All Utilities Paide

Call (813) 77D-7188 Now!!
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And Offer Free Towing

Call Omar
(813) 516-0847
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Rob (813) 325-6529
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Next To Bus Lines

Trucks And Vans

6:tJ

m

Must Have Own

Rate Is Negotiable

Windshields $99.00 & Up

II

Need Money?

References Required

'TI

m
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And Light Electrical
Transportation To Property

Furnished, CHA

With Or Without Title
24/7

For Property

Call {813) 247-4724
Busch Gardens Area
Plant City Fair Grounds

Running Or Not

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

Carpentry, Tile Work

AUTO GLASS

For Cars, Trucks,
Vans, Motorcycles

With Weekly Guarantee

Light Plumbing, Painting,

II

We Pay"
A H
Up To $1,500.00

See Our Ad In The
Florida Sentinel.

Call Attorney
Roderick 0. Ford
(813) 223-1200
www.fordlaw.org

With Or Without Title

Call (813) 344 4444

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

. Job Injury?

Ybor Heights

Trucks, Vans And Cars
Running Or Not 24/7

1 - 3 Rooms Only $29.95

$305.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit
Background Check

Large Furnished Rooms
$120:00- $140.00/Weekly
Deposit Plus Security
Plus 1 Week Rent
Cable TV, Laundry
Single, Drug Free
Must Be Employed

We Come To You!

All Work Guaranteed

In Quiet Building At

ars

And Trucks

$60.00 For Trip Includes

Servicing: Ice Machines,
A/C, Heat And
Refrigerators, Stoves
Washers, Dryers
$45.00 - Service Call

We Buy Junk

Paternity Test

Casino Cruise To
Canaveral, Fl
One Day Trip
July 21, 2012

II

Quiet Neighborhood

COMPUTERS

c
~

$120.00/Weekly
Private Entrance

II BEDS FOR SALE I

Top Notch
Computer Services

(813)-478-1286
Beds
Bunk Beds

II AIR CONDITIONING II

Queen
King

Related Services

$200.00
$60.00
$65.00

Twin
Full

Tarpley's AIC

Computer Repair And

Call 813-695-7813

$75.00
$100.00 & Up

II

Call (813) 31D-0991

Sales & Service

CRUISE

New & Used
Financing Available

Call (813) 238-7884
Lie 11815130

15 Day Hawaiian Cruise

II

BUS TRIP

II

November 6, 2013
Through

Tax Holiday Trip
Sawgrass Mills Outlet Mall

November 21, 2013

Saturday - August 4, 2012

September 9, 2012

$450.00/Deposit
Due By

$55.00

RSVP (813) 892-0581
tmadteach @yahoo.com

Call Phillips' Travel
(813) 368-6077
For Detailed Information
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Junk Cars

c
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LL.

We Buy Junk Cars,
Trucks And Vans

Learn HowTo
Create Wealth
Investing In Real Estate

Call {813) 784-8339

Rehab For Profit

Licensed Hair Stylists

Cash In 3 Days For Your House

- Build With Equity

Booth Rental Only

See Our Ad In The
Florida Sentinel.

Is Looking For

- Build A Positive Cash Flow

II LAWN SERVICE I

Must Have Fair Credit
Must Have Cash To Close
Serious Inquiries Only

MAC DADDY
Lawn Service And
Complete Clean-Up
We Haul: Debris, Limbs
And Furniture

~
c
a:
LL.
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Feathered Looks And More
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Anniversaries, Etc.

Micros, Corn Rows

Or Baby Showers
$100.00 Off With This Ad
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We Buy Foreclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days
See Our Ad In The
Florida Sentinel.
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www.rehabberssuperstore.com

813.675.7040
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REPAIRS

II

S & H Painting
Complete Home Repairs
Experienced
Carpenters, Roofers
Hauling

Harvey (813) 463-6492.

iii

~~~

Movers
Affordable Movers
Guaranteed Lowest Pric~s
Free Estimates
Professional Service

Phone (813) 364-3319

Woodard Brothers
Residential Remodeling
Carpentry, Room Additions
Roofing, Drywall
Plumbing, Ceramic Tile
Sidewalks
Patios And Hauling

Call Eli (813) 325-4643
Lie #022650

II OFFICE RENTAL II
Office Space For Rent
Prime Location
Near Interstate
And Downtown
Only $350.00 Per Month
Includes Utilities

Call 813 417-6654
If Interested

II

Spiritualist
Healer Advisor
True Woman Of God
Can Help You On Love
Marriage, Business

(832) 566-4600

II WE BUY HOUSES II

Sister Maya

I Pay Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

Can Remove Bad Luck,
Evil Spirits

Before I Buy Your House I Can
Provide You With :

(813) 379-1151
7512 N. Armenia Avenue

1. Proof Of Funds: Proving I
Have The Cash To Buy Your
House.

Braids By Serina
(813) 381-2105

Palm, Card Reader
Spiritual Cleansing,
Removes Bad Luck,
Evil Spells
Restores Lost Nature
Advise On Love, Marriage
Health And Business

Occupational License: That I
Am A Legitimate Busin~ss
Owner. Before You Sell Your
House To Some Scrupulous
Person Make Sure They Can
Offer
You
The
Same
Credentials.

$5.00 Off

Some Investors Make False
Claims That They Have The
Money To Buy Your House But
Really Do Not.

Kinky Twists

$95.00

Plaits

$85.00

Bobs

$75.00

Sew-Ins

$60.00

(813) 506-9239

Brenda Phillips
Hair Vision Salon·

MOTHER

Summer Sizzler

Offers Special Prayers
And Gives Luck!

2- 4- 1

GRIFFIN

Thursday And Friday

1st Time Customers Only
Call (813) 368-6077
For Appointments

Insured/Lie# 199701
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SPIRITUALIST

2. References: Phone Numbers
Of People I've Bought Houses
From Recently.

$100.00

Call Now
For Special Rates
(813) 389-0852
(813) 374-0147

II

II

Sister Grace
1907 East Fletcher

Senegalese Twists

c..

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

Call Now For

And Kinky Twist

Banquet Hall Available
For Kids Birthday Parties

Reunites Lovers
Helps You With Love, Money
Health & Happiness
Bring Back Your Lover
Removes All Evil
And Back Luck
Guaranteed To See
Results Within 48 Hours

Lucky Numbers

Sew-Ins, Dread Locs

Angela {813) 401-1829
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Walk-Ins Welcome
Angelique's African
Hair Braiding
4707 East Busch Blvd.
Between 46th and 48th
(813) 9_88-7037

For Weddings, Birthdays

ll,l;;;;;;;;;l
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Baby Showers, Conferences

Call (813) 229-8696
(813) 373-2515
(813) 949-8997

w

RENTAL HALL
Rent Mama D's Building
1222 East Scott Street

804 East Floribraska
$400.00/Monthly
1 Large Room
Partially Furnished
Background Check

~
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II

Church/Office Space
For Rent

<t

$45.00
$55.00

Any Quick Weave
Invisible Part

II

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 675-7040

Rochelle
5810 North 40th Street
{813) 965-0485

Please Call
Kenny Rushing
813.675.7040

Phone {813) 245-9761

II

Call Mrs. B(813) 621-2820
{813) 956-0020

Rental Business

"We Do Best For Less"

MORTGAGE

Amy Jackson

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

B' Eiegant Beauty Salon
3402 North 34th Street

All Micros

$85.00

Body Plaits

$65.00

Kinky Twists

$65.00

Box Plaits .

$40.00-$55.00

Sew-In Weaves

Don't be discouraged if
others have failed. I can help
you overcome bad luck, evil
influences, spells, unatural
conditions surrounding you.
Has your loved one changed?
Are
you
in
distress?
Whatever the problem, I can
help in one visit. Satisfcationl

CALL ME TODAY!
813-677-2971
4927 83rd Street

I Also Encourage You To
Consult With Your Attorney
Before Selling Me Your House
Or Anyone Else.
We Value
Our Relationship With The
Community And Appreciate The
Continued Support Over The
Years. I've Helped Hundreds Of
People Get Cash Fast For Their
House Since August, 2000. I'm
Here To Help You And Will Not
Let You Down.

Call Me For A
Free Consultation:
Kenny Rushing, President
Rehabber's
Superstore, Inc.
813 675 7040 Ext. 11

$45.00

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429
Lorraine African
Hair Braic;Ung
12909 North 56th Street
#301
Summer Specials
Micro's $99.00 & Up
Sew-In Weave
$80.00 & Up

{813) 817-8063
www.facebook.com/lorraine.ma1

Voters Regist-ration-You have
Until 0~. 9'1-h To Register
To Vote
Early Voting For General
Elec:t-ion C)cto. 28 - Nov. 3
Only 1 Week-· I ~·Ff~rida --General

Elec:f'ion
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